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HEATHKIT TRANSCEIVERS
IF YOU PURCHASE
ANY ONE --mi'ig"mim
OF THESE
MODELS
ECONOMY ALL BANDS
80-10 METRE HW-I00

DELUXE ALL BANDS
80-10 METRE SB-I01

HW 12A, 22A, 32A,
SINGLE BANDERS

WITH THIS

YOU SAVE

HP 23A

MONEY

POWER SUPPLY
HW 100

.

SB 101

.

.

.

HW 12A
HW 22A/32A
.

with HP 23A

L159.

tI

.

91

ft

ft

PO

91

.

0.

0

L222 . 0 . 0
L83 . 10 . 0

£86.

16

.

0

Carr. 22/Carr. 20/Carr. 22/-

CREDIT TERMS AVAILABLE ON

Carr. 22/ -

AVAILABLE ON THESE MODELS.

REQUEST.

FULL

SPECIFICATION

PLEASE ADDRESS ALL ENQUIRIES TO :-

DAYSTROM LTD.

SHEETS

Dept. SW -12,

GLOUCESTER,
GL2-6EE.
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ATLANTA
A

POWER SUPPLY

High power SSB Transceiver
Extremely good audio (crystal
filters fitted)

Mobile and fixed station
Operation on all amateur bands
from 10 to 80 metres
Write for full technical specification

Other KW Products
KW Antenna Switch
(3 position) KW E -Z
Antenna Match Unit, KW
PEP Meter, KW Match
SWR Indicator
KW Low-pass Filters,
KW Trap Dipoles, KW
Balun, KW Dummy
Load, KW Q Multipliers

Write for illustrated detailed specifications on other KW Equipment
including the KW 2000B ; KW Vespa Mark 11 ; KW 201 ; KW 1000 and
our list of KW Tested Trade-ins.

K. W. ELECTRONICS LIMITED
ELECTRONICS
LIMITED

I

HEATH STREET, DARTFORD, KENT

TEL.: DARTFORD 25574.

CABLES : KAYDUBLEW DARTFORD
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Merry Xmas from R. T. & I.
EDDYSTONE 990R, 27-240 me/s., AM/FM ...

EDDYSTONE 5640

...

..

...

...

...

..
REDIFON R50M, 13.5-26 .kc/s.
and 95 .kc/s.-32 me/s.
SOMMERKAMP FR -(00-B (10-160 metres) ..

SOMMERKAMP FT -DX 400/500 transceiver
SOMMERKAMP FL -200B transmitter
LAFAYETTE HA -680 ...
..
LAFAYETTE HE -80 . ..
...

NATIONAL HRO-500

...

...

KW VESPA Mk. II and A.C. p.s.u. ...

EDDYSTONE EA12 amateur band receiver...
EDDYSTONE 770R, 19-165 me/s., AM/FM ..
EDDYSTONE 940
...
...
EDDYSTONE 888A amateur band receiver
EDDYSTONE 750
...
EDDYSTONE 840C
EDDYSTONE ECIO
EDDYSTONE 840A
HALLICRAFTERS SX117
...
..
LASKY Sky Rover Mk. II, 550 kc/s.-30 me/s....
RCA AR88D
...
...
...
.

.

£280 (301-)

£25 (25/-)
£70 (50/-)
£90 (30/-)
E195 (60/-)
L100 (40/-)
£35 (20/-)
£48 (25/-)
£450 (40/-)
1115 (30/-)
E150 (30/-)
£120 (30/-)
EIOS (30/-)
£85 (30/-)
E50 (25!-)
£48 (25/-)

OFFICIALLY APPOINTED

EDDYSTONE
* Full H.P. facilities

...

*

Part Exchanges

[40 (20/-)

.

.

593

* First-class service

£35 (25/-)

E110 (30/-)

...£12/10(15/-)

...
£65 (40/-)
... E125 (40/-)
WE CAN ALSO SUPPLY ANY MAKE OF NEW EQUIPMENT --and have pleasure in

HAMMARLUND SP6001X6

Come and see EDDYSTONE

giving a few examples which are mainly in stock:-

AVOMETERS, Model 7, Mk. 2, £27 ; Model 40, Mk. 2, 127 ; Model 8,

Mk. 3, 130 ; Model 9, Mk. 2, E30 ; Multiminor, Mk. 4, i10 /10 /- (free).
S.G. BROWN'S HEADPHONES, Type " F," 120 ohms, 2,000 ohms,
4,000 ohms, L3/7/6 (3/6). Earpads for same, 9/- per pair. Type 3C/I100
noise excluding (with superb fitting), high quality, electro-dynamic, 1E6 /6 1-

in LEYTONSTONE!

(3/6).

KW EQUIPMENT. KW Atlanta transceiver, £250. Vespa Mk. 2, trans-

mitter with A.C.p.s.u., E135. KW -20I amateur band receiver, £111. Also
Calibrator, E6 ; " Q " mult. £81101-. KW -2000-B Transceiver, with A.G.
p.s.u., E232 ; D.C. p.s.u., £42. KW -I000 Linear, £135. KW -600 Linear.
£115. KW E -Z match, £12/16/-. KW Match, £8/14/6. Antenna switch,

£3 /3 /-.
CODAR, AT5, E16 /19 /6 ; 250/S, L8/10 ; T28, £15 /17 /6 ; PR30X, E7 /19 /6 ;
CR70A, 121 ;

I2/MS, LII /I0/- ; I2/RC, £21101-, etc., etc.

PARTRIDGE "Joystick," "Joymatch," etc. Lists and details on request
TRIO EQUIPMENT-Transceiver, TS -510 c/w A.C. p.s.u. and spkr.,

E212 (401-) ; VFO-SD for TS -510, £32 (10/-). Receivers, JR310 band spread, £77/101- (20/-) ; JR-500-SE, bandspread, 668/- (10/-) ; 9R59DE,
540 kc/s.-30 me/s., £42 /10 /- (10/-) ; 9R-59, 540 kc/s.-30 me/s., £34 /13 /(15/..). Loudspeaker, SP -50 " Speaker -mate " to match trio receiver,
etc. £4/7/6 (7/6). Headset HS4, £5/19/6. Write for special offers.

Our latest list of over 50 receivers, and many other
interesting items sent free upon receipt of your s.a.e.

CARRIAGE for England, Scotland and Wales shown in brackets.

TERMS: C.W.O., Approved Monthly Accounts, Hire Purchase
and Part Exchange. Special facilities for export. Enquiries
invited.

s.

ECIOMk.2 69 10

£ s. d.
Edometer ED902 Mk. 2 27 10 0
AC Mains Units 924
6 15 0
Receiving Aerial 731/1
4 16 0
Plinth Speaker 906
4 5 0

EB35 Mk. 2 64 10
(plus PT)

General Purpose
Speaker 935

830/7
EA12
940

275

0

195
153

0
0

3

7

6

59 10

ECIO

R. T. & I. ELECTRONICS LTD.
Ashville Old Hall, Ashville Road, London, Ell

Tel: 01-539 4986

WE ARE THE ANTENNA PEOP1E
WHY BUY IMPORTED EXPENSIVE TYPES

-

BACK BRITAIN -BUY ANTENNA'S
MANUFACTURED 10010 IN ENGLAND
MUSTANG
ELAN

SWL-7

TA -3I Jr.
V-3 Jr.
VTD-3 Jr.

A-315
A -2I5
A-310
A-210

TA -33 Jr.
TA -32 Jr.

TD -3 Jr.

ELAN

D1-2

Imported Antenna's

RD -5

TW-3X

Classic -33

RV -4

A -203-C
TA -36
TA -33 Snr.
TA -32 Snr.

Lancer Mobile
A -92-S
TD -2

V-4-6

R4-4RK

DI -l0

Rotators, Towers, Polythene cord and rope, Coax cable,
Control cable, Twin feeder and many more Antenna
accessories.

Provides outstanding performance on 10 and 15 metres,

coupled with light weight (17 !b.). All Alloy and stinless steel construction, exceptional broad band tuning,
exclusive trap design, single coax feed point.. Power
rating 300 watts AM/CW, 600 watts p.e.p.
input to
final. Forward gain
to 8dB. Maximum element
length 20ft. Sin. Boom length 12ft.

Send for HANDBOOK/CATALOGUE containing full details and prices of
Antenna and technical information, 2/6 refundable on purchase of an
Antenna.

Regret increase in Antennae prices from November 1969. New price list on request.

V-3 Jr.

Carriage and Insurance Extra
Telephone: Costessey 2861, orders only

AiradSky ad/07/. 0641. 40, Valley Road, New.Costessey, Norwich, Norfolk Nor. 26K
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Fast Mall Order for the Amateur Radio Enthusiast!
AERIAL EQUIPMENT

" RAYMART " SUPER

TWIN FEEDER. 300 ohm twin ribbon

feeder similar K25, 8d. per yard. 75 ohm
twin feeder, ed. per yard. Post on above
feeders, 2/- any length.
COPPER WIRE, I4G, H/D, 140ft.,
37/6 ; 70ft., I9/-. Post and packing 5/-.
Lengths are approx. only, actually sold by
weight.

VARIABLE CONDENSERS.

" Raymart " 250 pF, 8/6 each, 2/- P. & P.
EDDYSTONE 817. 240 pF .024 spacing,
24/6, P. & P. 2/6.

AERIAL INSULATORS.

Ribbed

ceramic, 2/6 each. Short stick, I /- each.
Egg, 6d. all plus postage.

2 METRE BEAM, 5 ELEMENT W.S.
YAGI. Complete in box with I" to
21" masthead bracket
Carriage 5/-.

Price : 13 7s.

BAN DCH ECKER

" RAYMART "

This instrument is an adaptation of the simple Absorption

TRANSISTORISED

lising a diode and a sensitive
meter its application is considerably widened.
In addition to the familar use
of checking output frequency
the
increased
sensitivity
enables it to be used for many

SHORT WAVE
RECEIVER KIT

type wavemeter and by uti-

Uses plug-in coils.
5 ranges available.
Kit supplied with Range 3 coil

other applications such as:
Checking of Multiplier
Multi Stage
stages
in

16-5 3 mc/s.

transmitters.

SUPER AERAXIAL, 70/80 ohm coax,
300 watt .ery low loss, 2/3 per yard. 50

Neutralising R.F. Ampli-

Full instructions supplied.

Standing waves on coax

TOUGH POLYTHENE LINE, type

R.F. Pick up in wiring.

Cost of kit E8 (less speaker and
battery).
Extra coils Ili- per range.

ohm 300 watt, 2/6 per yard. P. & P. 2/6.

MLI (1001b.), 2d. per yd. or 12/6 per
100 yds. Type ML2 (220 lb.), 4d. per yd.

or 25/- per 100 yds., ML4 (400 lb.), 6d.
per yd. Ideal for Guys, L.W. Supports,
Halyards, etc.

fiers.

Cables.

R.F Pick up in Microphone leads. etc.
Price

[4.4.0

(3.5-35

Mc/s.)

160 Metre Band 14. 10.0.

Postage 1/6 on all line.

or, including
P. & P. 3/-.

P. & P. 4/6.

The Widest Range of Components in the Midlands

* HIRE PURCHASE
* PART EXCHANGE CHAS. H.
At your service G2AK, G3LAY, G3VFV
'phone 021-236 1635

Please print your address. No C.O.D. under LI.

YOUNG

LTD.

170-172 Corporation Street,
Birmingham 4

AMATEUR ELECTRONICS G3FIK
TRIO COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT. We are now able to offer from stock the new TRIO JR-310 Amateur Band Receiver which has been
introduced to supplement the existing range. The well-known 9R-59DE general coverage and JR-500SE Amateur Band receivers are, of course, in use in
large numbers in this country and it would be perfectly true to say that at the present time there are no other receivers of British manufacture or otherwise
which can compare from the point of view of value for money. Needless to say both of these will remain in the range but the object in the introduction
of the JR-310 is to offer a receiver with extra facilities some of which are incorporated and some of which are available as optional extras. The coverage
of the JR-310 embraces 10 through 80 metres, 10 being covered in three segments, and in addition to WWV there is provision on the bandswitch for an
extra band, details of coils and extals for this being given in the handbook. Contrary to the impression formed by some customers, the 6 metre band is not
included, this appearing only on the original version. Optional selectivity is also incorporated but for fuller details we shall be pleased to forward literature
by return. As with all other TRIO equipment a twelve months guarantee is offered backed by a first class after -sales service.
3.

d.

77 10
69 10
42 10
5 19

0
0

E

TRIO JR-3I0 AMATEUR BAND RECEIVER ...
...
...
TRIO JR-500 AMATEUR BAND RECEIVER ...
TRIO 9R-S9DE GENERAL COVERAGE RECEIVER

TRIO HS -4 LIGHTWEIGHT HEADSET
TRIO SP -5D MATCHING SPEAKER UNIT

...

4

...

212
32

TRIO TS -510 TRANSCEIVER ...

TRIO VFO-SD VFO UNIT

...

7
0
0

0
6
6
0
0

All the above prices are nett and do not include carriage.
Excellent stocks are kept of all items in the TRIO range and we shall
be pleased to demonstrate any item to the caller without obligation.
Please note:

MEDCO LOW PASS FILTERS. We very much regret the inconvenience caused through our inability to meet orders for these, but

as our advertisement appeared last month advertising these from stock

Messrs. MEDCO ran into serious difficulty maintaining supplies of
components, with the result that they in turn were unable to complete
our orders. However, by the time this appears we hope that there
will be an all round improvement in the position. Please note, how-

ever, that we are able to offer from stock the new MEDCO HIGH

PASS FILTERS which are priced at 30/- carriage paid and which have a
specification which should make them very effective in cases of TVI.

G -WHIP MOBILE ANTENNAE. All items in the range available
from stock and literature by return on receipt of your S.A.E.

TTC SWR BRIDGES C3005. A first class and accurate bridge employing

twin meters indicating simultaneous fofward and reverse readings,
E6 10

0

TTC SWR BRIDGE C3042. Single meter version of the above 14 12

6

TTC B1016 DYNAMIC FIRST MICROPHONES. PTT with 50K
Superior in construction and performance to more
expensive units currently sold
E3 10 0
impedance.

TECH TE 15 TRANSISTORISED GDO. 440 kc/s. to 280 mc/s.

LESON TABLE STANDING MICROPHONES. A high quality
instrument incorporating transistorised pre -amplifier with gain
control. Bar type PTT switch
...
8 5 0
USED TRIO JR-SOOSE and 9R-59DE RECEIVERS. At the time

of going to press we have several of these coming in but at the moment

are unable to provide prices. However these are expected to fall
between two-thirds and three-quarters of the new price and all
receivers offered will be in absolutely first class and near new condition. Further details upon request with pleasure.
AR88 RECEIVERS. We have a requirement for AR88D and AR88LF
receivers in used or new condition and should be pleased to learn if
you have a set for disposal. When writing be sure to indicate condition and the price required.

Unfortunately, space does not permit the listing of our current stock of used equipment this month but details of this gladly upon request.
Adequate S.A.E.'s gentlemen please. Full Hire Purchase facilities. Excellent parking for the caller.

AMATEUR ELECTRONICS
518-520 ALUM ROCK ROAD, ALUM ROCK, BIRMINGHAM 8.

Telephone: 021-327 1497
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TRIO

......s.

full information on the

c)Ait o TS-510

+ PS -510 + IfF0-5D
Send for full technical information on this outstanding
new SSB system - comprising the TS -510 SSB Trans-

ceiver together with PS -510 Power Supply/Speaker
unit and VFO-5D variable frequency Oscillator.

Also ask for information on the new TRIO SSB Receiver,
the JR-310 and all current models including JR-500 SE
and 9R-59 DE Receivers, SP -5D speaker unit and HS -4
headphones.

exclusive United Kingdom distributors

84-88 Nelson Street, London EA Tel: 01-7904824
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what's the

small idea?
Painton Miniductor®Sub-Miniature moulded RF Chokes. The smallest British made
choke available today.

IPAI
NTEI N
ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS
Painton Et Co. Limited
KINGSTHORPE NORTHAMPTON Tel: 34251
AUSTRALIA Painton (Australia) Pty. Ltd.

U.S.A. Painton Inc.
ITALY Painton Italiana.
GERMANY Painton G.m.b.H.

Telex: 31576

SWEDEN Svenska Painton A.B.

BENELUX Painton S.A.
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TRIO
TS
510
AMATEUR
TRANSCEIVER with speaker
and mains P.S.U., E212.
TRIO JR3I0 AMATEUR BAND
10-80 Metre Receiver, £771101-.
R209

:range of HI El EQUIPMENT,
COMPONENTS, TEST EQUIP.
MENT and COMMUNICAT IONS

EQUIPMENT.... Nearly 200
pages, fully illus.,
Mated and detailing thousands of

valve

high grade

barg al prices.

re-

FREE DISCOUNT
COUPONS
VALUE 10/ -

ceiver suitfor
able

tropical
1-20

use

Mc/s. on 4

bands.
operation.
Incor-

- many at

de

communi-

cation

UNR-30. 4 BAND
COMMUNICATION

operated

P. and

1S-30
4/-.

Mc/s.,

P.

TYPE I3A DOUBLE BEAM
OSCILLOSCOPES
A high quality
instrument offered
at a fraction of
cost.
original

Timebase 2 C/s.750 Kc/s. Separate

and Y2 ampliup to 5.5
Built-in
Mc/s.
calibrators at 100
Kc/s. and I Mc/s.
for
Operation
115/230 volts AC.
Available in exYI

fiers

cellent condition, fully tested and
checked and complete with leads
and probe, £25.

-%23U,t;41111011111153%

4 band covering 550 Kc/s. to 30 Mc/s

continuous and electrical bandspread on

RF and AF gain controls

a

111111

111:iii

i

5

80-10 metres.

15' x 9r x 8r. Wt. 18 lbs.
Carr.

1.45.

101-.

TRIO JR-500SE AMATEUR RECEIVER
Coven all the amateur bands in 7
separate ranges between 3.5 and 29.7
Mc/s. 7 valves, 2 transistors and 5
diodes plus 8 crystals: output 8 and
500 ohm and 5000 ohm phone lack.

by Murphy. Five

bands 650 Kris. 30 Mc/s.
I/F
500 Kc/s.
In-

corporates
2
R.F. and 3 I.F.

controlled

Crystal

oscillator.

.

Variable BFO . VFO . AVC . ANL .

bandlimiter, crystal

stages,

S meter
switch

.
.

SSB-CW

.

Stand-by

special double gear dial

drive with direct reading down to
I

kHz.

Remote control socket for connection to a transmitter. Audio output I watt.
115/250v. A.C. Mains. Superb modern styling. Size 7 x 13 x 10in. with instruction manual andlservice data, L69 /10 /-. Carriage paid.

RCA COMMUNICATIONS

available B41 L.F. version of above.
15
Kc/s.-700
Kc/s.,
E17/101-.
Carr. 30/-.

RECEIVERS AR88D

535 Kc/s.-32 Mc/s. continuous output

CRYSTAL CALIBRATOR No. 10
Small
port-

crystal

crystal

CLEAR PLASTIC PANEL METERS
First grade quality, Moving Coil panel meters,
S.A.E. for illustrated leaflet.
Discounts for quantity. Available as follows.
2I/32in. square fronts.
Type MR. 38P.
I-0-1mA 27 /6 150mA 27/6 750v DC 27/6
2mA 27/6 200rnA 27/6 I 5v AC 27/6
5mA 27/6 300mA 27/6 50v AC 27/6
lOrnA 27/6 500mA 27/6 150v AC 27/6
3v DC 27/6 300v AC 27/6
750mA 27/6

wavemeter.
Size 7 x 7}x

quency range
500 Kc/s.-IS

1

Mc/s. (up to

on

harmonics).

Calibrated

Power
requirements
300v. DC. 15mA and 12v. DC 0.3A.
Excellent condition, 89/6. Carr. 7/6.
dial.

Full

JOYSTICK AERIALS
range of Aerials and Tuners

in stock.

Operates 220/240v. A.G. Brand new

with instructions.

L13/191-. Carr.

7/6.

HAMMARLUND SP600JX

COMMUNICATION

RECEIVER
540 Kc/s.-54 Mc/s. Few only, £100.

HANSEN SWR-3 BRIDGE
Impedance 52 ohms. Also operates
as field strength indicator, com-

plete with telescopic aerial, 69/6
each.

P.P. 3/6. PL259 plugs to suit

7/6 each.

EX -AM CONTROL BOX with

two Londex 7026 24v. D.C. Aerial
Change -over Relays.

Carr. 5/-.

39/6.

New.

CODAR EQUIPMENT

available ex -stock.

Fre-

Mc/s.

Q Clapp oscillator. Size: 6}' x 5+' x

impedance 2.5-600 ohms. Incorporating
filter, noise limiter, variable
BFO, variable selectivity, etc. Price :
C87 /10 /-. Carr. £2.

controlled

30

H.T. supply.
Employs high

Latest release by ministry BRAND NEW
original cases.
110-250v. A.G.
Frequency in 6 Bands.
operation.

Carbon 300 35w., 5/6. P.P. 1/6.

4in.

Stabilised

in

DUMMY LOAD RESISTORS

able

volts
to
output
most
drive
transmitters.
10-20

Band AM/CW/SSB amateur

Exceptional value,

Mc/s.

bands

Five

Norma

and short wave 50 Kc/s.-400 Kc/s.
and 550 Kc/s.-30 Mc/s.
F.E.T. front end. 2 Mechanical filters.
Huge
Dial.
Product detector.
Variable BFO.
Crystal calibrator.
Noise limiter, S Meter. 24+" Band spread. 230v. A.C./12v. D.C. Neg.
earth operation. RF gain control.

High quality 10
receiver

1.2-19

LAFAYETTE DE LUXE V.F.O.

1

NEW LAFAYETTE SOLID STATE HA600 RECEIVER

manufactured

Also

ligI

il

controlled

Excellent condition, E12/10/-. Carr.
30/,

II
!I

;II

£5/19/6. our price E3 /15 /- if purchased with receiver.

valve

With circuit diagram.

l.11;lr,

accessories

or 12v. D.C. operation.
Complete with calibration charts.
Mains

instruction manual, E42. Carr. paid.

Size :

30/-.

11.1)!!!iiiii

0

115/250v.

III/

I

El

brand new with
£711916. Carr. 7/6.

or

Crystal

'II

limo]

1

7" x 15' x 10' with
TRIO COMMUNICATION TYPE HEADPHONES
A.G. Size :

ADMIRALTY B.40 RECEIVERS

filter, noise

'"--."1

-

LI

hetrodynefrequency
meter covering 1.78 Mc/s. Operation
on 6 volts D.C. Ideal
for amateur use.
Available in good
used
condition
E5/1916. Carr. 716.

CLASS D WAVEMETERS No.2

eras

10, 15, 20, 40, and 80 metres. 8 valve
plus 7 diode circuit. 4/8 ohm output
and phone jack. SSB-CW . ANL .
Variable BFO . S meter . Sep.
bandspread dial . IF frequency 455
Kc/s. . audio output 1,5w. . Variable

Carr. 30/-.

controlled B.F.O. calibrator, I.F.
output, etc. Built-in speaker, output for phones. Operation 150/230
volt A.C. Size I 9kin. x 13fin. x 16in.
Weight 114 lbs. Offered in good
working condition, 022/101-, Carr.

A crystal controlled

TRIO 9R.59DE

AR88 MAINS TRANSFORMERS
Brand new, boxed, 59/6. P.P. 5/-.

pass

CLASS D WAVEMETERS

RECEIVER
Covering 550 it.c/s.-30 Mc/s. Incorporates variable BFO for CW/SSB
reception.
Built-in speaker and
phone jack. Metal cabinet. Operation 220/240v. A.C., supplied brand
new, guaranteed with instructions.
£131131-. Carr. 7/6.

HAMGEAR PRESELECTORS
E7/10/-.

Spare movements for Model 8 or 9.
(Fitted with Model 9 scale) or basis
for any multiplier. Brand New and
Boxed, 69/6. P.P. 3/6.

SEND NOW -ONLY 1/6 P&Pil

AM/CW/FM
porates precision vernier drive,
B.F.O.
Aerial trimmer, internal
speaker and 12v. D.C. internal
power supply. Supplied in excellent
condition, fully tested and checked,
E15. Carr. 20/-.
Mains

AVOMETER MOVEMENTS

The latest edition giving full
details of a comprehensive

Mk. II COMMUNICATION RECEIVER
11

597

50µA
40/50-0-50µA37/6

I amp

10v DC 27 /6 500v AC 27 /6
27/6 20v DC 27/6 S meter 1mA
32 /27/6 100v DC 27/6
27 /6

35/- 2 amp
500µA 40/- 5 amp
20mA 27/6 150v DC 27/6 VU meter42 /37/6 500-0-500µA
I 00,LA
100-0-100/2A
27 /6 50mA 27 /6 300v DC 27 6
1mA 27 /6 I 00mA 27 /6 500v DC 27/6
200/./A

FULL RANGE OF OTHER SIZES IN STOCK. SEND S.A.E. FOR LEAFLET.

G. W. SMITH

& Co.

(Radio) Ltd.

All Mail Orders to 147 Church Street, London, W.2

CR.70 Receiver ...
CR.45 Receiver ...

CR.45 Kit from...
Pr.30 Preselector

12/RC Control Unit

AT5 Mains P.S.U.

Mini Clipper Kit

3, LISLE STREET, LONDON, W.C.2
34, LISLE STREET, LONDON, W.C.2
311, EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON, W.l
Open 9-6 Mon. -Sat. (half day Thurs. at Edgware Road)

0
6

1195

6°

7 19

6

8 17
6 15

6

II
95

PR.30X (Built in P.S.U.)
RQ.I0 Q Multiplier ...
RQ.10X (Built in P.S.U.)
CC.40 Control Unit ...
...
AT.5 Transmitter
T.28 Receiver
12/MS Mobile P.S.U.

0
19

21

...

...

7

5

16 19
15 17

II 10

0
0
6
6

0

2 10 0
8 10 0
2

4 6

01-437 8204
01-437 9155
01-282 0387
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Choose a "Christmas Gift"
from our Technical Books and Manuals
AERIAL INFORMATION
ABC of Antennas.
Aerial Handbook
Amateur Radio Antennas (H ooton)
Antenna Handbook, Volume 1

17/15/9

.

0/P

33/6

.

Antenna Round -Up, Volume 1
.
Antenna Round -Up, Volume 2
Antenna Handbook, 11th Edition
Beam Antenna Handbook
Ham Antenna Construction Projects
Quad Antennae
S9 Signals .

27 /6

33/6
26/6

.
.

33/27/28/6

.

9/6

Shop & Shack Shortcuts
Television Explained .

34/6
26/6

.

.

.

World Radio & TV Handbook

1969.

Edition (Reduced to clear) .
1970 Edition (Available end of Jan.)
.

.

.

.

HANDBOOKS AND MANUALS
Amateur Radio DX Handbook
Electronic Circuit Handbook, Vol. 1
Electronic Circuit Handbook, Vol. 2
Mobile Handbook, CQ
Mobile Manual, ARRL
New RTTY Handbook.
New Sideband Handbook, C Q
Novice Handbook Tx & Rx .
Radio Amateur Handbook (ARRL)

42/.
.

Amateur Radio (Rayer)
Basic Mathematics for Radio and
Electronics
.
.
.
Beginners Guide to Radio
.
Beginners Guide to Electronics .
Beginners Guide to Colour TV
Better Short Wave Reception
Course in Radio Fundamentals
Dictionary of Electronics
Foundations of Wireless
Guide to Amateur Radio
How to Become a Radio Amateur .
.
How to Improve Short Wave Reception.
Learning Morse
.
Morse Code for the Radio Amateur
Learning the RT Code
Novice Handbook, Tx & Rx
Radio, by D. Gibson
.
Radio Amateur Examination Manual
Short Wave Listening
.
Short Wave Listener's Guide
.
.
Short Wave Receivers for the Beginners
Understanding Amateur Radio

27 /35 /28 /25 /-

.

.

.

.
.

.

.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
.

.

.

.

.

.

26/6

18/9

0/P

16 /-

15/8
27/6
11/9
8/6
236 //8

11/-

0/P

2/3
1/9
4/9
25 /13/9

5/9
13/5
13/8

0/13
26/6

1969 Edition
1969 Edition

Paper
Buckram
Radio Communication Handbook (RSGB)
.

.

.

.

Radio Handbook, W.I. Orr
Surplus Conversion Handbook
Transistor Radio Handbook
Transistor Substitution Handbook
.

Frequency Allocations
.
CQ Anthology 1952-59
Eliminating Engine Interference
Guide to Broadcasting Stations
How to Listen to the World
Introduction to Valves
Radio Experiments (Rayer)
RCA Silicon Power Circuits.
RCA Receiving Tubes Manual
RCA Transistor Manual
.
RCA Transmitting Tubes
Radio Astronomy for Amateurs
Soldering Handbook
.

.

.

.

Available from

35/6
27/6

17/6/9
26/6

9/4
17/3
23 /23 /23 /15 /-

0/P

50 /-

60/69 /88/6

266
/6

.

.

.

.

49/

.

17 /-

USEFUL REFERENCE BOOKS
Amateur Radio Techniques
Amateur Radio Construction Projects
Amateur Radio Circuit Book
Elements of Radio Engineering
Guide to Amateur Radio
Engineers' Pocket Book
Hams' Interpreter .
.
.
Hints & Kinks, Vol. 6 (ARRL).
Radio Amateur Examination Manual
Operating an Amateur Radio Stat.
Radio Amateur Operator's Handbook
Radio Valve Data .
.
Radio Data Reference Book
Radio Engineer's Pocket Book
Service Valve & Semiconductors Equiva.

6/8

.

15/10

.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Short Wave Radio & the Ionosphere .
Single Sideband for the Radio Amateur
(ARRL)
.
.
Surplus Schematics (CQ)
Q & A on Audio .
.

.

.

.

9/6
11/9

5/9
2/8
6/6
11 /14/ 11 /-

5/6
11/9
26/6
23/6

.

10/10/-

.

10/ -

.

Q & A on Electronics .
Q & A on Transistors

13/6
21 /11/6
16/ -

.

.

lents

Official (I.T.U.) Chart of International

.

.

.

GENERAL

27/6
27/6

27/-

.

.

BOOKS FOR THE BEGINNER

27/6
43/6

VHF PUBLICATIONS
VHF Handbook, Wm. I. Orr
VHF Manual (ARRL)
VHF for the Radio Amateur
.

22/6
VHF/UHF Manual (RSGB)
The above prices include postage

.

.

30/6
26/6

30/22/6
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TRIO's New JR-310 SSB Professional

Perfection for Amateur Enjoyment

JR-310

SSB COMMUNICATION RECEIVER
* High -stability VFO of 2 FET's and 2 transistors and easily handles

QSO's for hours. * Precision double gear dial-a TRIO innovation
-with linear frequency variable capacitor. Possible to get finer
reading 1 KH z. One dial rotation covers 25 KHz, makes SSB demodulation easier. * Frequency range covers entire.amateur
from 3.5 MHz to 29.7 MHz. One -touch selection system switches
bands. WWV reception of 15 MHz possible.* MHz band circuit
structure patterned on Collins type double conversion system so
first oscillation is by crystal control. second local oscillation by VFO.

Model

SPECIFICATIONS OF JR-310
* FREQUENCY RANGE: 3.5-29.7MHz (7 Bands)
* SENSITIVITY: WV (at 10dB S/N)
* IMAGE RATIO: More than 50dB
* FREQUENCY STABILITY: ± 2KHz in 1-60min. after
switching on, subsequently within 100Hz per 30min.
* DIMENSIONS: 13"(W), 7-3/32"(H), 12-3/16"(D)

Model 9R-59DE

JR-500SE

CRYSTAL CONTROL TYPE DOUBLE CONVERSION COMMUNICATION RECEIVER

BUILT IN MECHANICAL FILTER 8 TUBES COMMUNICATION RECEIVER

* Superior stability performance is obtained by the use of a crystal
controlled first local oscillator and also, a VFO type 2nd oscillator.
* Frequency Range: 3.5MHz-29.7MHz (7 Bands) * Hi -Sensitivity:
1.51AV for 10dB S/N Ratio (at 14MHz) * Hi -Selectivity: t 2KHz
at - 6dB ±6KHz at -60dB * Dimensions- Width 13", Height
7", Depth 10".

* A mechanical filter enabling superb selectivity with ordinary IF
transformers. * Frequency Range: 550KHz to 30MHz (4 Bands)
* Sensitivity: 2/.1V for 10dB S/N Ratio (at 10MHz) * Selectivity:
5KHz at -60dB(±1.3KHz at - 6dB).When using the Mechanical Filter * Dimensions: Width 15", Height 7", Depth 10".

TRIO

the sound approach to quality

lrFt10. ELECTRONICS,

TO: B.H. Morris & Co., (Radio) Ltd.

SW

Send me information on TRIO COMMUNICATION
RECEIVERS & name of nearest TRIO retailer,
NAME:

AGE:

ADDRESS

TRIO-KENWOOD ELECTRONICS S.A. 160 Ave.. Brugmann, Bruxelles 6, Belgium
Sole Agent for the U.K. B. N. MORRIS & CO., (RADIO) LTD. 84/88, Nelson Street Tower Hamlets, London E. 1, Phone: 01-790 4824
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CQ-CQ-CQ de G3VQM/KW
So it will soon be Christmas again then. The time
for the exchanging of presents and getting plastered !
Well, anyway, it's a good excuse for the odd noggin
and the exchange of greetings and messages of goodwill

around the world.
always find it difficult to think of what to give
people for Christmas but this year it seems much
easier. I'm giving my wife a KW2000B with AC p.s.u.
(only £240), my eldest daughter, she's 5, is getting a
I

KW E -Z Match (L12 10s.), the littlest one will receive
a low pass filter and SWR bridge (totalling £14 5s.)
fitted with 50239 sockets of course, and I'm giving the
dog a DC p.s.u. positive to chassis (C44). I'm sure
they will be very pleased.
I hear from unreliable sources that Santa Claus is

running a KW Atlanta /M this year.

His sleigh

is

fitted out with the G -Whip Multi -Mobile (it only cost
him £15 10s. plus £8 for 80 and 160). The G -Whip
Tribander is a good one too at £9 9s. plus coils for all
other bands at £4 apiece.
Santa has several of these mobiles on his sleigh but
he would like your lists early so he doesn't disappoint
you. The pixies and fairies (mostly fairies !) are working
hard at it making all the KW toys so I'll leave them to it.

GEORGE
FRANCIS
G 3 TWV
FULL SERVICE FACILITIES ON KW, EDDYSTONE, SWAN, TRIO.
The same excellent service as given by us for last 11 years.
s. d.
0 0
0 0
0 0
110
250 0 0
66 13 4

KW200313

240

KW Vespa Mk. 2 135

KW201

KW Atlanta

Eddystone EB35...

ECIO Mk. 2
EAI2

69 10 0

..

195

.

52 ohm ord. coax
52 ohm low loss
75 ohm ord.
75 ohm low loss
75 ohm twin bal.
300 ohm twin bal.

yd.
yd.
yd.
yd.
yd.
yd.

0

1

0

10

2

6

1

8
6
6
6

Aircraft Band VHF
10502

...

Solder Gun

Mike.

Trio 9R-59DE
Trio JR-500SE
Speaker ...

Joystick Std.
De Luxe
3A Tuner
4 Tuner

...

4

4

0

..

2

7

6

MORSE OSCILLATORS
British made. Transistorised,
only requires
morse key.
L2
and

9 II

s.

d.

42 10
69 10
4 7
2
5

0
0

5
3 19

0

5

5

0

S

6

Shure 201
Shure 444
Mic 40
Mic 45
Mic 60
Mic 39
Solon
Irons

Converter. Model

with pitch control
earphone socket
E2 19 II

Happy Christmas, best 73 es gd DX.

6
6

6

0

0

10 15
I
0
I
2

0

19

6

0

6

9 II

1

Soldering
...

615

9

4

II

0

0

0

I

625

I

SECOND-HAND
Minimitter Top -7

E17

KW2000A with A.G.
E165

0

0

fI5

0

0

D.C. p.s.u....

No order too small. Goods dispatched by return.
Postage extra.

KW ELECTRONICS LTD
I

December, 1969

HEATH STREET, DARTFORD, KENT
Telephone : Dartford 25574

93 Balderton Gate, Newark, Notts.
Tel. Newark 4733.

Peter Seymour Limited
Communications Equipment Specialists
d.

s.

HAMMARLUND HQ 100A. 540 Kc/s.-30 Mc/s.,

After 6 p.m. Newark 2578 STD 0636.

Echelford Communications
32 FELTHAM HILL RD., ASHFORD, MIDDX.
Ashford 55265 anytime-day or evening up to 9.30 p.m.

plus separate amateur bands, bandspread, variable

selectivity, noise limiter, etc.
EDDYSTONE 888A
SOMMERKAMP FRDX 500. 8 weeks old, with
160 metres

EDDYSTONE 680X. 480 Kc/s.-30M/cs.
...
COLLINS 32V3. This is possibly the best AM/CW
transmitter ever produced
KW 2000B. New with P.S.U....
...
KW VESPA, Mark II. Complete with P.S.U.,
160 to 10 metres
...
TRIO 9R59DE
TRIO JR500SE. New...
SHURE 201 microphones ...
CODAR ATS. Complete with P.S.U. New

EDDYSTONE EAI2
MULTIBAND DIPOLE TRAP SETS, with full

70

0

0

70

0

0

110

0

0

70

0

0

65

0

0

240

0

0

140

0

0

39

15

0

65

0

0

5 10

0

25

10

0

130

0

0

instructions, fully encapsulated, per pair 80-10
metres ...
2 10 0
AR88 SPARES, logging dials, 5/-; escutcheon (dial windows),
10/-.

FULL H.P. FACILITIES ON EQUIPMENT OVER £35.
ONE THIRD DEPOSIT, UP TO 24 MONTHS TO PAY.
LET

US KNOW YOUR

REQUIREMENTS

ECHELCOM 2-2 METRE TRANSMITTER
Kit £24

(Complete with mike and xtal)
Ready Built E30
Delivery 3/4 weeks

P. & P. 7/6

P. & P. 7/6

Mains p.s.u. now available E8 10s. in kit form ; E51 10s. ready built.
Both plus carriage and insurance 5/ Xmas 1969 give your friends, or if you're smart let the YL or XYL
see this

ECHELFORD GIFT VOUCHERS
Echelford Gift Vouchers are available in the following basic amounts:

5/-, I0/-, El, f2 10s.,
Cost ?

E5,

£10

Face value of voucher(s) plus 9d. for card and postage.

See previous ads. for some of the items available from us.

410 Beverley Road, Hull, Yorkshire

Lastly, A MERRY CHRISTMAS to you all, and don't pour too much
drink in the rig.

Telephone : Hull 41938

ALAN WHEELER G3 Radio Hams Friend
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TRANSISTORY
ABC of Transistors
Amateur Radio SSB Guide
Electronic Transistor Circuits
FET Principles, Experiments and Projects
49 Easy Transistor Projects
Practical Design with Transistors
Practical Transistor Theory
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Transistor Fundamentals: Basic Semiconductor and Circuit Principles
.
.
Transistor Fundamentals: Basic Transistor Circuits
(each)
Transistor Fundamentals, Volume 1, 2 and 3
Transistor Fundamentals: Student's Workbook
Transistor Transmitters for the Amateur
Using 'Scopes in Transistor Circuits
(The above prices include postage)
.

Available from

SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE

Publications Dept., 55 Victoria Street, London, S.W.1

.

01-222 5341

(Nearest Station: St. James's Park)

(Counter Service, 9.30-5.15, Mon. to Fri.)
(GIRO

CNI

21s.
31s.
25s. 9d.
41s. 6d.
17s.
43s. 6d.
21s.
36s. 6d.
36s. 6d.
36s. 6d.
36s. 6d.
22s.
33s. 6d.

6151)

EMSAC

Nuvistor 2 metre Converter. 2 x 6Cw4 cascode amplifier, 12AT7 triode mixer and cathode follower for low impedance
output. 12AT7 crystal oscillator/multiplier. The IF (output) is 23-30MHz for 144-146MHz input. Noise factor better
than 4 dB. Bandwidth minus 2 dB. 144-146MHz. The Converter is complete with crystal (39.66MHz) and all plugs
and sockets. Overall dimensions 6 inches x 4 inches x 4 inches. The matching power supply gives 25 mA at 150v. and
I amp at 6.3v. This is a separate item and may be used with other equipment. It is connected to the CNI by a three
...
pin connector and lead (supplied). The Converter with power supply, complete and ready to go

230/-

170/All band vertical. General purpose vertical antenna covering 1-8MHz to 23MHz. It is constructed of aluminium alloy
tube sections nesting one inside the other. Continuous adjustment from 7 feet to 23 feet. It may be adjusted to a
single band quarter -wave vertical for either I 4MHz or 28MHz. When dismantled, no individual element is greater
than 6 feet 6 inches. Glass -fibre insulator mountings provided to screw to your timber or mast. No guying provided
or required in most locations. For multi -band use single wire feeder plus transmatch (EMSAC TU4 is O.K.). For
92/...
Complete
monoband, use loading coil or EMSAC TU I into 50 or 75 ohms coax
Triband Ground Plane. Individual elements for 14, 21 and 23 MHz on a common base. Single wire 52 ohm coax feeder.
GV2
200/Low
SWR
No tuning unit required.
GDI
Multi -band Dipole. 102 feet top of 18SWG Polyanite-covered copper wire. 100 feet matching section and feeder
68/(72 ohm). Glass -fibre moulded joints ...
5I/GD2
Multi -band Dipole, half-size GD I Matching section plus feeder length supplied 90 feet
...
29/6
Series Capacitor Tuning Unit. Variable to 700 pf. Waterproof plastic case ...
TU I
90/...
Antenna Tuning Unit for Receivers. 1.5-30MHz continuous. Switched " L " network ...
TU2
Transmatch for 3-5-28MHz. 150 watt band -switched, wide range coupler matching 50 ohms. EMSAC line styling
TU4
237/8 inches x 6 inches x 6 inches. 2-5Ky variables. Large air coil ...
345/As TU4, but complete with Internal (single meter) standing wave indicator ...
TU5
Transmatch as TU4, complete with internal standing wave indicator with two meters, thus making possible continuous
TU6
393/ monitoring of forward and reflected power
...
Also on the shelf -52 ohm Standing Wave Indicator, single meter TTC C3042 89/6. Double meter TTC C3005 126/-. Field strength meter,
GV1

.

1-300MHz 79/6. Carriage-GV series 7/6. GD, TU4-6, CNI 4/6. The rest 2/6.

The EMSAC range together with other stock lines are also available from-

G3RYV. 20 Allenbury Road, Maidenhead, Berks.
SAE with enquiries please

G3IAR

Tel. Maidenhead 22551

Callers welcome

ELECTRONIC & MECHANICAL SUB -ASSEMBLY CO. LTD.
Highfield House, West Kingsdown, Kent.

Telephone : West Kingsdown 2344

FOR THE

RADIO AMATEUR AND AMATEUR RADIO

7/

SHORT WAVE

* CHRISTMAS *
The writer of this piece offered his first Christmas message to
readers of SHORT WAVE MAGAGINE in our issue for December 1938.

It is a long time since then, and much has happened message remains the same:

To all who may see these lines - at
home or abroad - Happiness for Christmas
and Prosperity in the New Year

from
The Editor, Management and Staff of
SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE

but the
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SEVIPLE Tx FOR FOUR METRES
CIRCUITRY AND
CONSTRUCTIONAL DETAILS
T. HARRISON (GM3NHQ)

author's introduction to the VHF bands was

running at 35 mc, followed by a frequency doubler
driving a 2E26 PA stage which can be run up to 25

which a number of contacts were made on 4m. via
aurora, using a B.44 Mk. III transmitter, a borrowed

watts input, depending on the power supply available.
The crystal oscillator and frequency doubler are com-

converter and AR88 receiver. In the flush of excitement
that followed, an attempt was made to get going on 70 mc

bined in one valve, an ECF80, which produces sufficient
drive to the 2E26 for the power used here.
CW operation is by grid -block keying,-with keying

THE
during the 1966 VHF Field Day contest, during

from the home station, but it was not until July 1969
that the first contact was made. This long interval was

bias applied either to the doubler and PA stages only,

due to a number of circumstances, not least of which was
the lack of 4m. activity in the area.

or to all three stages for full break-in operation, depending on the operator's requirements. The various control
circuits used by the author are shown in Fig. 2A, B.
Telephony operation is by AM, and the circuit for

Many 70 mc operators appear to be using surplus
equipment such as B.44's or " Pye portables," which
may not be easy to come by in some districts, and it

the modulator is shown in Fig. 3-although it goes

was felt that this was one possible reason for the scarcity
of stations on the band. The transmitter described here

without saying that any speech circuit capable of giving
about 10 watts of audio could be used.
The simple crystal oscillator/doubler/PA combination was chosen because it is the easiest to get going and
should produce a cleadsignal on the band. No attempt
was made to provide variable frequency control since,
with the present level of activity on 70 mc, it is hardly
necessary to hunt around for a clear channel on which
to transmit.
Diagram of RF Unit
Referring to Fig. 1, the RF unit schematic diagram,
V 1 a is the crystal -controlled overtone oscillator which is
tuned to give 35 mc output from an 11.7 mc crystal. The
oscillator can be keyed with the doubler and PA stages
or run continuously while the remaining two stages only

was consequently designed to provide an easy way of
getting on the band by " home -brewing," in the hope that

it will induce a few " HF band " operators to venture
on to 4 metres-otherwise pressure for frequency space
may cause the authorities to withdraw the amateur
allocation on 70 mc. The design follows conventional
HF techniques and the low power level of 15 watts
should give reasonable results for moderate cost. No
special components are required, and the modulaton
requirements for a transmitter of this power are easily,
and inexpensively, met.

Circuit Description

A glance at the diagram below of the RF section,
Fig. 1, will show that the transmitter is a simple three stage unit, comprising a crystal -controlled oscillator
150v stab

are keyed, depending on whether or not full break-in
keying is required. The alternative control arrangements

250v

(4)

Test point

(3)

C2

R2

C7
Li

--r1)0 0()-

Xtal

PA HT modulated

Eill-tRFC1
VC1

E

Ci2

R9

1

(5)

R5

2RFC3

C13

g2

k,g3

9i a\

Vi b

Via

V2

3

9

1

5

gt
- ECF80

Aerial
k

R1

g2 0

a tc

91

0

ok

0

CB

V2 - 2E25

Fig.1

o Test
point

o

TCIO
162

Fig. 1. Circuit of the RF section, four -metre

transmitter.
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are shown in Fig. 2, and it will be seen that only the ground

return of the oscillator grid resistor RI is altered for

RI

either system. The keying methods are discussed under
the " adjustment and testing " section.

The 35 mc output from VIA anode is capacity coupled to the doubler grid circuit via C3, the control
grid resistor R3 being taken to the keying line. The
doubler stage is tuned and coupled to the PA grid by pi network. The advantages of this type of coupling are
well recognised when applied to the transmitter output
circuit, but its great advantage when used for inter -stage
coupling is that it makes it unnecessary to neutralise the
following PA stage, and is very effective in suppressing
parasitic oscillation. In the circuit as given, there is
ample drive available for 15 watts input to the PA stage.

Only the pi -network input capacitor VC2 is made
variable, the output loading capacitor C8 being fixed,
the value chosen giving sufficient drive to the PA stage.
The PA valve control grid is returned to the keying
line through RFC2 and de -coupling capacitor C9, the

operating bias being developed by the rectified grid
current passing through R6. Resistor R7 is fitted to
provide a test shunt for grid current measurement.
The 2E26 PA anode circuit has a series tuning arrange-

ment, which is not usual HF practice. This is because
the 2E26 has a fairly high anode capacity, which would
require only a small tank coil for resonance at 70 mc in
the normal parallel arrangement. By using a series tuned
circuit, the valve anode capacitance is effectively in
series with the tuning capacitor VC3, across the tank

coil L3, allowing the coil to have about 8 turns for
resonance. Output to the aerial is via link coil L4, with

VC4 acting as a loading capacitor. HT supply to the
PA anode is through the RF choke RFC3 to the coil
centre -tap, which is not de -coupled to earth. The resistor

R9 is the HT supply line is simply a meter shunt for
plate current measurement. The PA screen is supplied
through the dropper resistor R8 from the common
modulated HT supply line to give plate -and -screen
control, in the usual way.
Fig .2

Fig. 2. Keying and control circuits.

Table of Values
Fig. 1. RF Unit, and (Fig. 2), Keying and Control Circuits
Cl, C2,
R5 - 33,000 ohms

C4, C5,
C6, C7,
C9, C10,

C11, Cl2

C3
C8
C13
VC1
VC2
VC3
VC4

R6 -- 22,000 ohms
R7 = 1,000 ohms

001 uF, disc cer.

- 50 µµF, s/m
33 unF, sim

= 001 AF,
-----

cer.

35 unF, trimmer
25 Ap,F, min. var.

25 µµF, var.
= 50 AuF, var.
RI = 47,000 ohms
----

R2
5,600 ohms
R3 ,-- 22,000 ohms
R4 - 100 ohms

R8 = 51,000 ohms
R9 = 33 ohms

RIO =
R11 =
R12 =
RFCI,
RFC2 =
RFC3 =
CR1 =
VI =
V2 =

100,000 ohms
330,000 ohms
(see text)

3.3 megohm

Min. RF chokes
2.5 mH choke

BY -100, or similar

ECF80
2E26

TABLE OF COIL DATA

Ll -20 turns 26g., fin. dia. by Ifin. long, tapped at 6th turn.
L2 -5 turns 26g., fin. dia. by fin. long.

L3 -8 turns

20g., self-supporting, centre -tapped, each section
tin. dia. by fin. long.
L,4 -2 turns 20g., wound over L3 at centre position.

Modulator Circuit
Fig. 3 shows the schematic diagram of the modulator

used by the author. This needs three valves only-a
12AT7 speech amplifier, which drives two 6BW6's in
push-pull for the power amplifier. The driver and
modulator transformers Tl and T2 are ex-SCR522 units,

and are probably unobtainable at the present time.
However, any small push-pull transformer of ratio
1 : 1.3 will do for the driver transformer T1, and the
author has used a small mains transformer of ratio
250-0-250v. rated at about 40 mA for the modulation
transformer T2 with equal success. The input circuit to
V3A has been arranged to suit a carbon microphone,
with V3A operating as a grounded -grid amplifier with
cathode input. Energising voltage for the carbon microphone is obtained from the cathodes of V3A, B. The
necPgsary modification for crystal microphone input is
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The Four -Metre Transmitter complete, as
described by GM3NHQ.

shown in Fig. 3A.
The push-pull power amplifier takes two 6BW6's with

SCR522 transformers fitted.

the common cathode resistor R17 and common screen
dropper R18.

Adjustment and Testing

Construction and Layout
Construction and layout of the unit are quite straight-

milli -ammeter inserted in the I50v. stabilised supply to
give anode current indication. The oscillator tuning
capacitor VC1 is adjusted to give a dip in plate current,

forward and require no special comment, as each con-

The first stage to be set up is the oscillator. The
ground end of RI should be shorted to earth and a

structor will no doubt have his own ideas. In the author's
case, the RF unit, modulator and power pack were each
built on a separate sub -panel, these being mounted on an

indicating that the crystal

" upside-down " chassis which forms the base -plate

maximum dip for VC1 to give reliable starting, i.e.

and screen. This system has the advantage that each
unit can be completely built and tested separately from
the others, which makes experimental work much easier.

However, there is no particular advantage in building
the finished unit in this way. The photograph shows the

author's unit, with the modulator using the two ex-

is oscillating, the current
dipping sharply with a reasonably active crystal. The
final setting should be slightly towards the HF side of

immediate response on switch -on.
The doubler stage is easily set up, using the PA grid

current test point at R7 for indication. The plate and
screen supplies should first be disconnected, the keying
line earthed at point " B " and VC2 adjusted for maximum

current through R7. About 1.5 mA will be ample grid
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FIG. 3 B

a

92

94

Carbon
microphone

FIG. 3A

is

g3

V4,V5: 6BW6

V3:12AU7

Fig. 3A. Modulator section, using carbon
microphone.
Fig. 3B. Input circuit for crystal mic.
drive for the 2E26 for about 15 watts.
When adjusting the PA stage, it is preferable to have
some sort of load (either lamp or resistor) connected
to the Ae. output, with VC4, the loading capacitor, at
about half -mesh. With HT applied to all stages, and a
100 mA meter across R9 for indication of PA anode
current, the tuning capacitor VC3 is adjusted for maxi -

Table of Values
Fig. 3A, B. Modulator and input circuits
C14, C18 = 16 µF, 500v.
R15 = 470,000 ohms

R16 = 10,000 ohms, 2w.
R17 = 270 ohms

wkng., elect.

C15 = -01 µF, paper
C16 - 50 µF, 50v. wkng.,
elect.

C17 = 25 µF, 50v. wkng.,
elect.

C19 = 10 µF, 50v. wkng.,

RI8 =
R19 =
R20 =
Tl, T2 =

elect.

R13 = 47,000 ohms
R14 = 470 ohms

Table I

V4,

10,000 ohms, 5w.
2 megohms
2,200 ohms

Mod. and driver

xformers - see

text
V3 = 12AU7
V5 = 6BW6

Operating Parameters
mum dip in PA current. The current at dip should be

Oscillator plate voltage

150v., stab.

Oscillator plate current

Dips to 10 mA at resonance.
VC1 set at 11 mA

Doubler plate voltage

250 volts. VC2 set for max.
PA grid current

PA grid current

1 mA-1v. measured across

PA plate voltage

250v.

PA screen voltage

160v.

PA plate current

Dips

R7

The various keying and control circuits shown in
Fig. 2 may require some comment. In the initial design,
to

15

mA-0.5v.

measured across R9, with

VC4 at

min. cap. loads
to 50 mA-1-6v. across
129., VC4 full mesh.

Modulator amp. plate voltage

250v.

Speech amp. V3B, plate voltage

200v.

Mic. amp.. V3A, plate voltage

405.

about 15 mA, with a grid current of 1.5 mA or so. Once
the PA is resonated, the load can be increased by advancing VC4 towards maximum capacity, till plate current
is about 66 mA in the 2E26. The usual tests for parasitic
oscillation should be made, but it is the author's experience that the use of pi -coupling into the PA grid avoids
these and makes neutralisation unnecessary.
full

break-in keying was attempted, with oscillator,

doubler and PA stages all being keyed, but it was found

that the simple circuit shown in Fig. 2A gave an unacceptable chirp on the signal. This may have been due
to a sluggish crystal, but it is more probably a charac-

teristic of overtone oscillators operating at very high
frequency. Whatever the reason, alternative circuits were
devised to provide a chirp -free CW signal.

Fig. 2A shows the original arrangement in which
Sla connects the oscillator grid to earth for " netting,"
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General under -chassis arrangement of the FourMetre Transmitter-RF section on right.
is open -circuit for " stand-by," and connects the oscillator
grid resistor to the keying line for " transmit." A second

section on Si operates an antenna change -over relay in
the " transmit " position. Using this system, the oscillator

HT to Modulator

1

PA

mentioned, with some crystals this may result in a
chirpy signal. An easy modification to this circuit,

with S1 a returned to earth in the " transmit " position
as shown in Fig. 2B, arranges for the oscillator to be on
continuously during " transmit " and results in a chirp free signal.
The arrangement shown in Fig. 2C was devised by
the author to give full break-in chirp -free keying, with

only the aerial being switched from " transmit " to
" receive." The circuit shown allows the oscillator to
run continuously at a very low level during " stand-by "

Exciter

11

is keyed with the doubler and PA stages, and as

periods-at about the level of a band marker-the
150v stabilised
to oscillator

4

power on the oscillator being reduced by applying a
negative bias to the grid resistor R1, which almost
cuts off the oscillator. This bias is derived from the
200v. negative supply through the voltage divider R11/
R12. With the key open, full muting bias is applied to
the doubler and PA stages, cutting them off completely,

while the oscillator is allowed to run continuously at
very much reduced power. When the key is closed, howTo keying line

ever, the doubler and PA grid resistors are connected
directly to earth and these stages operate normally.
The oscillator grid resistor RI is connected to earth
through the rectifier CR1, which in effect short-circuits
both RI1 and R12 to earth, thereby allowing the oscillator

Fig. 4

to run at full power. By means of this network the
oscillator is not in fact switched on and off while the
transmitter is being keyed, it is merely being reduced in

Fig. 4. PSU for the 70 me transmitter, for which values can
be : C20, C21, 16 µF, 500v. working ; C22, 32 AF, 500v. working ;
R21, 8K 5 -watt, wirewound ; CR2, CR3, CR4, BY -100; T3,

250-0-250v. 100 mA, 6.3v. 3 amp.; choke, 10 Hy 100 mA ; V6, OA 2.

power, and this removes the principal cause of chirp.
The rectifier does not have to be any special type so
long as it can stand the full negative bias supply voltage.
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The author used a BY100 which is the standard PSU
rectifier at GM3NHQ. These control circuits are probably an extravagance since a simple two -pole, threeway switch will control the whole station including the
antenna change -over. However, the writer's feeling is
for all station switching to be key controlled, and hopes
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Table 1 shows the main operating parameters and the

setting -up points for the various stages of the transmitter-see p.607.
Contacts made on 70 me have indicated that the
transmitter is operating satisfactorily, with a clean

switching in future, and give complete break-in operation
of the station equipment.

note on CW and reasonable modulation on phone, and it
is hoped that the simple design shown here will inspire
others to get going on the 4 -metre band and raise the
level of activity, at least in the GM area.

LIGHT ACTIVATED CHANGEOVER SYSTEM

delay, by connecting a capacitor permanently in parallel
with the relay coil, produced a switch -on that is slowed
by the charging of the condenser. In the circuit given in

BY FINGER CONTROL ON THE

capacitor is ready charged. S2 switches in the different
time -delay capacitors -40 /if' for AM (to give a silent

to develop a T/R switch which will avoid even aerial

MICROPHONE

Fig.

1

the relay operates immediately because the

return) and 1,000 /IT for CW or SSB, resulting in

J. D. PARKINSON (G3XJB)
WITH the arrival of a new rig in the writer's shack,
the once -neat changeover system became chaotic.
A new system was obviously required and so the circuit
of Fig. 1 was devised with two main objectives: (1) To

have the minimum number of interconnecting wires
possible, and (2) To plug in and operate any other

about two seconds' delay.
S1 is closed to allow the transmitter to be tuned up.

TR1, Dl, D2 and D3 were used because they were
available, so it is probable that other similar components
would work in the circuit just as well. A small heat -sink

was fitted for Trl, just to be on the safe side.

[over

Up to 15v + tor

ext.circuits

VR1

D4

transmitter without having to re -wire the system.
Operation

The pick-up Ll is a two or three turn loop of wire
wound round a three-quarter inch length of well -insulated
aerial wire. This wire is soldered to the coax socket into

which the transmitter output is connected. Diodes D1
and D2 rectify the RF and increase the forward bias on
the base of the transistor. This switches the transistor
on. RLA operates, muting the receiver and energising
RLB which, in turn, switches the aerial from the receiver
to the transmitter and earths the receiver input.
The miniature 12v. lamp is there for two purposes:
(1) To regulate the relay power supply, and (2) To show

the supply is operating. A 9v. transformer could be
used with a voltage doubler, as in Fig. 2A, instead of
Tl, D4 and C3, or a 6-3v. transformer with a voltage
tripler, Fig. 2B. The lamp is even more necessary for
regulation with these circuits. VR1 is varied to obtain
12-15v. to supply the transistor and relay.

The relays have to operate rapidly when the transmitter comes on, but a pause before they go off is required
with CW or SSB. The conventional method of drop -out

Table of Values
Fig. 1. Receiver and Aerial Changeover
C1 = 40 uF, 25v. wkng.
D3
0A79
C2 = 1000 AF,
25v.
wkng.
C3 = 50 AF, 25v. wkng.

RI = 470,000 ohms,
R2 = 47 ohms,

R3 = 110 ohms, 1w.
VR1 = 5,000 ohms
VR2 = 25,000 ohms

DI, D2 = 0A81

D4

Silicon rect.,
rated 16v. 1 amp.
min.

LI = see text
TI
15 -volt, 1 amp.
RLA
Two -pole c/o, 700
ohms
RLB
Four -pole c/o

Trl = 0076, see text

Fig. 1. Circuit of unit for receiver and aerial changeover,

with transistor inverted to give negative earth.
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interconnecting wires the transmitter 6.3v. heater line
could be used to supply the transistor.
Construction and Layout

For both units this is not critical. The circuit of
Fig. 1 was built on a tag strip and put in a 6in. by 3M.
by 24in. chassis, leaving out only T1, D4 and C3. An
RF by-pass capacitor should be connected across the
supply lines at the point where they leave the chassis.
The second circuit, including the CW/Tune up switch S3,

was built on a tag board fitted to the side of the trans-

Fig. 2

mitter. The light -dependent resistor was first insulated

Fig. 2. Voltage multiplier circuits. A, voltage doubler. B,
voltage tripler. All capacitors 100 AF, 25v. working. All
diodes are silicon rectifiers, rated 16 -volt 1 amp., minimum
working.

and then taped to the side of the microphone that faced
the window. It works successfully twelve feet away from
the window in daylight and equally as well in artificial
light.

Operation
Connection for 9v battery, if required

The system has been used with a 10 watt rig on 160
metres and with a 100 -watt Tx on the HF bands. Unexpectedly, it was found that the TVI went down slightly
when this new changeover system was installed ! It should

be noted that the system may not be fully reliable on
Top Band-due, no doubt, to the combination of QRP
and the lower frequency. It will work very well on 160

metres if the number of turns on Ll is increased to
improve the pick-up-but then there is the danger of
damaging the transistor due to the higher powers (and
hence greater RF pick-up) on the HF bands. A way out
of the difficulty, assuming Top Band is not often used,
is that when on 160m. changeover be effected by using the
CW/Tune switch, S3. It really depends upon comparative

band usage.

Fig.3

Notes on the Relays
Transmitter changeover circuit, with transistor

Fig. 3.

inverted

to

give

negative

earth.

Table of Values
Fig. 3.
R4
R5
R6
R7
R8

wkng.

= 1.2 megohm
= 56,000 ohms
= 1,000 ohms
= 47 ohms

= 220 ohms

operate with 18v. or under. A relay with a 150 -ohm coil
was used for RLC, but it is possible that a higher resistance might be better.

Transmitter Changeover

50 µF, elect., 16v.

C4, C5

RLA and RLC must be capable of operation with
9v. or under. RLB can be any resistance, but must

D5 = 0A79

D6, D7 = Silicon rect., rated

Tr2 =
RLC =
LDR =

16v. 100 mA min.

0078, 0081, etc.

Single -pole make,

see text
ORPl2

Transmitter Switching

The circuit of Fig. 3 shows the switch which could
be employed if the transmitter is operated by relays.
It was used with the writer's first rig and found to be
very sensitive-with it, the transmitter HT can be keyed
at 12 w.p.m.!
Operation

When light falls on the ORP12 its resistance becomes

NOTIFYING NEW CALLSIGNS
For some unaccountable reason-it has never been
asked for, nor even suggested, by us-we have had a
number of instances recently where readers issued with
a new callsign and wishing for appearance in the " New
QTH " page have sent in the actual Licence as verification. This is quite unnecessary and makes extra work in
that the document has to be safeguarded and returned.
We accept, and always have done for these many years,
the simple statement that a Licence has been granted,
with callsign, name and address. And pse use block

letters on that slip!
JANUARY ISSUE-PUBLICATION DATE
To overcome the chaos of the Christmas period and
the inevitable mail delays, January " Short Wave

light is cut off by placing a finger or thumb over the cell,

Magazine " is being published on Friday, January 2.
Our issue for February will appear on January 30, the

its resistance goes high, about 1M. This holds the
transistor on and so operates the relay RLC. To save

due date. We feel sure that, in the circumstances, readers
will approve of this slight change in procedure.

low, about 1K, and the transistor is biassed off. When
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TOP BAND MOBILE TRANSCEIVER

ALIGNMENT DETAILSOPERATION AND RESULTS
Part II
J. V. HOBAN (G3EGC)

The author makes no apologies for going into the
alignment in some detail. Many mechanically adept
constructors fail abysmally to align correctly their newly -

built equipment and then despairingly put their hands
down to buy commercial products on the assumption
that home -built gear can never be as good. The author
guarantees that, all things being equal, compliance with
these align -instructions will ensure successful operation.

IF alignment is done first. Injection at 460 kc is
applied to the signal grid (pin 6) of V2 and a valve
voltmeter or high resistance test meter (at least 20,000
o.p.v.) is connected to the AGC line. Starting with
IFT1, each core is adjusted for maximum meter reading,
at the same time backing off the RF gain as the readings
increase. If the cores have two resonance points, tune
them on the outer resonance. The primary of IFT4 is
tuned for maximum reading but the secondary must be
set for a dip in the meter reading. (Top core-primary;
bottom core-secondary.) Repeat IF alignment to make
sure it is " on the nose."
Now the receiver oscillator must be set correctly:
The author has found that the easiest way to do this is
to listen for the beat on the station receiver. A small

Fig. 3

one or 2 turn, one inch diameter loop is connected via
a suitable length of coax to the receiver and the loop is
placed near the oscillator coil. The three -gang condenser
is set to about half capacity, at the point where it would

tune 1900 kc. The miniature trimmer on the oscillator
coil is also set to roughly half capacity. (The trimmers
on Electroniques " Stabqoils" are at minimum capacity
when the silver D -shape is on the right-hand side with
the grid tag at 12 o'clock.) Set the station receiver to

about 2360 kc (1900 + 460) and carefully adjust the
oscillator coil slug until the signal is heard. There should

be no doubt about this because it will be very strong.
Now apply a signal of 1900 kc to the aerial socket.
Set the trimmers on RF and mixer coils to half -capacity
and adjust the slugs of these coils for maximum reading
on the (still -connected) valve voltmeter or test meter.
The RF circuits are now roughly in line and finer adjustment is required. By alternately feeding signals of 1800
and 2000 kc into the aerial socket, the bandspread of the
oscillator can be checked. If the band is covered in too
small a swing of the three -gang condenser, increase the
capacity of the oscillator coil trimmer. If the band cannot
be covered with the full swing of the condenser, decrease

HALF FULL SIZE

Fig. 3. Suitable panel layout for the G3EGC 160m.
mobile Transceiver.
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Aerial socket

111111111N

RF Transformer
T3

Modulation transformer
Relay

0

12AX7

IFT 4

0

V12

QS150
\i5J

FC

V9
CZ,VO4-7

L4

IFT 3

HSO

460

0

0
L5

IFT 2
I

PA Coi I

V7
ECH42)

O

0
S3

'',,

Loudspeaker

1

I

ECH42

IFT4

L6

Meter

V2

O

VRi
RF Gain

S/M drive

lJ

Meter switch

Main tuning

HALF FULL SIZE

Fig. 4

Fig. 4.

546

Upper chassis arrangement of parts,
Mobile Transceiver.

the value of the trimmer. Ideally, 1800 kc should tune

as the rotors are just beginning to unmesh from the
stators and 2000 kc just before complete unmesh occurs.

about 1.5 mA should now be showing on the 5 mA
meter.

If the station receiver tuning is now swung either

By careful adjustment of the oscillator coil slug and

side of 1900 kc, it is more than likely that signals will be

trimmer, this condition can be achieved. Final setting
up of the RF and mixer coils is by adjusting the slugs
at 1850 kc and the trimmers at 1950 kc. With a suitable
aerial connected, the receiver should be very lively and

heard 460, 920 etc., kc away from the fundamental.
This is because in the mixing process, not only is the
wanted fundamental produced but also other products

selective and Top Band signals should be easily received.
Alignment of the transmitter side can now be under-

taken. The relay must be energised to switch HT to the
transmitter circuits, with a 75 -ohm dummy load connected to the aerial socket. The PA grid resistor is lifted
from earth and a 5 mA meter temporarily joined into
circuit, positive side to earth.
The HSO-460 is first put on frequency. This is
done by adjusting the slug and listening for the signal
on a BC -221 (or similar frequency meter) set to 460 kc.
The pick-up loop from the station receiver is now placed
near the anode lead of V7. Both station receiver and
transceiver are tuned to 1900 kc until a beat is heard and
L5 slug adjusted for maximum S -meter reading. The
loop is transferred to the anode lead of V8, and L6 slug
set for maximum meter reading. A grid current of

mathematically related to the mixing frequencies. These
must be attenuated as much as possible and this is done
by adjusting the level of injection into V7. It is inconvenient to make adjustments to injection from the receiver

oscillator and it is easier to do this with the HSO-460
unit. The temporary 22K feed resistor to the HSO-460 is
removed and a 50K potentiometer is temporarily wired
in on leads. Check the station receiver tuning to confirm the 1900 kc fundamental and then tune either side
to the first 460 kc spurious beat. Adjust the 50K potentio-

meter and a point will he found where a minimum
S -meter deflection is obtained in the station Rx.
This is the point at which all spurious signals will be

at their lowest level, the fundamental remaining unaffected. The potentiometer is now removed and its
value measured. A fixed resistor of this measured value
is soldered in place. The author found that in his case
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The first part of this article appeared in the November
issue, and should be read for continuity.
30K was required. Check again the tuning of L5 and
L6 to obtain maximum grid current at 1900 kc. The

or whatever. If there is a heterodyne, careful adjustment

of the HSO-460 slug will pull the signal to zero beat.
Repeat this procedure so that it can be absolutely
ensured there is no discrepancy. The 5 mA meter can

spurious beats will still be there but they will be further
attenuated by the pi -tank and also the high -Q resonance
of the whip -aerial, so that no radiation will take place
at these frequencies. (The author has never had reports
of these spurious signals being heard.)
The response of the coils L5 and L6 is broadened by
the 20K damping resistors but the 1.5 mA grid current at
1900 kc does drop to about 0.8 mA at the band edges.

now be removed and the grid resistor re -soldered to earth.

Determination of C2 in the pi -tank is carried out in
the car. A twin -gang 500 p.liF condenser is wired to
form -001 jkF and temporarily connected on leads into
the C2 position. With the whip feed on, the transceiver
is put to " transmit " and loaded up in the usual way,
with Cl and C2, for maximum RF current. The twin-

However, this has not been found to be a serious disadvantage since (i) Band edge operation is rarely carried

gang condenser is then carefully removed and its capacity

out, and (ii) the QV04-7 requires only 0.5 mA grid

measured on a bridge. A fixed condenser of this value
is then soldered in. In the author's installation, this
came out at 850 µp.F. However, no two cars will be the
same and each one will have to be " made to measure."

drive anyway. No doubt the Electroniques wide -band
coupler units would provide more even drive but their
expense was considered to be unwarranted especially
as L5 and L6 can be so easily wound at home.
It now only remains to make final adjustment to the
HSO-460 to ensure that the transmitted and received
frequencies are the same. The main tuning is set exactly
to a signal of 1900 kc, from a frequency meter. The
transceiver is put to " transmit " into a dummy load and
tuned up and the signal is listened to on the BC -221,

The value found will be good for all frequencies and only
Cl will require slight adjustment with frequency change.

Control and Operation
Operation is very simple, as transceiver owners will
appreciate. Only two tuning motions are involted,
i.e., (i) main frequency tuning and (ii) PA tuning. The
Mic socket

U

Output

Power supply
socket

Transformer

--1
1 IFT 4

V10

1

L___J
LI
I

V7

L5

I

L --_J

(

PA Coil

V8
L6

IFT I

L___J

CI
SI

Loudspeaker

VR2

AF Gain

HALF FULL SIZE

Fig. 5

Fig. 5.

VR3

Mic Gain

Layout of parts, chassis underside, for

the G3EGC Top Band Mobile Transceiver.

PA Tuning
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only drawback to large changes in frequency is found not

the strong injection makes possible excellent SSB copy.

in the transceiver itself but in the whip aerial which,
being itself sharply resonant, has to be re -resonated.

Conclusion

The impedance of a base -loaded whip such as the 3FIF
is very low, of the order of 25-30 ohms. The use of 75 ohm coax to connect the whip to the transceiver does

not really provide a good match and so the author
uses two lengths of low -loss TV coax connected in
Three parallel lengths would be even better
but the author achieves excellent results using two 14ft.
parallel lengths.

The equipment has been in use for over two years and
consistently good reports are received. If acknowledgements are due, then these must surely go to the original
designer of the 19 Set!

parallel.

Modulation level can initially be adjusted by on In the writer's case, the microphone
gain control is up to about 50%, which is adequate for
all conditions except motorway speeds.
Then the
the -air reports.

supply voltage builds up and over -modulation occurs if
the gain is not backed off.
The HSO-460 also provides BFO facilities and the

author was at first dismayed to find that the injection
was so strong that AGC voltage was developed. However, this turned out to be a blessing in disguise because

THE KW VICEROY ON
TOP BAND
MODIFICATION FOR 160 -METRE
OPERATION - USING SEPATATE
MIXER/OSCILLATOR

Editorial Note: We have recently been informed that
the Electroniques coils mentioned for this articleTable of Values, p.541, November-have been discontinued and that only small stocks remain. It has
been suggested that the Denco BFO.2/465 will substitute
for the HS -460, and the possibility of other substitutes
is being investigated. Some further points to note are
that " R3 " in the right-hand column of the Table should
read T3; that T1 is 60:1; and in the list of 5w. resistors,
include R17. In the circuits on pp.542-543, November,
switches marked " S3 " are separate, for obvious
reasons.

so forth. But none of these was practical. This left the

original system of mixing from 7 mc, this being to a
crystal oscillator on 5 mc (or 9 mc if the Viceroy is an
older model with USB on 7 mc) the difference of 2 mc
being taken to give 160 metres, with an ECF80 triode pentode as a mixer/oscillator.
The first step is to construct the mixer/oscillator
unit on a small piece of aluminium, about 4in. x
around the ECF80. The triode section is used as the
+250v

D. W. POWER (G3SCJ)

1i
modification is quite simple and consists basically
THIS
of extending the pi -tank coil by a few turns to cover

2 turn link
to Driver

160 metres, adding an extra coil for this band to the
driver section, and building an ECF80 mixer/oscillator
unit. This work can easily be done in one evening
and is just as easily removed should this ever become
necessary.

The K.W. Viceroy was in production for several
years and is probably one of the best known SSB transmitters in the U.K. It normally covers 10 to 80 metres

with a power input of 180 watts peak, and is quite as

good as many more modern transmitters-the only

drawback, as far as the writer is concerned, being the
lack of Top Band coverage. This was at first overcome
by the use of an external translater unit driven from the
Viceroy operating on 7 me-a method which although
effective was thought to be rather crude, as it entails the
use of a dummy load, separate relays, power supplies,
plus the translater unit itself. Because of this the possi-

h

O.

bilities of operating the Viceroy itself on 160 metres were
investigated.
Circuitry

Various arrangements were considered, such as
switching the VFO heterodyning from 80 metres, and

oop

92,700,0 k.93

ECF80
Fig.4

kt

Two turn Ink on

7mc Mixer coil

56 j

Fig. 1. Circuit of the ECF80 mixer -oscillator, to enable the
K.W. Viceroy Mk. II to be operated on the 160 -metre band.

C6 is mounted on the front panel-see text.
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ECFBO

Mixer/Osc.

564T

160 metre coil

6CL6

Second

Driver

PA

mixer

Fig.3

Fig. 3. Block diagram to show the electrical position of the
mixer/oscillator unit relative to the Viceroy. The solid line is

the normal signal path, and that dotted is the signal path
when the transmitter is used on 160 metres.

Triode

crystal oscillator
Pentode mixer

Fig.2

Fig. 2.

Sketch to show general appearance of the completed
Viceroy modification for Top Band.

mixer/oscillator unit, as designed by G3SCJ for his K.W.

crystal oscillator and the pentode as the mixer.
The anti -trip control to the left of the VFO knob is

then removed and mounted at the rear of the transmitter between the two other Vox controls, and the
variable capacitor of the mixer/oscillator unit fitted in
its place on the front panel.

The 6CL6 driver stage must now be adapted for
160 metre operation. This is easily done by bolting a
suitable coil, trimmed and adjusted by GDO, to the side

of the driver compartment, disconnecting the 7 mc
coil and connecting that for 160 metres in its place.

this extra switch position then a separate switch could
easily be used.
The mixer/oscillator unit can be mounted vertically,
i.e., with the valve and coils horizontal and pointing
towards the front panel, fitting between the VFO flywheel and the old anti -trip control position. HT and
heater volts can be obtained from the transmitter itself.
Setting Up

The Viceroy should now be tested for 160 -metre
operation: With the VFO switch set to 40m. and the
PA switched to the new 160 -metre position, the transmitter should now function correctly on 160 metres-the
only difference being an extra peaking control for this
band. It should be noted, however, that the transmitter
must under no circumstances be allowed to deliver more

than the legal limit of 261 watts peak output; on the

The 7 mc drive to the mixer/oscillator unit is obtained

by taking a two -turn link from the 7 mc second mixer
coil-the existing link to the driver being disconnected.

The output from the mixer/oscillator unit then goes
via a two -turn link from around the 160 -metre coil of
the mixer/oscillator to the 6CL6 driver-using the

connections originally going to the 7 mc coil of the
second mixer.
The final step is to extend the coverage of the pi -tank

coil to operate on Top Band. This is accomplished by
the addition of an extra self-supporting winding between

the end of the original coil and the unused position
on the PA band -switch. If some models do not have

Mk. II this is easily achieved by dropping the PA anode
volts from 750v. to the 250 -volt position.
As described, the modification means, of course,that

the transmitter can no longer be used on 40 metres as
it stands. However, if the 7 mc band is wanted, then the
spare switch positions on the band -change switch can be

arranged to make this possible.
Although the modification is designed specifically
for the Viceroy Mk. II it can easily be adapted for use
with the Mk. III, and probably other makes of transmitter as well.

Editorial Note: A great many of these well
designed and soundly engineered amateur band transmitters are still in use all over the

world-they remain among the attractive

Table of Values
Circuit of the Mixer/Oscillator
Cl, C3,
R4 = 680 ohms
C5 = -01 AF
R5 = 75 ohms
C2 = 5-30 gi.EF
LI = To resonate on
trimmer
5 mc with C2
Fig. 1.

C4 - 10 Ala.
C6 = 75 p.ILF
var.
C7 = 100 aµF
RI, R3 = 47,000 ohms
R2

10,000 ohms

L2

To

resonate

on

1.9 mc with C6,

C7

Xtal = For 5.0 mc
V - ECF80

items occasionally offered in our Readers' Small
Advertisement columns. The K.W. Viceroy

transmitters have always been noteworthy for
the quality of the CW/SSB signals they radiate.
They are widely used as driver units by those
who have translaters for CW/SSB on VHF.
The foregoing is an interesting built-in modi-

fication to enable the K.W. Viceroy to be
operated as a CW/SSB transmitters on the
160 -metre band.
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Finished appearance of a kit -built Mohican.

USING THE MOHICAN AS
STATION RECEIVER

General Points

Building the receiver took about a week of spare
time, soldering often being done with the aid of accumulators and an inverter. Mechanically, everything fitted
together perfectly. The chassis layout and finish (as

EXPERIENCES IN MALAWI - AND
SOME MODIFICATIONS TO

can be seen from the photographs) is to a very high
standard. The front-end is pre -built and supposedly

ACCOMPANY TRANSMISSION

pre -aligned but in the author's experience the alignment

P. HANCOCK, B.Sc., GC3WOW (ex-7Q7PH)

a lot of searching, which itself was an education, the
major trouble was traced to a faulty feed -through con-

THE writer, posted to a bush -station having mains
electricity for only a few hours of each evening, yet
hoping to get his transmitting licence eventually, considered that an early step would be to acquire a battery
driven receiver. A BFO was essential for SSB reception

and good bandspread was particularly desirable for
amateur work. With a £50 ceiling in mind, the choice
was immediately very restricted. The fact that the
Mohican fitted all requirements so far and, additionally,
was available in kit form, clinched the matter.
Seven weeks of travelling by a variety .of routes
including the final 200 miles by bus along earth roads,
resulted in no detectable external damage to the parcel
or its contents. On unpacking, it was found that all
items listed were present and some small items were
there in excess.

was 'way out, possibly owing to the journey. In any
case, at first switch -on the set was disappointing. After
denser (C25) in the pre -built front end.
On powerful local stations, the built-in speaker seemed

to be producing a lot of distortion. Ten days after a
letter had been written to Daystom, an airmail package
arrived containing a free replacement speaker and feed through condenser, with compliments.
With the new speaker and feed -through condenser
installed, the alignment and sensitivity were not good by
comnarison with the performance of the domestic S/W
broadcast receiver. Some improvement was effected by

aligning each hand with the aid of broadcast stations.

With any fading this approach is limited. Some accuracy

of calibration was achieved by use of 5 mc and 10 mc
standard -frequency stations. Further improvements were
made when the local Post Office engineer obtained a good

signal generator from headquarters for a few days.
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Calibration Problems

A Nombrex battery signal generator was bought by

It was realised that its average ± 1% accuracy
was not good enough for accurate calibration but since
it could itself now be checked by comparison with the
5 and 10 mc standard -frequency broadcasts, and since
it was rich in harmonics, this presented no problems.
post.

o

ii

Ultimately, calibration accuracy of the order of +

RLAII

10 kc was achieved.

The author was learning a great deal through all
this, and was beginning to appreciate subtler things.
Accurate calibration being assured, sensitivity was
next sought and after that, image rejection. Sensitivity
was a matter of many happy hours of tracking and
Fig.i

To AVC switch

FREQUENCY COVERAGE

Fig. 1. A method of muting the RF amplifier in the Mohican,
the modification being shown dotted.

But by the time the receiver was home again, the alignment was decidedly off. (It was discovered that on the
journey in the heat, the ferrite slugs had settled down in
their locking paste!)

BAND
A
B

c
D
E

Frequency mc

Amateur Bands included

.580 - 1.540
1.650 - 4.5

(MW BC only)
160m. and 80m.

8.5 - 20.0
20.0 - 30.0

40m.
20m.
15m. and 10m.

4.5 - 8.8

Looking into the interior of a Heathkit Mohican.
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oscillator frequency.

Distances being what they are in and from Africa
and the state of SSB art being what it is, the original
plan to operate the Mohican in conjunction with a low power AM transmitter was scrapped. A KW -2000
became available locally at an attractive price. The
Mohican continued in service during no -electricity hours
and also provided some excellent duplex contacts with
relatively local (less than 1000 miles) stations. This was

Ext

Lpi

Lp 2

Ext 12V
supply

R56

Wire link or

Ext Mute

to switch

-12V

particularly effective on " 40m. transmit " and '80m.
receive." In this method of working, the second receiver
and the transmitter at each end are working continuously,
producing a more natural conversational style of QSO!

Under these conditions, with the Tx feeding a dipole
and the Mohican on its internal telescopic aerial, no
trouble was experienced. But one day the inevitable
happened when the receiver was tuned to a frequency
close to that of the transmitter-the RF transistor
burned out.

off

Modifications

I
In

/

When a replacement was fitted, some thought was
Ext

given to modifying the receiver so that not only would the

battery supply be switched off (the normal in-built
muting arrangement) but also the signal would not be

allowed to reach the first transistor. Experiment with the
transmitter barely radiating, showed that earthing either
R56

Ext I2V
supply

effective.

Ext Mute

r-

RLA/ 2

To MOX :-

switch or
R LB /2
Fig .2

Fig.

2.

of the Rx antenna terminals only reduced the signal a
few S -points. Obviously, the RF tuning stage was still
picking up some stray RF. Shorting condenser C10 to
earth as shown in Fig. 1 was found to be much more

Muting of the Mohican power supply, before and after
modification-see text.

Accordingly, a small relay was installed at the rear
underside of the chassis near the muting terminals, which
were rewired as shown in Fig. 2. The muting terminals

were connected to the Tx/Rx changeover switch as in
Fig. 3 and were only disconnected at times of duplex
working. Thus, the receiver was muted whenever the
transmitter was radiating. Of course, the push -to -talk
button on the microphone was not used and the KW -2000

was without Vox. The contacts on the changeover
switchboard were arranged for feather touch operation
using thin spring steel.
Press on

trimming with the chassis kept horizontal and supported
at eye level so that the slugs sank in their locking paste.

The bands were aligned at the nearest convenient
whole me points at their respective HF and LF ends.
With an IF of 455 kc, image rejection becomes progressively less effective as one goes from Band A to
Band E. In this respect Band E proved particularly
troublesome and the best that could be achieved, adhering to the alignment instructions, was to get signal and
image equal. Since the image could be made stronger

than the signal, a little headscratching indicated that
there was no harm in putting the local oscillator on the

high side of the signal instead of the low side. Possibly
there was insufficient adjustment latitude in the second
RF stage of Band E. At all events, Band E eventually
came up to specification with this rearrangement of the

SI

9V

RLB/I

RLB/2

RLB/3

k
RLB
3

52
Press off
To Mute
To MOX
terminals terminals
on Mohican on Tx
Fig. 3

Fig. 3. Send -receive changeover switch using self -latching
relay circuit. Touch switches Si, S2 are made of small pieces
of spring -steel and wood screws ; they overhang the edge of a
small wooden board on which the battery and RLB are also
mounted. Si and S2 only require the most delicate momentary
touch for a changeover.
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Under -chassis layout, Mohican GC -1 U.
Points of Interest
This is not of course a review of the Mohican, but
the writer would like to remark on a number of points.

in the manual, and aligned patiently, one has a good-

lamp provided a fairly heavy drain on the battery. The
option of telescopic aerial, high -Z or low -Z aerial connection is readily appreciated. Main tuning and band spread tuning are through flywheels and are smooth as
oiled silk. The amateur bands are clearly marked on

looking, highly versatile receiver with enough sensitivity
and selectivity for ordinary amateur purposes. All the

bands except 160m. and 15m. are at the HF end of each

If the Mohican is assembled according to the instructions

MW and S/W BC bands are available. The switchable
AVC and ANL are very effective. The BFO is easily
set for USB/LSB operation as well as CW. Antenna
tuning and RF gain controls are useful, the former for
final peaking up of signals, the latter for improving S/N
ratio on stronger stations. It cannot be too strongly
emphasised that all the many controls have to be used
with discrimination to achieve optimum results for each
mode and band. It was found that the switchable panel

both scales and it will be noted that all the amateur
range.

This is a piece of equipment which any SWL or
aspiring amateur can build, confident that the kit and
instructions are more than adequate to meet the quoted
specifications.

The after -sales service is of a very high
order. And there is much to be learned in the building
of the Mohican GC -1U general coverage receiver. The
free leaflet says much; the 60 -page illustrated manual
available separately at 10s. says a great deal more.

Will all readers please note that the January issue of
" Short Wave Magazine " will appear on January 2, to
avoid Christmas mail delays. The February issue will
publish on January 30, the due date.
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G3WRO/M ON THE
NORFOLK BROADS

most operating time was used in regular skeds with

ACCOUNT OF A PLEASANT
HOLIDAY AFLOAT

key was put to good use although not a lot of DX was

K. L. HAYNES (G3WRO)

AFTER a visit to the London Boat Show in January
this year, it was decided between G3WRO and
G8CXR that a holiday spent in a cruiser on the Norfolk
Broads with some radio operation thrown in would not
be a bad idea. Immediately, initial plans were made, and
a four -berth cruiser was booked, the rest of the crew
consisting of SWL's Mike Oliver and Steve Pitt, both
of Romford, Essex. The week chosen was September 613. Operation was planned for 160 metres, and the gear
used was a Codar A.T.5 transmitter, Eddystone EC -10
receiver and the G3FIF mobile whip.
After arrival at Brundall, Norfolk on Saturday 6th,
the boat was boarded and no difficulty at all was experienced in fitting the gear, ready for operation. Having

got under way, Reedham down the River Yare was

reached by nightfall, by which time (after a pint) all four
were ready for a good night's sleep.
On Sunday morning contact was made with G3PRN
/A, located in a caravan at Seapalling together with his
wife G3YEB, and family. It was decided then that the

two parties should meet sometime during the week.
The goal for Sunday, however, was Great Yarmouth
and this was reached by early afternoon, and the rest
of the day was spent ashore.
An early start was made on Monday. The direction

was northwards, the destination being Coltishall, a
(comparatively long) run of about 31 miles. During all
this time, a few contacts were being made although the

G3PRN/G3YEB. Coltishall was reached by nightfall
and with some friendly co-operation from a local farmer,
a 300ft. long wire was strung out across his field and the
worked.

Back south was the direction on Tuesday, to South
Walsham Broad, a massive expanse of water where one
just meanders to the middle and drops anchor. (Here,
for the first time, home-brew cooking by G8CXR was
tasted, and the result was excellent.) By nightfall Horsey
Mere, up the River Thurne, was reached and during the

evening contact was established with G3PRN/M on
his way home from a day in Yarmouth. The road on
which G3PRN/M was passing was right next to where
G3WRO/M was moored and so a personal QSO was
finally possible. Hilda, G3YEB, very kindly took a note
of provisions and food supplies urgently required and
delivered them early on Wednesday morning. The
destination for Wednesday was once again Great Yarmouth where the afternoon and evening were spent.

On Thursday sights were turned southwards and
Oulton Broad was made by lunch-time with, of course,

regular contacts with G3PRN/A.

The mooring for

Thursday night was Oulton Broad Harbour.

On Friday morning the cruise was continued, the
next port of call being Beccles. A very interesting contact
was made with G3XSK (Lowestoft) who mentioned the

meeting of the Lowestoft Amateur Radio Club that
evening and having been told that the Friday night mooring would be Cantley gave us train departure and arrival
details between Cantley and Lowestoft-this resulted in

a most enjoyable evening with the Lowestoft Club.
On Saturday, 13th, Navigator IV had to be back
at Brundall by 10 a.m., which was managed comfort-

ably, the last contact being with G3PRN/A whilst
running between Cantley and Brundall.
During the week contact had been made with various

interesting stations including the regular skeds with

Keith Haynes, G3WRO/M, with the

gear in " Navigator IV," a 35ft.
4 -berth diesel cruiser hired from
the yard of C. J. Broom & Sons,
Brundall, Norfolk. He and his crew
had a fine week of it-see article.
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G3PRN/A every day, and practically the whole of the
Broads had been covered. It was unanimously decided
that in 1970 a similar holiday would be arranged with
possibly HF and/or VHF gear on board.

TACKLING RECEIVER
ALIGNMENT
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All members of the crew wish to thank C. J. Broom
and Sons of Brundall for allowing them to install the
radio station on board their cruiser-without this help
the expedition would not have been possible.

have experience leave the IF stages alone.

SOME PRACTICAL POINTS FOR
THE NEWCOMER

Oscillator Stage
With the exception of receivers such as the HRO,
the tuning scale will be directly calibrated, and it is a
lot easier to achieve accurate tracking if amateur bands
only are covered. With care, good tracking is fairly

easy, and it should be possible to obtain " spot-on "

E. JOHNSON (G2HR)
alignment of a receiver is not a task to be tackled
If new, one can reasonably assume that the

THE
lightly.

receiver can be left untouched, but a second-hand job
can often be vastly improved. A manual is not always
available, but anyone with reasonable knowledge can
improve performance. If in doubt leave well alone, and
call in someone experienced! Haphazard adjustment of
trimmers, etc., out of logical sequence can land one
deeply in the mire, and an expert is needed to untangle
the mess. An oscilloscope-cum-wobbulator, signal
generator and output meter are very necessary instruments, but much can be done by empirical methods.
IF Stages
Provided there is no crystal filter, and you are more

interested in peaking each stage, cautious adjustment
of cores or trimmers can be attempted for maximum
noise. It is wise, in the case of cores, to make a pencil
mark in line with the screw -cut, as if in doubt you can
always return to the original setting. No empirical
method, however, can possibly give the maker's response
curve without an oscilloscope display. Nevertheless the
final result may be acceptable. Always work from the
last stage to the first, and after completion, run through
again.

Even if you have a signal generator, unless it is a
precision instrument you are unlikely to be able to lineup on precisely the IF. It may be within a few kc, but
this is usually comparatively unimportant unless you have
a crystal or mechanical filter. If either of the latter are
incorporated with a nominal IF of, say 455 kc, a crystal
may be marked " 455.13 kc." In this instance it is of

accuracy at the band edges and their centres, with slight
deviations in between. Reading of frequencies should
be well within Post Office tolerances, although this does

not relieve one of being equipped with an approved
frequency meter to conform with Licence conditions.
Although some modern receivers are permeability
tuned, this article is intended to help those with receivers
where coils have trimmers and slugs, and are tuned with

a variable condenser, the " swing " of which should
cover the band concerned. The frequency sweep from LF

to the HF end is determined by the expression
IC max.
C Milt.

The trimming condenser, which is adjusted for cali-

bration at the HF end, will have a far greater effect
here when the tuning condenser is at minimum, although

inevitably it will also to a lesser degree affect the LF
end. Bearing in mind the expression already quoted,
if the scale appears compressed, the trimmer is set at
too high a value. Conversely, if the scale is over -expanded,

the trimmer is too low-which is shown in the diagram.
Hence, the inductance, adjusted by the slug, must be
right, and is varied at the LF end. Clearly, as frequency

is determined by the L/C ratio, adjustment of either
component will be interdependent. Hence, the backward -

and -forward slug/trimmer settings must be containued
until calibration is correct at both extremes. Tracking

(a)

18mc

1.9mc

2.Omc

I

vital importance to align precisely on this frequency,
and it is virtually impossible to do this without proper
equipment.

(a)

The crystal holder in itself acts as a condenser with

quartz as the dielectric, and unless this capacity

is

balanced out in the normal bridge circuit, the filter will
be more or less useless. When this capacity is exactly
cancelled by means of a phasing condenser, the crystal
is in a series resonant mode, with a sharply peaked and
symmetrical curve.
Unbalancing with the phasing
condenser places the crystal in parallel mode, giving a
very useful rejection notch capable of markedly attenuating an interfering signal within the IF pass -band.
It will bear repetition to emphasise that unless you

The regular tuning -dial calibration would be as (A). If the
trimmer is set too high in capacity, the tuning range would
be as (B). If the trimmer is too low, the tuning range could
appear as (C). This is for illustration only, and it does not
follow that the mid -band calibration would be correct-the
coverage could appear to be moved either to right or left.
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should then be substantially correct through the band.
RF Stages
Once again alignment should be carried out from the

last RF stage to the first, and if the latter has a panel
condenser, this should be set at half -mesh. Failing any
instruments, reasonable alignment can be achieved by
adjusting for maximum receiver noise, remembering to

adjust the trimmer at the HF end, and the slug at the
LF end. When one is satisfied that the gain over the
range is reasonable, response can be peaked at any

December, 1969

attenuator, to cope with over -loading of the front end
and, possibly, severe cross-modulation-but by then
you have got your Rx into a condition which is beyond
the scope of this article!)

The BFO Control
Usually, this a panel -controlled condenser, which
should be set at half -mesh. Either the pre-set slug or
capacitor associated with the BFO coil should be adjusted
until zero beat is obtained with the signal tuned " on the
nose."

carry this procedure through till a point is reached where

Failing a signal, receiver noise (" sharsh ") with
BFO switched on, can be utilised, and adjustment to
slug and condenser made until the noise " frequency "-

the Rx produces only gentle background " sharsh "
with the Ae. off and all circuits lined up. The noise -

very apparent if the receiver has a crystal filter-reaches
a trough.

point by means of the panel condenser.

(Editorial Note: In quiet locations, it is possible to

level should rise much higher when the aerial is plugged
in, and the Ae. trimmer brought to resonance. By then,

the sensitivity of the receiver will be limited only by
aerial noise-meaning that any signal above that level
should be audible and resolvable. When you have
got that far in peaking up your Rx, you cannot limit
what is brought in by the aerial unless you use an input

NOTES ON THE EDDYSTONE
840A/840C RECEIVERS
RECENT GENERAL -COVERAGE
TYPES OF CONSIDERABLE
INTEREST
F. G. Rayer, A.I.E.R.E. (G3OGR)
IN earlier articles details have been given of the Eddy-I- stone 640, 740, and 750 receivers. The 640 is a RF/FC
/21F (1.6 mc)/DDT/Output design with xtal filter and
three ranges (SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE, January 1966,
April 1968). The 740 is a four -band RF/FC/IF (450 kc)/
DDT/Output receiver, and the 750 is four -band double -

conversion with 1.6 mc and 85 kc IF's (both discussed
in the May 1969 issue). The later 840A and 840C are
quite regularly available second-hand, and it is felt that
details of them would be of interest to anyone thinking
of buying such equipment, or not familiar with these
models.

Summing Up
These remarks are offered primarily to those without

test instruments-but whilst receiver performance can
be improved by the approach suggested, one cannot
expect the best without the aid of a signal generator,
oscilloscope-cum-wobbulator and output meter.

The receiver is completely enclosed, with internal
speaker. Construction is so arranged that the metal
cabinet can be earthed in the same way as with a receiver

The actual chassis and
internal metalwork is common to one mains supply
circuit, in the usual manner with AC/DC equipment.
having transformer supplies.

However, the circuit provides for complete isolation of
aerial and headphone circuits, or of an external speaker,
which may be plugged into sockets on the rear chassis
drop.
840A Coverage

The receiver has four bands: 30-10.5, 10.6-3-7,
3.8-1-37 (all in mc) and 1400 to 480 kc on the LF side.
Actual models vary slightly in appearance. Scales are
calibrated directly in frequencies.
The tuning mechanism is the usual Eddystone geared
drive, of highly effective type, and a rotating scale marked
0-100 appears in the central window. This is read against

the bottom logging scale of the horizontal dial, giving
0-2500 divisions, and is very useful for exact re -setting,
or noting a transmitting frequency. The approximate

number of divisions for the amateur bands is about as
follows: 28-29.7-90; 21-21.45-30; 14-14.35-60; 7-7.1

-30; 3.5-3.8-140; 1.8-2.0-250.

840A Stages

The 840A has a UAF42 RF amplifier, UCH42 frequency changer, UAF42 IF amplifier, UAF42 as diode
detector and pentode AF stage, followed by UL4I
output stage. A diode in the UAF42 IF stage provides
AVC. A further UAF42 acts as beat frequency oscillator,
for reception of CW (and SSB). The rectifier is a UY41.
The noise limiter is a semiconductor diode.
The diagram shows these stages. Heaters are in
series

RF
UAF42

FC
UCH42

IF AVC
UAF42

BFO

for 200/240v. or similar mains operation, or

110v., AC or DC. The pilot lamp is 6-3v. 0.3A. There is
a thermistor to prevent switch -on surge and a selector for
voltages.

AF. DET
UAF42

UAF42

Stages of the 840A receiver

OUTPUT

UL41
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Rear view of the 840A. To the left are the IF, BFO and audio stages. RF
and FC stages are to the right of the ganged capacitor assembly. The
internal speaker is on the right side of the chassis, with line resistor and
rectifier.

External Connections
Sockets on the rear insulated panel take plugs for the
internal speaker, or for an external speaker. Other
sockets are for an end -connected or twin -feeder aerial,

and earth. With an end -connected wire, one aerial
terminal is earthed in the usual way. With a coax or
twin feeder, one conductor goes to each aerial socket.
The rear chassis drop also carries fuses, voltage
adjuster, and pins to engage the mains lead connector.
Phones can be plugged into the front jack.

The current -supplying conductors at AC mains
voltages normally have " neutral " and " live " circuits,
the latter being at high potential relative to earth. It is
thus usual to arrange the polarity of connection so that
the neutral goes to the receiver chassis, as this is normally
safest, and least likely to cause troubles such as modulation hum, etc. The mains flexible cord should be connected and plugged in to achieve this.
Nominal input impedance of the Eddystone 840A at
the aerial is about 400 ohms, and in general good average

results are obtained on all frequencies with an end connected earial. However, as with any other receiver,

an aerial tuner or matching device will bring up weak
signals on those frequencies where the aerial impedance
is a bad match. Dipoles, doublets, and other aerials can

only give good results on the band for which they are
designed, or those frequencies to which they can be
tuned.

Results with the 840A

As usual, checks were made as occasioned offered
and personal interest suggested. Band calibration was
looked at with a crystal marker, and sensitivity with a

laboratory signal generator. The practical effect of the
selectivity available was tested from time to time against
another receiver and the signal generator, and by having
an aerial change -over switch to allow the 840A or the
test receiver to be selected at will.
With this arrangement, and with a highly selective
second receiver (a rather costly item) it is only fair to
say that it is quite difficult deliberately to seek out a
transmission which can be copied on the larger receiver,
yet cannot be heard on the 840A. Naturally, the better
selectivity of the more comprehensive receiver is useful
from time to time, but against it the performance of the
840A was still quite good.
The 840A noise limiter is effective with static crashes
and similar types of electrical interference. The internal
speaker does well for all normal usage.
The IF is 450 kc. Quoted alignment points are 28
/12 mc, 9/4 mc, 3.2/1-5 mc and 1200/550 kc, trimmers

being adjusted at the higher frequency for a band, and
cores at the lower frequency, in the usual way. With the
receiver tested, scale readings were very accurate.
CW is received with the BFO on, in the usual way.
For SSB, the method is that normally adopted in receivers

not having product detectors-that is, keep AF gain at
or near maximum, reduce RF gain so that the proportion

of SSB to BFO carrier is not too great, and adjust the
BFO pitch to resolve the signal.

Switching on the BFO automatically puts the AVC
out of action. The stand-by switch puts extra bias on
RF and IF stages, leaving the oscillator and other stages
running. The tone control is a top -cut device, sometimes
helpful with certain types of interference.
[over
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Underside, Eddystone 840A. To the left are IF and audio stages, and
limiter switch on extension shaft. To the right are fuses, smoothing choke

and speaker. The coil assembly and bandswitch are built into a
sectionalised box, with individual trimmers for each range.
The 840C

There are some differences in styling and other

features, compared with the 840A. The valve line-up
is as already given. There is an addition in the form of

a tuning indicator, operated from the steady carrier
level voltage of the diode detector. The indicator is a
DM70, which has a 1.4v. 0.025A. filament. It is placed
between the chassis and heater chain, with an 8 -ohm

three -watt resistor in parallel with the filament, and
occupies the position of the 840A lamp.
Aerial input impedance is nominally 75 ohms, and
a dipole is suitable for any particular band. Other

aerials, such as end -connected and similar, with or
without tuners, can be expected to give good average
results, in the normal way. There is no diode noise

900 kc higher, and thus likely to produce images, will
be present.

Weight is 28 pounds, and size 16* x 8*in. The
frequencies at which to adjust trimmers and cores, if
necessary, are as follows: 28/14 mc; 12/5.8 mc; 5.6/2.7
mc; 2.4/1.25 mc, and 1060 kc and 520 kc for the lowest
frequency band.
Other Points
Assuming that alignment is correct, and the valves
in proper condition, these Eddystone receivers are
capable of good general results. Though DX reception
is possible with almost any aerial, a properly planned
system, with a tuner to get the best results-meaning an

ATU between aerial and Rx input-will naturally

Coverage of the 840C is in five ranges, these being

be worth while. Suitable ATU's have been discussed
and explained in recent issues.

12.4-30, 5.2-12.9, 2-5-6.1, 1-12-2.58 mc, and 480-1150 kc
LF. There is a modified form of capacitor compensation,
which tends to give a more nearly linear frequency mark-

voltage dropper, a fair amount of heat is generated in the

limiter.

ing on the scale and, in terms of horizontal movement
of the pointer, opens out the HF ends of the ranges.
Quoted sensitivity is better than 10 p.V for a 15 dB
signal-to-noise ratio, with selectivity 30 dB down at
10 kc, and image rejection better than 15 dB at 30 mc.
As with all receivers having a single RF stage and 450 kc
or similar IF, the response to strong signals on the 2nd
channel (images) can become noticeable at high frequencies. This improves rapidly at lower frequencies.

On the 28 and 21 megacycle amateur bands, lack of
good image -frequency rejection is not as important as
might be thought-because few, if any, transmissions

Due to the AC/DC circuit configuration and line
cabinet, but construction and ventilation are arranged
to take care of this. Should one wish to avoid the heat
dissipated by the internal voltage dropper, the receiver
voltage selector could be set to 110v. and feeding the
receiver from a step-down transformer.
There is no back socket for an external S -meter (as

with the Eddystone 640, 740, 750 and other models)
and the use of external accessories, which would have to
be connected electrically to internal circuits, is of course
not recommended. As the receiver is AC/DC with

chassis and other circuits common to the mains, any

improper external circuit could be dangerous, and should
not be contemplated.

Our regular Book Lists include all titles of general Amateur Radio interest and cover the whole field for
specialised texts.
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COMMUNICATION and DX NEWS
E. P. Essery, G3KFE
A LL the text -books tell us how
-conditions vary and why, and
normally every month just goes to

passed on the details about their

demonstrate that " theory is bunk "

9X parties, and QSO's with these

when confronted by the Law of
The Cussedness of Inanimate Objects

-but by that self -same Law, there
just had to be a month when everything went according to expectations.

Thus it was this month, and many
people have had lots of fun, what
with contests, DX ragchewing, find-

ing new DX and whatever-but

let us hope that this sort of thing
does not happen too often-we
have become used to taking " con-

ditions " as being something that
only obeys Murphy's Law!

The Silly Season
It seems to hit Amateur Radio,
as well as the press, at certain times

of the year. This time, G3SYD
writes in to mention that he has a
pest radiating his call on 7-28 mcthe real one only uses 144 mc QRP

1970 Contest. This one coincides
with the HB, LX, ON, 9Q, 9U, and

will also be " good" in the REF
context. The dates are: CW, 1400

particularly clear
lation)

hours of operation are permitted
in each event, the eight remammg

hours being divided up into one, two,

or three " rest periods," the times of
which are to be clearly stated in the
log. Exchange RS(T) plus the QSO
number; score three points for each
QSO with F or DUF stations; take
a multiplier of one for each Department (two digits) and DUF country.

Send the log to REF, Boulevard
Bercy 60-75, Paris -12, France. Unfortunately, the information put out

by REF on this Contest gives no
date for sending them in, nor is it

so any doubts are

best

resolved by writing to the address
quoted.

Fifteen Metres

January 31 to 2200z February 1;
Phone, 1400 February 28 to 2200z
March 1, 1970. However, only 24

in some other

respects (due possibly to the trans-

It is quite a long time since last

this piece led off with a look at
21 mc; and to start the ball rolling

what better than the letter from
G3GIQ (Ealing), who appeared to

your scribe to be one of those

erstwhile correspondents who sink
without trace and are never heard of
again-but in this case a new beam

has gone up to fifty feet with the
help of willing hands, resulting in
Henry joining in the pile-ups with
renewed

confidence.

To

date,

much of his time has been spent
dealing with Ten, but just to prove

the beam performs as desired
CE0AE was raised on Fifteen. [over

and, occasionally, SSB on Top Band.

Sydney would appreciate any information-QTHR.

Contests
Two which loom large for the
U.K. interest are for mention this
month, the first one being the CQ
WW 160 Contest, which is to run
from 0001z on January 24 through

to 1500z on Sunday, January 25.
Rules are the same as last year:
Exchange RST plus a serial number
starting at 001. W/VE/VO stations
will indicate their State or Province.

CW only, no cross -band QSO's.
Score two points per contact for
stations in the same country; 5 per

QSO with another country; 10 points
for each W/VE/VO hooked. Multiplier of one for each State, Province
(W/VE/VO) and foreign country
worked.
Hawaii and Alaska to

count as " foreign countries " in
this context.
Log sheets go to
W2EQS, Charles O'Brien, 48 Pros-

pect Avenue, Westwood, N.J.
U.S.A., 07675, and are to be mailed

before February 28.

The French boys, REF, have

MP4TAF, Sharjah, Trucial Oman State, was put on the air again early this year by
G3RKN (standing, right) who first activated the station during his last tour in Trucial
Oman, some ten years ago. Operating is MP4TDA/G3EKL, and the photograph (taken
in June this year) was on the occasion of the official visit of Lt. Gen. Sir Victor Balfour
(seated left). He was shown a Racal RA -117 Rx, Collins 32S -I Tx, Heathkit linear,
and an antennae system consisting of dipoles for 40-80-160m., a Quad and a Mosley

TA-33Jr. for I0 -18-20m. G3EKL has now taken over operation of MP4TAF, and is on
21380 kc around 1300x daily, looking for U.K. contacts ; he hopes also to give 80/160m. a

run this winter. Derek Leese, G3RKN, says that any QSL's outstanding for MP4TAF
can be obtained by sending an s.a.e. to him at 4 Harefield, Harlow, Essex.
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The recent activities of G2DC
(Ringwood) have been less in the

but found few openings to VK/ZL,

and a matter for us to offer con-

with the band closing in the evenings

gratulations -to note that he is now

direction of operating than of
preventive maintenance in the shack

too early for any time to be spent
usefully there. As a result, the log

up to the 101 mark in Countries

and to the aerials.

Jack found a

bad patch during mid -October, with
things rapidly recovering afterwards
VS6AA,

VS9MB,

XW8BP,

YV5AHN, all W call areas, VE1-8

and VK2, 3, 4, and 8.
Another absentee returns to the
fold in G3XAP (Stowmarket), who
has changed his previous rig for a

This he feeds into a
young aerial farm -there is a 180 foot " best bent wire " which is
KW -2000A.

made to do duty on 1.8, 14 and 21

As already mentioned, Henry of

PZ1DB-all SSB.

G3GIQ has given his new beam
plenty of 28 mc exercise, which

Ten -Metre Clip

-the tally on CW was CO2BB,

OA4NA, LU4FG, PY1-7, VUOVZ,

scoring, with four new ones booked
in on Ten, in the shape of CT2AS,
CP1GN, YS1XEE and VP2VP, all
Others

SSB.

worked

UAO, UD6, UI8, UL7, VP2VP,
VP9BU, VP8KD, VP8KO, VS6AL,
VUODK,
VUOKV,
XW8BP,

VK9XI (Christmas Is.), VK2WX/9

and VK9RY, both in Papua; but

9Q7RM, 8P6CA and 9X5AA-

XT2AA evaded being hooked, and
escapes the net so carefully laid out
for him.
G3VPS (Wartling) chose SSB to

also fired up on 21 mc as occasion

to raise a JA/MM in the Persian
Gulf, UW9, 9H1 and XW8. Incidentally, Peter has never made
much of his abilities in the DX chasing line, but it is of interest -

GM3JDR (Golspie) next, and as a
specialist on the 15 -metre band, he
has every reason for a goodly list:
CW forms the meat of it, including
HBOXFW, 6Y5RA, HP9FC3MM,

KG6AQY, KR6's, OA4PF, PJODX,

included

QSO with 4X4, OD5, UD6, ZC4 and
a 5B4, but tried the alternative (CW)

serves -and a vertical dipole for
Ten. Not a lot of time on Fifteen,
and only MP4TCZ and OD5BZ
booked in -but both new countries
to add to the tally.

resulted in contacts with CE, CR6,
CR7, EA8GK, ET3, EP2, HC1RF,
HK4DF,
HL9UU,
H M 1BB,

G3KMA (Woking) opens the

mc; dipoles with the centre at 47 feet

for 3.5 and 7 mc-the latter being

confirmed.

shows a few W's, C31CQ, JA's, and

phew ! However, G3GIQ bewails the

sad fact that none of this little lot
represent new scalps-'twas ever
thus!

On the other hand, Murphy's
Law ensures that the next one on the
pile mentions only new ones, either
overall or for the band. G3XAP
used SSB for OD5BZ, 5Z4LS,
ET3REL, 5B4ES, ZS6ACK, 9J2DT,
7Q7RM,
5N2AAF,
VP8KD,

SIX -BAND DX TABLE

(All -Time Post War)
Station

Countries

28 mc

W6AM

348

G3DO

337

G2DC

336

G3NOF

316

G3LZQ
G3KMA
G3IAR

221

126

161

193

91

73

12

G3IGW

205

127

156

168

125

97

42

G3RJB

164

64

50

150

59

37

8

9H1BL

163

95

95

123

56

48

G3PQF

161

105

47

98

84

56

13

G3XBY

161

104

113

97

69

56

6

G3VDL

145

59

105

101

53

31

G3SED

136

31

26

66

43

40

39

new one -indeed G3DO (Four Oaks)

G3VPS

133

43

42

113

52

38

14

put his 21 mc total up by two last

G3MDW

116

47

66

88

20

15

7

G3WPO

101

35

20

63

49

29

21

G3XAP

87

44

46

42

21

23

12

G3WJS

66

8

55

41

45

14

VP9GK,
VK2BKM,
JR1ARK,
KH6COB,
UWOAP,
UW9OL,
EA6BD, 6W8GE, CR6AI, VK3MJ,
VUOOLK,
VK5NO,
UAOEH,
VK2VN,
PY7OS,
9Y4AA,
UA9MX/9,
UVOAC,
XE1BN,
ZL3GQ, VS6AA, VS6FK, VS6BC,
UW9PV,
HL9UZ,
ZM I AJW,
VK5KO,
KR6FT,
VK5DS,

VP7NQ, VK4FJ, VS6FX, CR6KV,
ZB2BS,
UAOAJ,
UAOKAR,
UW9YH,
KL7AKE,
ZD9BM,

VQ9MK, all JA call areas, shoals
of the " rarer " W call areas, VE's
and ZS5HN.
For relief, Don looked at SSB and
putting in his nose, extracted
HBOXFY,
UAOSU,
JW3XK,
UI8CD, PJODX, UA9FU, 9Y4AA,

CWOAA, all JA call areas and all
W call areas.

Even the Top Boys sometimes
have the pleasure of working a
month, the QSO's being with UI8CD
and UP2NV.

That old thief of pleasure -time,
work, combined forces with TVI
to ensure that G3NOF (Yeovil)
had little or no time for 15 metres.
Don had his usual morning check

21 mc

14 mc

7 mc

3.5 rim

131

140

347

116

54

7

202

242

330

90

83

9

172

308

328

166

113

20

184

218

299

35

41

2

259

140

156

208

72

38

8

249

191

178

187

122

54

11

-

Note: Placings this month are based on the " Countries" Column.

1.8 mc
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ZE1CY,

KP4DCR,
EP2BQ,
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KZ5KN,
DJ6QT/CT3,

5H3LV and 4X4HF, then CW for
ZEIDI, PY2DN, SV1CH and
HK3AVK.

G2DC found Ten in fine shape,
by and large, opening around 0700
to the Far East, to VK from 1030-

1230, and to the West and South

from 1300z onwards.

HBOOFW

was a new one for the band, and
others booked in included CN8BB,
JA1KRU, JA1UOC, UL, UM, UI,
UH,
UF,
VK2RA,
VK3MJ,
VK8HA,
VK6RU,
VUOOLB,
VS6AA, VS6FK, XW8BP, 4S7DA,

all W call areas, all VE areas other
than 7, and ZS1-4. Not bad -but

that is how it can be when Ten is
giving.

At G3XTJ, that ten -metre indoor

inverted-Vee seems to have come
into its own again, helping him to

take the score for the band up to

Home station of Mike Matthews, G3JFF, 32 Briar Close, Cowplain,

90. Last month's pickings included

Hants., a founder -member of the Royal Navy A.R.S., and also the holder
of such exotic callsigns as VS1111.1, 9M2MA, VR1M, VR2EA, YJ1MA and
ZB2AM-all of which he has activated at one time or another during his
periods of R.N. service overseas. He is at present operating as G3JFF/MM
from the Far East Fleet flagship H.M.S. " London," mainly on 14025,

CR6, CR7, ET3, FS7, HK, IT, JA,

JW, KR6, KZ5, MP4, OA, OD5,

PY, TF, UAO, UI8, UJ8, VE6,
VE7, VE8, XE, XW8, YS, VP8,
VP9, 5N2, 5Z4, 7Q7, 915, 9J2 and
9M2.

G3DO mentions contacts with
HM4FA and VP2VP as being a little

out of the ordinary, but nothing
However, G3NOF, as ever,
had a study of the band generally.
He found that the CQ WW Contest
else.

saw things quite lively from 0730 till

as late as 2030, although towards
deadline time conditions took rather

a turn for the worse and the band
was closing as early

as 1800z.

Good short -path openings occurred

around 1000 to VK/ZL, JA and

KR6, with the W's coming up during

the afternoon. In terms of SSB
QSO's registered it came to DJ6QT
/CT3, EP2BQ, FG7TI/FS7, HC1RF,
HL9UU,
KP4DCR,
KR6VX,
KV4FZ,
KZ5AT,
KZ5KN,
°Al BT,
OA4PF,
OA6BW,
OHOAM,
PJIAA,
PJODX,
VE6ADX,
VE7DG,
VE7YM,
VK6US, VP2VP, W5, W6, W7RM,
W7SFA,
W7SGN,
W8GKB/Q
(South Dakota) XE1WS, XW8CR,
YNIHSM,
YSIXEE,
ZE8JD,

4X4HF, 4X4JU, 5Z4LS, 915EJ.

QSL Comments

14260 and 21025 kc, and will be in those parts for the next 15 months or so.

to DL8RH; HL9UU to W2SRQ, or
via bureau; KC4AAD to his home
call KR6RFK, or direct via USARP,
Byrd Long Wire, APO San
Francisco, Calif. 96692; MP4BDA
to G8CCV; DJ6QT/CT3 to DOTM;
TA2SC to K4EPI; 4MIA to DOTM;

8RJU to VE3DLC; FK8BH to
P.O.

Noumea; and
9NIMM to HV3SJ. As a correction,
Box

857,

Don mentions that the address for
C31AP mentioned last month did
not ring the bell, the card coming
back marked " unknown " (!), but
as he is ex-PX1PA cards could be
routed through the Call Book
address, which is given as Artur
Pelelja, Bartolome, Andorra La
Vella and good luck to all concerned!

A note from G3VDO mentions
that he is going to sea again, this
time in the m.v. London Citizen
(which he will by now have joined

at New York) and hopes to have
his /MM ticket transferred to her.
All the cards for the last trip have
now been cleared, and for the
coming one cards should again be
sent to the G3VDO home QTH.
Ian will be using Sommerkamp tackle

W2MBU; VRIO (Gilbert and Ellice

Is.) as G3NRA; and VP2VP via

into a vertical aerial. The ship, we
gather, will be doing a regular run
from New York to Japan and back.
And very nice, too, for a keen radio

VE3ACD. G3NOF adds HBOXFY,

man who can also get on the amateur

G3DO gives HM4FA as QSL to

bands.

Eighty and Forty
Quite a few reports this time for
these bands -perhaps more people
are beginning to use them for
DX working, realising that they

do at least have some purpose other
than a sink into which much of the
QRM and Clottery is poured.
G3IGW (Halifax) returns to the

fray after quite a long silence, to

report on his operations in the

CQ WW Phone Contest which

produced
EP2BQ,

CT2AD, DJ6QT/CT3,
HCOBY/ HR1, JW I CI,

JW3XK, KV4FZ, MI I, PJIAA,

PJODX,
TI2HP,
UA9KAX,
UO5KNO, ZL4LM, 4M1A, 9Y4AA
and the commoner fry such as

CN8, 4X4, LX, TF, VO, VE1-3,

W1-4 and W8. Some of the natterers
and pundits on Eighty, laying down

the law about what can or cannot
be done, could well pause and think
that this little lot represents a weekend of activity by one operator -and,
at that, not a big Phone man in the
real sense either, because Mike is a
CW man first, last, and all the time;
perhaps they might just realise that

if they were better operators they
might be able to do a bit as well!
G2HKU (Sheppey) offers a ray

of hope to this poor old scribe.-
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G3KFE has at least one readerUP2OX, who in QSO recognised the

G2HKU callsign from his regular
reading of this colikfin! OD5LX
also fell into the log, both 40 CW
around 2200z. SSB yielded OD5EJ
for a new one on the band, DJ6QT
/CT3 similarly, and 4U1ITU, all on
3.5 mc.
G2NJ (Peterborough) is still look-

ing out for the /MM calls on 7 mc
CW, and this month raised YO4ASG

/MM, YO4AJE/MM, and G3RSP/
MM.

The high QRM level at the CW
end of Forty and Eighty has made
G2DC consider " ways and means "
of coping with it. Jack has come up

TOP BAND COUNTIES
LADDER
Station

Confirmed

Worked

Phone and CW

Reporting the lif Bands
with a method whereby he continues
to use the 265 -footer for transmitting,
but on receive has the choice of the
same aerial or switching the receiver
to the 14 mc Quad, which seems to

be more effective when the going
gets rough in the evenings. Thus
Eighty produced CN8DW, VP8GT,
ZL1MS, ZL3FZ, ZL3GQ, ZL4IE,
all W call areas other than the Sixes
and Sevens, and VE1-3. Forty gave
EA6AR,

PY7AWD,

PY7SR,

VU2DK, VE1-3, V01 AW, VK2-4,
WI -5 and W8-0.
Although the aerial farm at
G3XAP covers Forty, no mention of

the band appears in Phil's report;
but Eighty was given a going-over,
producing SSB QSO's with VOl FX,

rusty German.

Here and There
Comments on the note last time
about VP2ME seem to indicate that
the operator in fact sends out a card
on which no QSO details are written;
he considers the satisfaction of
working him is enough, and no
QSL card as such is necessary.

G3YMH (Staines) jumps to the
defence of the Table, which he says
is the only yardstick against which

he can measure his performance,
and so puts in another entry -however, more on the Tables elsewhere.

Ron has been

licensed

for five

months, and has AM/CW only as
yet, the receiver being a much Gear for SSB
modified BC -348.

G2NJ

98

98

G3HDO

98

98

G3NPB

98

98

GM30XX

98

98

G2HKU

96

96

G3WPO

94

94

G3SED

93

96

GI3WSS

89

92

3.5 mc SSB slice produced two more

form before diving in is an exercise
which should bring its own reward.

G3VLX

80

96

G3XDY

79

91

new ones for that band in 4UIITU
and a CT2.

It is quite interesting to notice
how many of the regular corres-

G8HX

76

83

ever,

G3XTJ

63

88

DX

pondents to this piece set themselves
up in direct competition with
someone else. For instance 9HIBL

G3XTL

62

78

G3WJS

60

86

G3KFE

48

66

G3XGD

42

55

G3LXD

32

65

Phone only

HBOXFY,

CT I ED,

H B9AGC,

CT3AW and K2VOE; CW came
up with LX1JT and LZ2KSK.
G3VPS spent little time on both
3.5 mc or 7 mc, and what there he
got was " pay -dirt "; Forty came
up with UR2 for a new country on
that band, plus UA9's, VE1, 2, 3,
7; WI, 2, 3, 4, 8 and 0, while the

Of course, the CQ Contest, as
threw up more than usual
activity,

benefited

which

G3KMA by way of VP2DAN,
VP2VP,

4UIITU, also

PJODX,

9Y4AA, TI2HP, KZ5RF, HPIJC,
4M1A, VP9EP, ET3USA, UA9 and
a couple of PY's, all worked on SSB
during the Phone leg.
Down in the West Country,

be coming up early in the New Year.
As far as the " over -the -water "
type of Top Band DX is concerned,

as yet, a matter of hearings
rather than getting a contact -but
by having a listen to size up the
it is,

and G3VPS, who conduct quite a
war of words through their letters
to G3KFE. And now the same sort
of thing starts with G3LXD and
G3PQF. The latter comments that
he can understand G3LXD laying
down this challenge, but the G3LXD

G2AYQ (St. Agnes) emulates the

score ought to be in the Table -

early -bird and consistently catches
the worm of his choice. Ted prefers

surely he has worked one country?

G2NJ

98

98

G3TSL

94

97

0630 to 0715z (Bur!) and found

G3SED

91

92

ZL4KE, ZL4LM, ZL4GA, ZL4CR,

G3WPO

88

89

G3VGB

84

95

ZM3RJ, VE3EMO and CT3AW
-not bad for breakfast, at that!
Rather than disturb the earnest

G3PQF

71

86

discussions at

G3XDY

39

67

GI3WSS

38

58

G3NPES

17

62

(Failure to report for three months entails
removal from the Table. Claims may be
made at any time. Six months of " Nil"
reports will also result in deletion.)

is being home -brewed, and should

the Phone end of

Eighty, G3LXD slid down the band
a way and was rewarded with a most
unusual

response

to

his

CQ-

DK 1RU using 100 milliwatts on
Two, from Siegen, relayed from
neighbour DK2CU on 3.5 mc SSB.
Quite an interesting contact, albeit
somewhat of a tax on John's rather

On the other hand G3LXD, with

malice aforethought, has only mentions of Top Band and Eighty in his
letter; he clearly awaits the start

of the next round.. .
Rather a coincidence, says
G3MKR (Macclesfield), and this is

the way of it: A couple of years
ago, G3MKR had a QSO with
K2MKR/MM, in the s.s. Expo
Delta, at that time somewhere in the
Mediterranean. Autumn being the
way it is, weather-wise, in 1969

G3MKR decides to have a cruise in
that same area -lucky chap! During
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the cruise, his ship puts in at Tunis,
and ties up alongside the s.s. Hope,
on which is visible a TA -33 at about
100ft.

above waterline.

Out of

curiosity, G3MKR walks over to
find out who is at the other end of
the feeder -and who should it be
but the same K2MKR/MM, who,
having come out in her as radio
operator for the outward trip (the
ship is to remain till Spring 1970
as a floating hospital) has remained
as a crewman, ostensibly to keep an
eye on the 125 nurses aboard!
(Well, that's what we are told! But
what a coincidence.)

Twenty Metres
As ever, the band on which most
of our business is conducted. The
CQ WW Phone Contest up -ended
things a little, with the odd plaintive
bleat

from

here -and -there

from

some poor soul who could not

SM5CAK, Lars Bohm, Stora Engesby, Motala, runs about
500 watts into a home -built Quad and is one of the most
active of the Swedish DX gang.

understand what it was all about these mysterious number things,
and contacts completed by swapping
reports, which everyone knows is only

the preliminary formality before the
monologue commences.
On the
other hand, it has to be agreed that
some weekends in the year could be

set aside to be clear of contests,

even at the risk of more clashes of
date -after all, it is all but impossible
to avoid clashes now.
However, revenons a nos moutons,

as the F's would say -we are at the
moment supposed to be discussing
the 14 mc band!
G2AYQ had a contact with
VK7LM/P/VK2, which was memor-

able, in that he was our old friend
G6XN, who was working G2AYQ
and G3DDN, with VK2YU standing

by if the going was a little rough.
What made it memorable was the
fact that the VK7LM/P/VK2 signal

was a solid RS55, using 1 watt of
SSB, and being received at G2AYQ

Countries in 38 Zones, including
TG8IA, KR6's, VP8KF, VP8KV,

'card of it!" Other SSB ones were

DU1FH,
XE I WS,
UA9VH/JT1, VS6DR and VS6AL,
VE8's, KL7EGO, VP2VP, VP2DAO,
9Y4AA, KZ5's, CO2,
5L8H,

UAO, SU1, EI6BL and ZS, while
CW played its aprt in hooking
UWO, UI8, 9H1, VUO, TA and

CP1GD, CR4BC, VK9LB (Nor-

The 20 -metre list from G3XAP
mentions ZM2QK, TI2FCD and

KC4USA,

folk),

KH6's,

5VZDB, XT2AA, TR8DG,
WOVRN/KS6,

XW8CS,

AP5HQ, 5H3KJ, VK2BKM (Lord
Howe), YN1HSM, 6W8DY, hordes
of JA (all call areas, both long

path and short) ZL's, all the VK
areas, and the usual crop of small

fry who become useful only at
contest time!

A new booking for G3DO this
month was VR10 in Gilbert and
Ellice Is, worked on 14 mc SSB.
For G3NOF the study this month
has been the impact of the changing

season on the band, with the light

on a half -sized " 5RV," By the
time this note appears in print, it is

closing in, noting how Twenty opens
up a little later each day, and closing
a bit earlier, with less of the morning

likely that G6XN will be in ZL.
It is many, many moons since
last we heard from G3LZQ (Brough)

and so on. Three that got -away were
VK9LB, WA2IKP/KS6 and FK8BH

who has been working away and,
on the rare occasions when he has
been home at civilised hours, has
just not felt inclined to bother.
However, John did come on for the

CQ Contest, with only the beam,
lowered to 33 feet, for an aerial, and
put in a one -band entry. Operating

for 26 hours yielded exactly 100

VK/ZL, not a lot from the Pacific,

-but Don rang the bell at DJ6QT

with 9H1M on Gozo, JA's, TF, UA9,

9V1.

KC4AAD. Peter has plans involving
a Triband Quad on a fifty -foot stick
as a means of improving his fortunes.
Nothing new, but conditions quite
good, says G2DC, who found
AP5HQ, HL9KQ, KL7MB, VS6AA,
VS6DL, VS6FZ, VS9MB, XW8BP,
YV5AHN, all W and VE call areas,
plus VK's in the second, third,
fourth and eighth sections. On most
days, he found all continents easily
workable.
The early -morning period is
favoured by G2HKU for his forays

on 14 mc, with SSB the mode.
ZL3SE,

ZL2KP,

ZL3JQ

and

PY1NBA were all worked around
0700z, albeit Ted says he has not
looked too hard for DX as he has
been taking part in Dutch nets and
trying to learn the language, as well

/CT3, FG7TI/FS7, HBOXFY, JA's,
KC4AAD, KP4AST, KV4FZ, M1I,
VK's, VP2VP, 4M1A and 4U1ITU.
Twenty for G3VPS meant quite a

and WAB nets.

surprised Peter by saying " I know

Last this month, but by no means
least. As usual many of our corres-

pleasant QSO with 3V8AL, who

Wartling "-seems the usual response is along the line of " Never

as joining in on the Royal Signals

Top Band Comment
pondents report on this band, and
its behaviour, and most seem to have
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everyone who worked GC this year,
will be getting his card in due course.
G3PQF had QSO's with Radnor,

Montgomery, Ayr, East Lothian,
Elgin and Perth, all needed before
the magic " 98 " can be chalked up.
G3VLX mentions GW3XJF/A

in Caerwys, Flints-a county for

which a card is yet to be secured,
also GM3TNT, who is back in
business in Argyll after his move.

At G3LXD the surprise of the
month was not so much the raising
of HBONL, as the realisation that

in the process a new country has
been worked!
That elusive Cumberland contact
has been achieved by G3XDY, who

got in with GB3CUS. The new
vertical aerial has now been put up,
and the first CQ with it raised OE5KE

with a report of 579, a stack of 599
following from OK/OL. On a more

prosaic note, G3XDY gave your

scribe the pleasure of a Lincolnshire
QSO, and a very prompt QSL card.

If you heard or worked ITISEZ, Ustica Is., Tirreno Sea, north
of Sicily, at any time during August 8 to September 26, here Is
an impression of the comfortable figure of Silvano operating
the gear-he had a Drake TR4, with a ground -plane for 1015m., and dipoles for the other HF bands.

The first Bulletin of the season from

WIBB turned up just too late for the
deadline last time. The indications

are that this season should be conindulged themselves in the pleasure
of getting up early. However, it
looks rather as though the advent of
the colour TV staff may have
altered the picture a little, by shifting
emphasis to the HF bands, at least
in the London area. This is none
too soon, for of late Top Band has

got to the pitch where it has been
almost impossible after dark to
find a channel clear enough to

support a GDX QSO which is not
liable to become stillborn due to
the emergence in mid -contact of
unexpected funny noises. In addition,

there is ever the threat that, should
an operator do something spectacular
to, say, his earthing system and
hence improve equally spectacularly

the signal he lays down around the
U.K., he will immediately be accused

of using QRO.

However, this is not to say the
band does not have its enchantments

-it does, and G2DC proves it by
remarking that he has built a converter for his SB-301 so as to get
back on 160 metres. Jack worked all

U.K. countries, also EL OE, OK,

and heard W's in the course of

proving it out.
The aerial at G3XTJ (Palmers
Green) has been operated on, and

the far end is now rather higher-

but not high enough to get over the

Pond as yet, though he has raised
HBOAK,

HBONL,

OE5KE,

OH1RG, OH5SM, OH2AM, and

siderably better than last, and already
it is noticeable that random contacts

are coming up more frequently.
On a different tack, it will be recalled

OH2BH/O, adding a couple of new
countries to the pile in the process.
For G2HKU, the favoured time
was about 2200z, when Ted comes
on and works OK's and OL's, with
GI3JXS as a change and, on SSB,

that some months ago, when Stew
was after his 100th country, he ran

PAOPN.

Here, we have a problem. The
Six -Band Table will be continued

The crop picked by G3XAP
showed CW QSO's with PD3PN,
DL1CF and EI9BG, also OH5SM,
OH1RG, PAOHBO, OK1MP and
DL1CF accounted for on SSB.
Incidentally,

Phil has

hopes

of

being able to have another shot at
the

full-sized

ground -plane

this

winter-but first he has to find and
deal

with

the industrial

equip-

ment which made a mess of the
project last time round.

As far as your scribe was concerned, there was little of note on
Top Band during the month under
review, other than contacts with
GM3YCB and GM3YRT, one evening, and a batch of cards in from the
Bureau one morning, plus the news
that his missing GC cards were not
forgotten but merely the victims of
some quite hilarious circumstances
-so G3FKE, along with most

into trouble with water in the feeders,

due to a fault in the coax.

The Tabular Matter
into 1970, as will the Top Band

Counties Ladder, though there may
be detail changes to the latter, and

certainly the rules will be applied
more rigorously than in the past.
The other two are very definitely
" in the melting -pot" and during
the next month we shall be deciding

what to suggest in the way of
Tables for 1970.

Conclusion
This piece is the last to appear
before Christmas, and it therefore
remains for us to wish all the
readers of this column, and in parti-

cular those who have supported it
so loyally through the year, a Very
Happy Christmas, and all the very
best wishes for Health and Prosperity
to mention DX-in the
Coming Year. 73.

-not
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working all that lovely DX. Propagation was characterised by deep

VHFCC AWARDS

over the 20 -mile mark being particularly unstable. Pressure patterns

December, 1969

QSB for most of the time, paths

to

were very complicated, and there was

-1

a pronounced humidity range.
By

November

3,

propagation

was back to normal for the two metre SSB contest, with little
DX over 200 miles to be worked until

BANDS
A. H. DORMER, G3DAH

VV duced some very nice DX on
both two metres and 70 cm. The
10/11th saw the start of it, with the
EU's coming in very well all over
the country on both bands. Best
DX for most operators was
OE2ML in Salzburg, but GI5ALP in

Londonderry and GM3NPO/P in
Argyll and Wigtown were also very
good signals on SSB on two metres
in the South. As far as can be ascer-

TWO METRES
Callsign

2

G3AGN

4

both had built up to very nice 5 & 9
signals. Activity appeared average,

GRIM

that of G8BBB in Cambridge, who
had 45 contacts under his belt.
The abrupt change in the weather
activity are very poor at present, and
one supposes that they will remain
so until next year, if previous
experience is anything to go by.

Now that it is unlikely that there
will

be

many

further extended

tropo. openings this year, a comparison between 1969 and 1968-in
terms of days on which contacts of
more than 350 miles were possible
on two metres-shows that, contrary

031L0

G3OZP
G3FVC
G3NLR
G3EJA
G2CDX
G8ATK
G8AZU
G3UUT
G3FNM
G3SBV
G8AYF
G8AYN
G3WRD
G8BGR
G8APJ
G8APZ
G8BQH
G8BQX
G3EHM
G8BJK
F1VP
G8BZQ
G3PLB
G8AUN

G8BKR
G3OHC
G8CEA
G3WQG
GRCJU
G8BTB
G8ABA

Date
April 1968
October 1968
October 1968
October 1968
October 1968
November 1968
November 1968
November 1968
November 1968
December 1968
December 1968
December 1968
December 1968
December 1968

1

G3JF0

more than half way through the
event. G3GZJ in Cornwall, and
GW3FSP in Glamorgan were inaudible at the start, but by 9 p.m.
the best score heard to date being

Cert. No.

G3DAH
G8AAZ
G3VPI
G3LAS
G3IMV

since then has introduced typical
winter VHF conditions. DX and

WELL, October certainly pro -
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3

5

6
7

8
9
10
11

12
13

14

January 1969

15
16
17

January 1969
February 1969
February 1969
February 1969
March 1969
April 1969
April 1969
April 1969
April 1969
April 1969
April 1969
April 1969
June 1969
June 1969
June 1969
June 1969
July 1969
July 1969
July 1969
November 1969
November 1969
November 1969
November 1969
November 1969
December 1969
December 1969

18
19

20
21

22
23

24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

32
33
35
36
37
38

39
40

there were no other GM

to general opinion, this year has
proved to be no worse than last.
During 1968, there were 21 days

lands. After a few ups -and -downs,

when such contacts were made, with

the good propagation recurred in
fine style on the 18th, when four

June and five in August. This year

to

the figure was 24, peaking to six

1st October, 1969

tained,

stations audible south of the Mid-

GM stations on Two, and GD2HDZ
on 70 cm, were logged at G3DAHall on phone.
Activity in the U.K. was at a low

ebb on the 19th, although that day
produced some of the best DX.

in June, four in July, six in September

The better

weather in the Summer and Autumn

this year was probably responsible
for this improvement. It was notice-

G3LTF (Chelmsford, Essex) worked
seven SM, five OH (yes, five) and one

able that although the openings were
there, conditions generally were very

midnight, giving him 28 countries
on two metres, and he followed this

heavy QSB making many of the
contacts difficult. G2JF, who has
kept a record of these openings

LA on CW between 9 p.m. and

with OE2OML on 70 cm on the 27th,
for his 19th country on that band.
Ducting was very much in evidence
again, and was an outstanding
feature of these openings. From
the Wash northwards, conditions
were very much better than they were

at any time, and at any place, south

of that latitude.
enough,
certainly

openings as a rule, and it was a

pleasant change to hear the GM's

FOUR METRES
Callsign

G3IMV
G3EKP
G3UUT

going back to 1954, finds that there
is a two -yearly cycle in propagation
conditions which indicates that the

odd years are more likely to yield
good two -metre DX than the even
years. So 1970 may not be too good
in this respect.

VHFCC Awards
Two Awards have been made this

month, both for operations on two
metres.

Cert. No.
1

2
3

Date
April 1968
November 1968
February 1969

70 CENTIMETRES

much more unstable in 1969, with

But that is fair

since the southerners
get more, and better,

VHFCC AWARDS

peaks of four in January, four in

and four in October.

41

Callsign

G3DAH
G8AAZ
G8AEJ
G8AWO
G8AUE
G8ARM
G8AYN
G3MCS

Cert. No.
1

2
3

4
5

6
7
8

Date
April 1968
October 1968
November 1968

January 1969
January 1969
April 1969
November 1969
November 1969

Joe Kasser, G8BTB, is in London,

N.W.4 and runs 10 watts to a
QQV03-10 modulated by a pair
of EL84's in a hybrid modulator. On
the receiving side, a home -built
converter with two BF180 RF
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stages and a 2N3819 mixer feeds
1.8 mc to 3.8 mc into a Trio 9R-59.
The antenna is a four element
J -Beam. The site is poor, and the best

DX to date is with a station in
Rutland. Joe has been experimenting

with a small 90 mW portable radio
telephone, and has managed to get
it all into a case 8 -fin. by 51 -in.,
which holds the twelve transistors
and the PP3 battery! Best DX with
this rig is 22 miles. As G8BTB
will be QSY to Detroit shortly, this

an opportunity to wish him
bon voyage.
G8ABA, Chris Haywood, operates
from Coalville in Leicestershire and
is

work has already been done by the

South Coast Group.

Equipment
made by the members of the Lothians
Radio Society was on view, and this

included the Droitwich-locked frequency

standard, which won
GM3TFY, David Guest, the Horace
Freeman Trophy at the recent
Exhibition.

After dinner came the presentation of awards, which included the
Trophy for the Scottish NFD, which
this year went to the Radio Club of
Scotland team from Glasgow, and
the Jock Kyle Award for meritorious
work on VHF gained by GM3BCD,

also runs a QQV03-10 in the final,

Tom Simpson, who has done so
much to train and encourage the

input. In fact he is using his mobile

younger element among the licensed
amateurs in the Edinburgh area.

although this time with 15 watts

gear while the main Tx is being
rebuilt to accommodate SSB and
NBFM. The receiver is an HRO
fed from a home -built converter
using TIS88a RF and mixer stages.

The antenna is a ten -element job

Little did your scribe know, when
he mentioned last month the excellence of the operating up there, that
it was to Tom that credit was largely
due.

During discussion on matters of

at 30ft., and the QTH is 580ft. a.s.l.
Just a reminder that DM may now
be counted as a separate country for
VHFCC, and that the London

general VHF interest, the point was

As claims are continuing to come

possible assistance will be given them

Postal Area scores as a county.
in, the publication

of a revised

made that visitors to GM with
mobile or portable year, who wished

to operate from there in contests,
were more than welcome, and all

in the selection of suitable sites-

December, 1969

kept him fed and watered in the
shack all that time.) Other good
signals in the South on that day
came from GM5YK/A in Cruden
Bay, and GM8BDX
Berwickshire.

in Duns,

An RTTY net is being set up in
Edinburgh with transmissions already going out on 145.8 mc from
GM8BJF.
Other stations active
are GM8BCD and GM8BPL.

GM8BJF and GM8BCD also have
equipment for 23 cm. for those who

would like to try a GM contact.

Work is going ahead on the antenna

and feeder systems at 'BJF at the
present time, but Brian would be
pleased to hear from anyone who
would like to try a sked. The local
terrain must make life very tedious
on that band! Your scribe asked a
few months ago where all the GM's
were. He now knows. The activity
in the south of the country is high,
but would someone kindly move the
Braid and Pentland Hills about three
hundred miles to the West !
Still in GM, Geoff Dean, G3NPO

of Leeds, had a most successful
foray there recently, as many who
worked him on two metres will know.

He took a Swan transmitter and a
transverter with him, and in all had

Table of " Firsts " will be held over
for another month.

are not scheduled for use by the GM's

yours -truly.

Scottish VHF Convention,

themselves! A line to GM3OWU,
QTHR, will ensure that there is no

The Scottish VHF Convention was

overlapping. It is only courtesy, isn't
it?
Next year's event should be spon-

and SSB worked well. The same
conditions applied in Peterhead, but
the site in Braemar had a good takeoff to the south and gave AM contacts into Yorkshire and SSB down
as far as Ipswich. From the west
coast of Kintyre, at approximately
five feet a.s.l., SSB contacts with

1969

held this year on October 26 at the
Carlton Hotel, Edinburgh, and was

organised by the Lothians Radio
Society. It was a most enjoyable
affair, a view which seemed to be

but please check first that the sites

sored by the Glasgow Group, and
details will be announced when
they become available.

shared by the 90 or so amateurs who

From GM

attended the afternoon session and
the forty who stayed for the dinner.
Speakers at the afternoon lecture
session were G3BA, who outlined

The October 18/19 openings were
certainly good for the GM stations.

techniques

during the period, and GM8BRM

for

the

seventies

by

advocating greater use of the VFO,
flexibility in operating modes by the
use of SSB, NBFM and AM
through the one transmitter, and the

prolific use of filters to produce a
really clean transmission, and to
assist in the avoidance of TVI. He

was followed by GM8CFL who
gave an interesting demonstration
of inverter power supplies for mobile

and static use, and by G3FZL who
outlined the proposals for TRIDENT,

the U.K. constructed satellite, on
which so much of the preparatory

For example, GM3TFY in Edinburgh worked seven SM and one OZ
in

Aberdeen worked

sixty EU

between noon and midnight on the
18th!
These included three SM,
nine OZ, seven PAO and forty-one
DJ/DL/DM. The Tx runs twenty
watts, and the antenna is a six -over six J -Beam. He also had quite a

number of G contacts, and when
G3DAH worked him late in the
evening

he

was

sounding fairly

hoarse, having been at it continuously, without a break for meals,
since midday! (He paid a tribute to
his understanding wife who had

64 contacts, with the best DX as
From Fifeshire, AM
with the anchor men in Yorkshire
was barely possible, although CW

GI5ALP

in

Londonderry

and

G3CCH in Scunthorpe were no
problem at all. The tropo. lift on
Friday,

October

10,

was

most

opportune and from a 400ft. a.s.l.
site in

Kintyre many good DX

QSO's were made.

The following
two evenings' operations from Galloway produced some interesting if

spasmodic contacts, since the lift
had by then disappeared, but Geoff
again noted a most consistent signal
from G3CCH. Results from Loch

Gare in Dumbartonshire were disappointing. GW2HIY was heard on
CW, and several AM carriers, but

no contacts were made; even the
check skeds with G8AWN and
G3KKP fell through.
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THREE -BAND ANNUAL VHF TABLE

It is Geoff's opinion, and this
Column agrees with it, that with
100 watts or so of SSB, just above -

average conditions and a certain

January to December, 1969
Station

FOUR METRES

Counties

TWO METRES

Countries

Counties

Countries

70 CENTIMETRES TOTAL
Countries

Counties

pts.

amount of prior publicity, the rarer
Scottish countries can all be worked

G3DAH

22

3

70

16

19

6

136

from well

G3COJ

15

2

60

13

28

7

125

60

14

29

7

110

55

12

44

down

into

England.

G8BMD

-

-

G3LAS

26

GI5ALP in Londonderry had a

G3EKP

34

disappointing time during the
November two -metre SSB contest.

G8APZ

Banff, Kinross, Moray, Nair and
even Ross and Cromarty should all
be " on." A fine effort, Geoff, and

G2JF
EI6AS

thanks from those of us to whom

G8AUE

you gave the chance of working some

G3EHM

of the more difficult ones.

From GI/EI
Conditions were very poor, and of
the three stations worked, one did
not know his QRA Locator, so then
there were two! However, Jack
points out that there was some RF
directed in the general direction of
England for the whole of the three
hours.
The high winds recently

GD2HDZ
GI5ALP
G8BWW

G8AYN

G8ADP/A
G2AXI

and plans are now in hand to revert
to the ten -element Yagi for the

G8AUN

back up next spring.

As noticed last month, the first
EI/G RTTY contact on two metres
was completed between EI5BH and
G6CW. '5BH now advises that he
runs

skeds

with G6CW

every

Wednesday evening at 2100 and
every Saturday evening at 2300,
clock time. QRG is 145.3 me and
breakers will be welcome.

Many British stations will have
heard EI4AL on two metres recently.

The night of October 27 produced
some excellent reception of his
signals. He worked F9FT, G3JXN,
G6RH, G3CXM, G3COJ, G6NB,
G3CYY and HB9MY, all on CW.

-

14

G8BYV

have played havoc with the collinear,
winter, the stacked arrays going

29

15

G8CEZ
G8ABA
G8BJK

GW5NF
G8APJ

G8ASR/A

G3TDH

35

G3AHB
G8BDJ
G8BJC

G8BKR

G3KMI

12

GW3GN
G8ARM

The HB9/EI contact looks like a

GC8AAZ/P

" First " unless there are other
claimants. He gives an address other

G8CZD

than that shown in the last Call book, so for QSL direct, write to:
Mike Burke, Bealnamulla, Athlone,
Co. Roscommon, Eire.

From GW
GW8CTI, Bert Buss, is probably
the only station regularly operating
on two metres from Carmarthen shire.

He runs an 829B with 50

watts DC input to an eight -element
J -Beam, and receives on a Nuvistor

converter and a B.40.

The QTH

is 150ft. a.s.l. He is on every evening

-

-

5

39

8

96

56

II

23

4

94

51

9

29

4

93

2

48

8

8

1
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24

6
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3

84
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8
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5

80

50

7

17

4

78

43

10

28

9

54

10

-

32

2

7

6

-

5

1

103

22

-

-

6

19

6

63

36

5

16

3

60

32

5

4

I

59

43

II

45

8

41

7

39

6

37

8

26

6

35

-

6

-

-

24

4

8

1

23

6

4

5

-

35

28

-

2

16

2

10

2

30

14

3

26

4

-

-

22

4

17

3

8

i

73

67

8

64

-

48

2

42

-

41

54
53

45
45

40
37

33

-

-

30

30

23

28

5

-

-

26

20

TWENTY-THREE CENTIMETRES
STATION

COUNTIES

COUNTRIES

TOTAL

G8AUE

14

2

G8ARM

7

1

G8ADP/A

3

2

5

G8BAV

3

1

4

G8AYN

1

I

16 (Also 1

1- I

8

2

The THREE BAND ANNUAL TABLES show total claims to date from
the year commencing January 1st, 1969. Claims should be sent as hereto -fore to: VHF Bands, SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE, BUCKINGHAM.
Summaries by bands will be published at suitable intervals.

on 13 cm)
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and Sunday mornings, and although

screened to the north, is OK to the
east and is looking for G contacts.
He will QSL direct from 106,
Corporation Avenue, Llanelli, Carmarthenshire, if requested.
Another comparatively rare county

Cardiganshire, but this

is

is well

represented by GW5NF, late of
Farnham, Surrey. He is active most
evenings on Two for regular con-

The site is at
For those who
wish to QSL direct, the address is
72 -element beam.
1100 metres a.s.1.!

Mike Ortner, 5020 Salzburg, General
Keyes Strasse 18, Austria. QRA

Locator is GH16c.
Joost Berder, G3RND, is now on

two -metre SSB from Ventnor in
the Isle of Wight. He runs about 50
watts p.e.p. at the present time, but
the QTH is not too good for VHF.
However, he has worked into York-

tacts with G2UN in Worcestershire
and GW3LJP in Radnorshire. His
address for QSL for those who have
not the latest Cal!book is :-Ynys-y-

shire, and knows all about SSB

Bont, Swyddffynnon, Ystrad-Meurig,

having a look for him?

Cardiganshire, and if you can pronounce that lot, with only six vowels
in thirty-six letters, congratulations!

activity nights on Mondays, so how

about turning the beam south and
G8CCV is now in Bahrein for a
short time, but can be contacted via

the Club station there, MP4BBA,
on the HF bands. In just under a year
of operating on two metres from the

From GD
Arthur Breese, GD2HDZ, who

Didcot, Berkshire, QTH, he had

has been very active on two metres
recently, is now on 70 cm. It seems

worked thirty-one counties and three

that he was a little premature in

countries, fourteen of them with a
halo in the loft. When he returns to

complaining about lack of activity

England, he will have an 8 -element

and contacts on that band, since
October 10/11 produced some very
nice DX for him, including PAO and
ON for two " Firsts." The Dutch
station, PAOCRA, was located near
Utrecht, and he passed RS4 and 3/5
and received RS55. Input was 25
watts to a 14 -element Yagi, and
shortly after the GD contact he was

Yagi at 30ft. on a site 250ft. a.s.l.
The Tx will run about 50 watts to
a QQV06-40A and the dual gate
Mosfet converter will feed a Heath -

kit RA -1, so that should improve
matters somewhat.
Although perhaps not strictly
overseas, it might be appropriate here
to say a further word on the Australis

GW8AWS/P, so he, at least, had

The latest information is
that the launch should take place

a good evening on 70 cm. Arthur
says that there really is no peace for
a GD on VHF! No sooner had he

or 10, dates subject to other opera-

in

QSO

with

our

old

friend

Oscar.

from Cape Kennedy on December 3

December, 1969

tional factors. The satellite itself is
go and approval in principle for its
inclusion in the launch programme
has been given by NASA. Special
QSL cards in confirmation of
reception reports are being pre-

pared by the authorities in Melbourne and will be despatched by
G2AOX, Bill Browning, the U.K.
co-ordinator for the project, to whom
all reports should be addressed.

Postal expenses are mounting up
alarmingly at G2AOX, and he
requests

that all further corres-

pondence requiring a reply should
be accompanied by an s.a.e. and a
9 -by -4 envelope if data sheets are

to be sent.

He has just sent off

180 envelopes of all shapes and sizes.
Some correspondents have sent
stamps but no envelopes, some

envelopes but no stamps, and two

ginks, believe it or not, had sent
envelopes gummed down and with
Sellotape across the flaps!!

Club and Group News
The next meeting of the South East UHF/VHF Group takes place

on December 5 at 7.30 p.m.

Hayter, who will be talking about
operation on four metres. Details
of future meetings may be obtained
from the Hon. Sec., G3DAH, QTHR.

come on to 70 cm, than he was

besieged with queries about getting
on 23 cm!! The answer to that one

is that it will be some time yet, as
he will have to start building from
scratch. His address is not in the
new Callbook, so for those who
want it: White Cottage, Pinfold
Hill, Laxey, I.o.M.

From Overseas
VR3AIO of Montreal is anxious

to arrange 50/70 mc skeds with
British stations. He runs a kilowatt
and has been working consistently
into the West Coast of the United
States, about the same distance from
his QTH to the U.K. The address

is:-G. Fabi, R.R.2, Port Colborne,

Montreal, or contact G3KPO,
QTHR, who is in regular touch with

him.

On 432.164 mc, OE2OML runs
500 watts input to a 4X150A with a

in

Keynes College, University of Kent,
Canterbury. All interested amateurs
are welcome. The speaker on this
occasion will be G3JHM, Don

Paul Reynes, F1VP, 112 Rue de la Renaitrie, 86, Chatellerault-holder
of our VHFCC Certificate No. 30-runs a home -built 12w. Tx and a 9-ele
Yagi, the Rx being a transistor converter into a surplus (French) Army
receiver Type R15-93.
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The South Bucks. VHF Club
have an extraordinary general meet-

ing, followed by a film show, at
7.45 p.m. on December 2 at Basset -

bury Manor, High Wycombe. The
Hon. Sec. is R. Idiens, 77 Amersham
Road, High Wycombe, Bucks.

The Coventry and Birmingham
VHF Group had a successful meeting

at Meriden recently.

They have

these get-togethers every two months

or so, and use the occasion to swap

yarns and gear

in very pleasant

surroundings.

Details

from

G8AHW, QTHR.
The

1969

RTTY

Contest,

organised by the British Amateur
Radio Teleprinter Group, was won

by DJ8BT who scored 452 points for
three contacts in two countries.

Operation was on two metres, and
best DX was 310 km. The leading
G station was G8BNW of Horn castle. As this was the first contest

Three well-known VHF personaUties, left to right: Geoff
Stone, G3FEL ; Jim Foster, G2JF ; and Bert Allen, G2I.T.J.
They were together at a recent meeting of the South -East

of its kind, the number of entries

VHF Group.

was small, but it is hoped that, with
the increasing interest in this mode

of operation on VHF, the event
scheduled for next year will receive
increased
support.
Readers

CQ. First contact was with G8CUX

interested in these contests should

followed by a station in Haslemere

contact
QTHR.

at five -and -eight.

Robert had icicles on the end of his

Ted

Double,

G8CDW,

General
G8APZ spent 4- hours during the
recent openings to the north trying
to work Northumberland, Durham

and GM5YK/A, and is now convinced that a VFO is the answer.
For stations running low power, this
is almost certainly so.
A quick

QSY to within a kc or so of the

station working the DX and a
" three -plus -three " call should do
the trick. We seem to be so far
behind the Continentals in this

respect. A CQ call with the beam

east, and the announcement "tuning
this frequency and then the band "
will usually bring replies if conditions are right.
Doing it the hard way! G8UAN,
Hove, Sussex, has a small one -watt
transistor Tx and superregen receiver
which he uses portable with a handheld dipole. He went /P on Devils
Dyke recently, which meant a walk

of some two hours and two and a
half miles across rough country,
to arrive there just as it was getting
dark. Nothing daunted, he sat down
on the grass, got out the briefcase in
which the gear is carried, and called

in Tadworth, Surrey at five -and -nine,
By

this time

nose and decided to call it a day.
Returning home, he proceeded to
work G8COK while in his bath.
Signals were a bit watery! G8UAN
up at Sussex University, and

is

night of October 9. Later in the
month, on the 18th, he had a two metre QSO with SM7BZX for some
very

nice DX, and

also

raised

GD2HDZ on 70 cm. Brian found
the evening of the 27th to be outstanding, although it seemed that
stations to the west were doing even
better than he was. G3GZJ (Redruth, Cornwall) was heard working

advises that there are several resident
students who hold licences, and that
an Electronics Society has been
started. Local amateurs please note.

two OK and one OE (not OE2OML)

G8AUN of Norwich reports an
interesting case of an echo on two
metres. He was working G2CDX
about a mile away at 2000 BST on
the night of October 19, when he

and with HB9MY that night, both

noticed an echo on the transmissions
with a delay of between one quarter

and half a second, and which persisted for about ten minutes. Did
anyone else observe this?
G8AJC (Canterbury, Kent) was
one of the lucky ones who worked
OE2OML on 70 cm. on the night of
October 28. The OE was running

his 500 watts of SSB at the time,
and after a two -metre contact,
both stations went over to the higher
band and exchanged 5 & 9 reports.
G3MCS (Lacey Green, Bucks.)
also made it on 70 cm, in company
with several others. G3COJ (High
Wycombe) missed the OE but made

it with ON, PAO and DL on the

on two -metre CW, and the GW's

seemed to be having a real ball.

'COJ made it with EI4AL in Athlone
on CW. Better polish up those keys!
G8AUE, up in Derbyshire, seems
to be romping away with the 23 cm.

His list of counties worked
includes Montgomery, Sussex and
score.

Surrey.
claims ?

How about some more

GW8AWS/P continues to put out
a fine 70 cm. signal from Flint, and

even from near the home QTH in
Ellesmere Port, Cheshire, whence he

and G3DAH had a solid contact on
a dead band on the night of October
20. The EU stations were calling

and working him avidly on the

nights of the 18/19th, and rumour

has it that it was 3 a.m. when he
finally called it a day.

G8AWZ, Norwich, also got a
couple of the SM's on that night.
He had been alerted to the opening
by G8AUN, who put him on to an
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OZ, so he made a quick QSY to the

water's edge where he erected his
28ft. mast, and promptly worked
SM7AED and SM6CYZ/7. Another
example of the very selectivc nature

of this opening, which hardly extended to the South Coast.
G8BQX, John Ridd, of St.
Leonards-on-Sea, has analysed his

of operation on two metres and details are published
first year

here for general information, and
for those who may wish to make a
comparison with their own results.

Best DX was F9NL at 880 km.

Countries eight, counties forty-two.

Total number of different stations
850, of which 332 are confirmed by
QSL. John does not run high power,

the Tx being a QQV06-40A with

25 watts input to a Parabeam at
30ft. The QTH is good for the south,
but only average in other directions.

John Haydon, G3BLP, is off to
ZL until January next year. G8AMD
of Sutton Coldfield expects to have
video shortly. G3IMV, Bletchley,

heard HG7KLG on Two at 0618

BST on the morning of October 19.

The signal was audible just long
enough for John to identify the
callsign, and then disappeared altogether. M/S? He also reports that
he worked YO7VS/P at 0950z on
the great day, July 4, 1945, and

thinks that this may be a " First."

Any other takers? Racal Electronics

Amateur Radio Club now use the
call G8DDG as well as G3RAC.
Wonder who the operator there was

during the recent MCC Top Band
Contest? If you want to know how
to conduct contest operations take
a listen to him next time. It's worth
it!

G8AKE in Melton Mowbray

is now QRV on 23 cm.

December, 1969

element beam at 20ft., and the QTH
is about 130ft. a.s.l.
The main
receiver is a Denco DCR-19. David

has an FET converter for 70 cm.,
and a nine -element beam, but no
transmission facilities yet, although
these should be available shortly.
GM8APX, QTHR, is looking for
skeds with British stations on two
metres as follows: Glasgow, December 23/26; Wigtown, December
27/28; Morecambe,Lancs., December
29 to January 1; Oxford, January 2/6,
and Newcastle -on -Tyne, January 7/9.

December 7 is the date for the
70 me Contest-time from

next

0900 to 1500z.

G3SLJ

(Chelmsford) is now on two -metre
SSB with one watt output, but seems
to be getting out well even with that
low power. He will be stepping it up
shortly.
Licensed in September, was David

Palmer, G8CZD (Fareham, Hants.),

who is on two metres; he runs a
Pye Ranger with about ten watts
input to the QQV03-10 feeding a ten -

Deadline
Deadline for the next issue

is

December 6, earlier this time to take
account of the Christmas mail chaos.

The address for claims, news and
comments is " VHF Bands," SHORT
WAVE

MAGAZINE,

BUCKINGHAM.

Cheers for now, Season's Greetings,
and 73 de G3DAH.

BOOKS FOR CHRISTMAS

RECIPROCAL LICENSING, HB/G

It has often been said that the best present you can
give for Christmas is a book. This must certainly be

We are informed by the Post Office-oh, well, the

true where the receipient is to be a radio amateurwhether active on the air or just interested in the technicalities.

Our book lists, scattered through the advertising
pages in this issue, make a great many suggestions and,
as on p.598, are listed under headings to help you sort
out what you want.
All prices quoted are post free and-this is important
-because we hold stocks of all titles listed, we aim to
despatch on the day of your order-or, at the very latest,
the day after. Books, and any other publications ordered
by post from us, are packed in protective sleeving to
prevent damage in transit, and should reach you in
perfect condition. Orders, with remittance, to: Publications Dept., Short Wave Magazine, Ltd., 55 Victoria
Street, London, S.W.1.

" AC BRIDGE FOR MEASUREMENT OF R, L
AND C "
Further to this article, in our November issue, the
circuit diagram Fig. 1 on p.545 should have shown-

in the upper left arm-the following resistor values
across points 1-1 to 5-5: 10 ohms, 100 ohms, 1K,
10K and 100K.

Ministry of Posts & Telecommunications-that henceforth fixed, portable and mobile short -period licences
will be issued to British visitors to Switzerland. Application forms can be obtained from: The Director -General,
Direction Generale des Postes Telegraphes, Berne,
Switzerland.
Applications should reach the Swiss

authorities at least one month before the licence is
required, and be accompanied by a photostat copy of
the applicant's U.K. licence. The issue fee is 35 Swiss
francs, and callsigns will be in the HB9X-- series. So,
if you're going over for the season's winter sports, you
know what to do.

HOLD YOUR BREATH-AND COUNT!
The new address for our Licensing Dept. is:
Ministry of Posts & Telecommunications,
Telecommunications & Radio Regulatory Dept.
Amateur Radio Section,
Waterloo Bridge House,
Waterloo Road,
London, S.E. I.
(Tel: 01-928 7878)
Oh, well. all this stream -lining must make for
progress.
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Twelfth
Jamboree -On -The -Air
October 18-19, 1969

ORIGINATED and inspired by Leslie Mitchell,
G3BHK, the annual J -O -T -A has become an
Amateur Radio event of international significance-not
only for Scouts but for large numbers of AT -station
operators over the world. For it is largely by the cooperation of local amateurs that this radio -wise
Jamboree is possible at all-the reason being that

comparatively few Scout groups have Amateur Radio
facilities of their own.

Judging by the reports we have already had, this
year's J -O -T -A was again an unqualified success. There

were stations on for it in all parts of the world. It is not
possible in the space we have available to cover all these
reports in detail. However, all that we received in time
are mentioned, either in the text or the picture captions.
GB3RSS: Represented the Scouts of the Brighouse
District, West Yorkshire, where G3JWN is the local
district commissioner and the regional organiser for the
Jamboree. Running all bands 10-160m., with four sets

of K.W. equipment, contacts made totalled 512, of
which 162 were with Scout stations -117 in the U.K.

and 45 overseas, including TF2WKI/P (Lava Scouts),
ZC4BP (Famagusta Scouts on Mt. Olympus) and VK5GQ

The 7th Tipton Scout Troop (W.

Bromwich, Staffs.) had G3UGE to
operate for them over the J -O -T -A
weekend. The 15 Scouts brought
all their camping equipment, and
they and the station were accommodated on the premises of Lee
Howl & Co., Ltd. Scout stations
were worked throughout the U.K.,
Europe and America. The boys
joined wholeheartedly in the operation and the event was regarded as
a great success.
Picture courtesy "West Bromwich News."

(Adelaide Scouts). The G3RSS group has taken part
in J -O -T -A ever since its inception in 1957. They have
12 operators available, of whom six are directly connected

with the Scout movement.
G3XNM: This was the 1st Barnston (Wirral, Ches.)
Scout Amateur Radio Club, who had 24 Scout/Guide
visitors to the station over the weekend. Of the four
operators, three were Scouts. Using only 2-10-80m., with

a Tiger Tx and AR88LF Rx, they worked 17 U.K.
Scout stations, their outstanding DX contact being

with VE3FJJ (4th Picton Scouts, Ontario).
G3YEP/A: Operated for the Portishead (North Somerset) Venture Scouts, running CW/Phone on 40-80m. and
CW on 20m., they logged 60 contacts, 12 with Scout
stations in the U.K. and Eire. One of their more amusing
QSO's was with the telephone -answering machine at a
nearby dentist's-who found miles of his tape used up,
recording all the G3YEP/A transmissions!
GB3HBS: Activated as usual by Geoff Barnes, G3AOS,
assisted by G3WWX. They kept at it for 40 hours out
the 48, from the local Scout Hq., with a large attendance
of Scouts, Cubs, Guides, parents and friends. Running
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A lot of people seeing this would

never guess that the operator is none
other than Arnold klynett, G3HBW
(so well known in the VHF
field) doing his stint on the Radio
Society of Harrow's HF-band station

GB3RSH, for the 1st/3rd Ruislip
Scout Group, from their own Hq.
Though nothing exotic in the way of
DX was worked, many interesting
contacts were made.

full power on 10-15-20m., with a KW -2000A for 80m.

only, some 280 contacts were made in 60 countries,
including many Scout stations at home and overseas.
OI3SUF: This is the special callsign of the Scout Union

of Finland, and was operated from Samoilija, in the
OH3 area. Those in charge were OH3NY and OH3QA,
running all bands 10-80m., CW and SSB. They logged
no less than 550 contacts in all continents and some 60

countries-and, in case it may he said that " this was
just getting DX under an exotic callsign," they worked
27 J -O -T -A entrants in the U.K., and had 38 more with
Jamboree stations in DX locations. (Congratulations
on an excellent result-and not least for getting the report
in on time!-Editor.)
EI2BY: Operated by El's '5A, '7AF, '7BV and '7BZ
for the 81st Terenure College Scouts, they used all bands
10-80m., AM/CW/SSB, and made 123 contacts, of which
62 were with Scout stations. Their most interesting DX
was ZS5KS (6th Pietermaritzburg Scouts). Their equip-

ordinary things that do happen on these occasions!
Part of the entertainment for the Scouts, who were
accommodated in the College for the weekend, was
A/TV on 70 cm.

In turn, they provided help with aerial

rigging(!), visitor control, QSL design and printing,
and excellent food for the whole period. Well, it seems
to have been quite a party!
G4BP/A: Arranged by the Scarborough Amateur Radio

Society for the 1st Scarborough Scouts in their Hq.,
J -O -T -A stations were worked all over Europe and the
U.K., also the Iceland group under TF2WKI/P. Bands
operated were 15-20-80m., using K.W. equipment into
dipoles. A noteworthy QSO for them was with VE3DLC
in Scarborough, Ontario.
GB3BES : For Bradford East Scouts, over the 48 -hour
period, on 10-80m., using two HW-100's and an SB-200,

ment included K.W. Tx and Rx items, a Sphinx, a
home -built CW transmitter, three HRO's, a Hammarlund

HQ -160, and a variety of antennae, two of them being

ZL-Specials-probably the most gainy mono -bander
ever devised.
G3UQA: Representing 2nd Don and Dearne Scout

Group, operated for the full 48 hours with equipment
provided by licensed members of Mexborough Tech. Coll.
Amateur Radio Society, they made 195 contacts through-

out Europe, Asia, Africa, the States and USSR. As well
as a wide variety of Tx/Rx equipment covering all bands
down to 2m. and 70 cm., they had a balloon -supported
aerial raised to 300ft., complete with neon warning and
flashing lights-which resulted in a Police call about " a

UFO having been seen over the town "! The balloons
were lost twice, but the aerial was put up again each

time using a

cluster of party-balloons-the extra -

EI2BY, Dublin, Eire, was on for J -O -T -A, operating from the
Terenure Coll. A.R.S. station. They had 62 Scout contacts,
in the U.S., Canada and South Africa.
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(Yorks.)

entertained the 2nd Don & Dearne
Scout Group for J -O -T -A and the

station was on the air for the full
48 hours --this was another very
successful operation (see report).

Station GB3RSS was on the air for
J -O -T -A, the Scout group represented being the Brighouse, W.
Yorks.- see report, p.637. They
have a fine array of K.W. gear for
G3RSS, originally the station of the
1st Rastrick Senior Scouts.

into an 8KW trap dipole and a 100ft. end -on wire.
Operators were G3WGO, G3WIX, G3XUE and G3YFP.

More than fifty J -O -T -A Scout/Guide stations were
worked, including SKOXAB, several LA Scout groups,

DJ6CB/P (Scout camp near Hanover), I1 LAG (15th
Milan Scouts) and OHONI (Aaland Sea Scouts). Contacts

totalled 165, in 30 countries outside the U.K. They had
56 Scout and Guide visitors to the station, and everyone
enjoyed themselves thoroughly.
GB3BPH:

This is, of course, the Hq. station of the

Scout Movement in the U.K., operated from spacious
accommodation in London, S.W.7. They had three sets
of equipment going, covering 2-10-15-20-40-80m., and
operation was entirely by Scouts holding amateur
licences, with G3FXC as station organiser. For them, a
QSO of special interest was with 4UIITU, the World

Scout Bureau station in Geneva, asking that GB3BPH
should open the event officially. Over the 48 hours, 116
Scout stations were worked in 21 countries-including
VU2MAH on 10 metres, due to the urging of VU2RES,
who happened to be visiting at the time. Another
visitor was Princess Alexandra, who popped in for a few
minutes and (as all our Royals do) asked some penetrating questions about J -O -T -A, and what was going on.
The GB3BPH summing up is: " A very exciting, tiring
but enjoyable weekend." Jolly good !
GB3CUS:

Laid on by Carlisle amateurs, from The
Vicarage, Upperby, for the 8th Carlisle Scouts, three
complete stations were installed, with appropriate
antennae. This being the first time that a J -O -T -A entry

had been undertaken, very properly they had a serious
dummy run before the start-when everything worked
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up to discover an intermittent short in one of the (un-

believably large) number of coax feeder leads-and
then their TA-33Jr. beam refused to load, behaving like a

bedstead that couldn't be brought to resonance. How-

ever, in the end some 150 QSO's were made-and

much experience gained, which (says the report) " will
prove invaluable for the next time." That's the spirit!

The Carlisle boys were able to muster 10 operators,
sustained by Scout Leader Bob Burrows and his wife,
who provided ample refreshment and kind words to

help the chaps on while sorting out their technical
annoyances.

A J -O -T -A station was also put on by the Cornish
Radio Amateur Club, operating from Boscawen Park,
Truro-but no callsign is given! However, it seems

that they worked 160 stations in 20 countries, sixty
of them being J -O -T -A, on the 15-20-40-80-160m.
bands, and about 100 visitors were entertained.

One of the Scottish stations on for the Jamboree was
GM3POK/A (West Lothian), operated for the 21st West Lothian

Scout Troop. They ran a Swan 350, dipoles for 40-80m., and
a 2-ele beam on 15 metres. Contacts were made all round the
world during the J -O -T -A weekend.

perfectly. Going into action on the Saturday, practically
everything went wrong! About eight hours of hard
work, heavy breathing and bad language had to be used

Altogether, a most successful Twelfth Jamboree -on -

the -Air, which will be very pleasing to G3BHK, the
U.K. organiser. And from this desk, we would like to
thank all who sent in reports soon enough to catch this
feature. Of course, all pictures used to illustrate it have
been paid for in the usual way.

Station GB3KSG was put en by the
Northern Heights A.R.S. for the
3rd/llth Keighley Scout Group, on
the air from Culling .vorth, a good
locotion. They worked all bands
10-160m., also having G8BMI's 2m.
equipment at the other end of the
marquee in which they were housed.
Sixteen Scout stations were raised,
including ZS5KS.
The number
of local Scouts always at the station

varied from six to 20.

Picture

courtesy " Keighley

News."

Other reports and pictures of interest in the
context of the Twelfth Jamboree -on -the -Air have been
received since the foregoing was written. They

will be used in the " Clubs" section as
opportunity offers.
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THE MONTH WITH THE CLUBS
By

"Club Secretary"

(Deadline for February issue: January 9)
(Please address all reports for this feature to " Club Secretary," SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE, Buckingham.)

is being written just as the turmoil of MCC had

THIS
died down for another year. So far as one can judge
at this early stage, it was again a first-class Contest,

producing as high a level of activity as ever, under reason-

ably good GDX conditions, with Top Band noticeably
free, during both sessions, of all but legitimate noises

touch with the local situation, and to find ways -and means of bringing in the potential R.A.E. candidates
who are not members, so that enough support can be
obtained at least to run a local class under Club if not
Education Authority auspices.

-meaning that there was not the heavy " sharsh "

New Clubs

background that often afflicts 160 metres, to drown out
altogether the weaker signals. At any rate, we were
hearing them about four layers down!

Three come into this classification this month, the
first one being Barnstaple, where an inaugural meeting
is to be held on Tuesday, December 9, starting at 7.30,

The full report on this year's MCC will appear in
the January issue-due out on January 2, be it noted.
Hence, there will be no regular " Month with The Clubs "

in that issue, this space being given over to the MCC
Report, as in previous years.
Hon. secretaries and others concerned should note
that, as usual at this time of year, the " Clubs " feature
will be resumed in the normal way in the February issue
Of SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE, publishing on January 30.

It has now to be said that small R.A.E. classes are
declared non -economic (twelve or fewer
students) simply because the money for running them has
not been forthcoming from Central Government. Thus,
officially

classes such as this are having to be closed down in
order to keep higher -level courses going on the reduced

money, and all sorts of unsporting " fiddles " have to
be taken at local colleges in order to keep things on the
go. One knows of a case where a Practical Electronics
course is even being run by amalgamating it-on paperwith a Practical Machine -Shop course!

What it boils down to is simply that the present
policy at Government level of reducing the amount
spent on higher education is hitting at Amateur Radio
right under the belt. Ours is the only hobby wherein the

licensed practitioner in the arts has to pass a test, and
so it is more or less the only one which is being hit
directly. Thus, it behoves every Club to keep in constant

NEXT " MONTH WITH THE CLUBS "
Will all secretaries and scribes please note that the
next appearance of this feature will be in our February
issue, due out on January 30. The forthcoming issue
(January, publishing on January 2) will carry the MCC
Report and Results.

the venue being Crinnis, High Wall, Sticklepath,
Barnstaple, North Devon; anyone with an interest in

radio will be most welcome, whether licensed amateur
or SWL.
Consideration is being given to starting a group in
the Newcastle-upon-Tyne area, and indications of potential
support are wanted by the sponsors so that they can make
arrangements for a first get-together. For details, contact
Charles Morgan, at the address shown in our Secretaries
Panel, on p.643.

The Shirehampton, Bristol, area project is rather
more advanced, in that there was a first meeting, which

went off well, and they are, at the time of writing,

assembling on Friday evenings, between 7.30 and 9.45,
at Twyford House, Shirehampton. It is pleasing to notice
that it is a declared objective of the group to bring SWL

members forward to the point of getting a " ticket."
In the category of " new Clubs " should come one
that has changed its name: The erstwhile Wolverton &
District Radio Club is now known as the North Buckinghamshire Amateur Radio Society, and has already made
a start as such. Membership stands at about 35, and
anyone in the area interested in radio or electronics is
invited to get in touch with G8CXT (see Panel). Meetings
are held fortnightly, and the aim is to cover all topics of
interest to radio amateurs.

National and International
Top of the pile here is Radio Society of East Africa,
whose 5Z4JH edits one of the best newsletters to come
our way, with a complete absence of pretentiousness,

which is a pleasant change after some of the efforts
which crop up each month. As he is moving in the New

Year, the lads are looking for a new editor-a pity.
However, on the domestic front, it is gathered that a
shack in Nairobi is on the cards, and various other
goings-on are being considered.

The Royal Navy crowd held their AGM on the
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Saturday of the Show, and a right lively affair it was,
if the record in the current issue of the Newsletter is
anything to go by! A very good sign, this, and a very

good group as well-one of the few that seems to be
able to produce good committee members, secretaries,
and other officers " out of a hat."
R.A.I.B.C. have their Radial and it is pleasing to
note that so many of the members were able to get up

to the Show and " make their number " at the standwhich just proves how many licensed amateurs are
prepared to help disabled and blind members of the
fraternity to enjoy Amateur Radio to the full. Which is

not to say they could not do with more supportersthey most definitely could-nor could they achieve half

as much without the devoted work of the hon. sec.,
G3LWY who deserves a medal.

The British Railways committee seem to be mildly
" in the wars " with the membership, to judge by the
tenor of the current Newsletter, albeit one has also to
add a rider that a bit of controversy is all to the good,

and anyway the committee have been labouring for
long now under considerable difficulties. Let us hope
everything turns out for the best.

Royal Signals are obviously on a recruiting drive,
with the hon. sec. putting out a good plug on this topic.
Members come in three sorts-Ordinary, covering the

Signals Corps folk, serving, retired and T & AVR;
then Associate Membership, which covers the rest of
the Army, serving or retired, civilians serving with a
Signals Unit, members of a Commonwealth Signals
Unit, and various other cases; and finally there is the
Affiliated Society, which covers those clubs which have
the basic qualification. There is Mercury to read every
so often, various supplies at competitive rates, nets which
are quite world-wide, with the members all keeping in
touch-and there is enough in all this to hold something
like 600 members.
Any SWL with keen ears who can spare the time to

report on the Civil Service Club station, G3CSR, on
3625 kc from 1830 clock, will be doing the gang a good

turn, as this net is their way of keeping in touch with
the " country " members. Fridays from December 5,
all being well, for this net. The big event of the year is
on December 16, and is the Christmas dinner.
Then we have A.R.M.S. (Amateur Radio Mobile
Society) working hard on the /M theme-and we notice
in their current Mobile News a strong suggestion that
it is high time the whole raison d'etre of Mobile Rallies
(their objectives, organisation and usefulness) should have

some re -thinking. Well, it is for A.R.M.S. to do it, and
come out with the new ideas.

Wales and The West
University College, Swansea normally get together
every other week, but only one date is down for December,

due to the Christmas vacation; this is on the 9th, when
they would welcome visitors to their Christmas Social,

December, 1969

It is interesting to note that two letters from Bristol
bear the same signature-one we have already mentioned

under " New Clubs " and now a reference to Bristol
ARC, for whom the same keen G3SXY is back in the
saddle as Secretary. Here the lads get together every
Monday evening and Thursday evening at 41 Ducie
Road, except for the one Monday in eash month when
they would otherwise clash with the local RSGB group.

At Reading, the lads have had quite a stimulating
autumn programme from all accounts, and so will be
ready on December 2 for the AGM, which will be followed
up by a Grand Wine -and -Pickle Party on December 16.

Details from the hon. sec.-see Panel, opposite.
County Control, Civil Defence Hq., Gaol Street, is

the base for the Hereford crew, who have recently
changed over, by popular request, to a scheme of weekly

meetings. As to the programme, it is understood that
there have been various minor problems here, which will,

no doubt, have been ironed out by the time this sees
print.
For the Cornish group, the territory to be covered is,

to express things mildly, vast-indeed there are some
who say Cornwall should be independent !-and so the
group has quite a collection of offshoots as well as a
" main " do each month. The main affair for December
is on the 4th, at the SWEB Clubroom, Poole, Camborne,
with Martin Harvey doing a potted talk on Tape -heads,

followed, after a break for refreshment, by a talk and
film on SWEB Engineering problems, with G3OCB
and G3XFL to make it authentic. Newquay have
December 10 and 24 at Treviglas School, Newquay,
albeit we do not know what is in mind for those two
dates. There are also VHF and Falmouth sections.
Further details from G3UCQ, as Panel.
Bulk buying to reduce costs has been a feature of
the Chippenham Club project, a 70 me FET converter.
Tuesday evenings it is again during December, but with
the exception that on December 23 they have no booking

for obvious reasons; venue is the Boys High School,
Hardenhuish Lane.
Swindon report a change of Secretary, and various
things seem to be being set in motion to step up the
pace a little. They have bookings for alternate Wednesdays at Penhill Evening Centre, Alton Close, Penhill,
Swindon.
Not long ago we mentioned Swansea Telephone Area

as a new group. Seems they have made quite an impact
on things, from their Hq. at the Telephone Engineering

Centre, Gors Road, Townhill, Swansea; they are not
a " closed club," but welcome anyone. They have had
Tuesdays, but from December 5 change over to Friday
evenings, plus a Sunday -morning session for the keen
types.

Another change of Secretary is noted, this time at
Taunton, where they have just had their first AGM. The
main interests here are in equipping their caravan, taking
part with other bodies in a County Emergency Voluntary

at the Coffee Lounge, College House, University College
of Swansea, Singleton Park. In particular, they would

Organisation, and running R.A.E. classes-although
your scribe is prepared to bet his best boots this is by

like to entertain any organised groups in South Wales.
Anyone thinking of taking them up is asked to contact
GW3TSH, at the address in the Panel, preferably by
December 5.

place at Hq., Bath Lane, rear of 94 Belgrave Road,

no means all they do!
December 13 is the evening to set aside for Torbay's
meeting-the Annual Christmas Event, which will take
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Torquay; for details contact the Secretary.

Plymouth's QUA carries a lot of detail on recent
meetings, technical articles, and whatever, but, alas,
nothing on the December doings, nor any indication of
an Hq. address. So -we have to refer you to the hon.
sec., address as in Panel.
No such error on the part of Saltash, where December

12 is shown for a Christmas Draw, followed by a talk

by G3VVP on Semiconductors, at Burraton Toc H
Hall. And that is it for the month; operations start
again after the break, on January 9 at the same place.
YMCA, St. David's Hill, Exeter is the place to look
for if you want to meet the Exeter crowd on December 2,

and listen to Ernie Hayman, G3ABU, talking on and
demonstrating Video Tape -Recording. This group had
a recent special -event activity when they put GB3ESE
on at a Scouts' Exhibition in Exeter, raising 280 stations
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in 32 countries -good!

Midlands, North and Scotland
Starting here with the Scottish ones, we have a note

from the Ardeer Secretary, advising that this is the
successor to the old Auchenharvie gang -actually, we
already know of this change, and the reasoning that went

into it. When it happened the then hon. sec. sent in a
write-up on the Ardeer ICI Sports and Social Club and
mentioned some of the magnificent facilities they now
enjoy. It is pleasant to be able to report the change has
added to the enjoyment of the members of a thriving and
healthy club.
Justifiably from all accounts, Lothians are resting on

their laurels a trifle after the recent VHF Convention
in Edinburgh; however, they still have December 11
booked at the YMCA, St. Andrews Street, Edinburgh,

Names and Addresses of Club Secretaries reporting in this issue :
ARDEER: J. F. McCreight, GM3DJS, 40 Auchenharvie Street,
Saltcoats, Ayrshire.
A.R.M.S.: N. A. S. Fitch, G3FPK, 40 Eskdale Gardens, Purley,
Surrey, CR2-1EZ.

BARNSTAPLE: H. G. Hughes, G4CG, Crinnis, High Wall,
Sticklepath, Barnstaple, Devon.
BISHOPS STORTFORD: A. Stanley, G3WUR, 43 Havers Lane,
Bishops Stortford (57251), Herts.

BRADFORD: R. .1. Cockerham, G3WTF, 56 Brantwood
Road, Bradford 9, Yorks.
BRISTOL: E. J. Davies, G3SXY, 72 North View, Westbury
Park, Bristol (33284), BS6-7P2.
BRISTOL (Shirehampton): R. Jones, G3YIQ, 84 Springfield
Avenue, Shirehampton, Bristol.
BRITISH RAILWAYS: H. A. J. Gray, Eleven, Swanton Drive,
East Dereham, Norfolk.
CHESTERFIELD: R, Nelson, 52 Hucknall Avenue, Chesterfield (78330), Derbys.

CHILTERN: R. A. Fowler, G3IQF, 85 Oxford Road, Marlow
(6421), Bucks.
CHIPPENHAM: P. Strand, G3UTO, 8 Brookwell Close,
Chippenham (3723), Wilts.
CIVIL SERVICE: J. Luxton, 8 Twyford Crescent, West Acton,
London, W.3.

COLCHESTER: R. C. Greenleaf, G3VAG, 27 Ernest Road,
Wivenhoe, Essex.

CORNISH: J. Farrar, G3UCQ, Elm Cottage, Ventonleague,
Hayle, Cornwall.
COVENTRY: C. Jaynes, 20 Belgrave Road, Wyken, Coventry
VC2-5AY.

CRAY VALLEY: D. Buckley, G3VLX, 234 Halfway Street,
Sidcup, Kent. (01-850 6945.)

CRYSTAL PALACE: G. M. C. Stone, G3FZL, 11 Liphook
Crescent, London, S.E.23. (01-699 6940.)
DERBY (Nunsfield House): N. Gregory, G3LCV, 21 Back Lane,
Chellaston (3516), Derby.

DORKING: R. Greenwood, G3LBA, 8 Deacon Close, Downside, Cobham, Surrey.
EAST WORCS.: R. J. Mutton, G3EVT, Summerhayes, Mill

Lane, Alcester (2041), Worcs.
ECHELFORD: M. Clift, G3UNV, 45 Fordbridge Road, Ashford
(59628), Middx.

EDGWARE: E. H. Godfrey, G3GC, 15 Oxenpark Avenue,
Preston Road, Wembley, Middx.
EXETER: G. Wheatcroft, 27 Lower Wear Road, Countess

Wear, Exeter.
FAREHAM: J. A. Rampton, G3VFI, 23 Oxford Close, Fareham,
Hants.

GUILDFORD: A. G. Coker, G3WHM, 48 Charlock Way,
Burpham, Guildford, Surrey.
HEREFORD: S. lesson, 181 Kings Acre Road, Hereford
(3237).

IPSWICH: D. W. Thomas, G8BVE, 9 Burlington Road, Ipswich.

KINGSTON: M. Diprose, 36 Tiverton Way, Chessington,
Surrey.
LINCOLN: G. O'Connor, 61 Steep Hill, Lincoln (24113).

LOTHIANS: W. Marshall, GM8BPL, 15 Craigleith Hill, Edinburgh EH4-2EF.
MELTON MOWBRAY: R. Winters, G3NVK, 32 Redwood
Avenue, Melton Mowbray (3369), Leics.

MIDLAND: H. L. Bate, G8AMD, 88 Darnick Road, Sutton
Coldfield.

MID -SUSSEX: E. J. Letts, G3RXJ, 87 Meadow Lane, Burgess
Hill (3552), Sussex.

NEWCASTLE -ON -TYNE: C. J. A. Morgan, 4 Park Villas,
The Green, Wallsend, Northumberland.
NORTH BUCKINGHAMSHIRE: D. Coxhill, G8CXT, 2
Blenheim Avenue, Stony Stratford, Wolverton, Bucks.

NORTHERN HEIGHTS: A. Robinson, G3MDW, Candy
Cabin, Ogden, Halifax (44329).
NORTH LEEDS: G. Brown, 2 Fearnville Close, Dib Lane,
Leeds, 8.
NORTH KENT: A. Watt, G3WZJ, 67 Glenhurst Avenue,
Bexley.

NUNEATON: J. Roughton, 42 Severn Road, Bulkington, nr.
Nuneaton, Warwickshire.

PETERBOROUGH: D. Byrne, G3KPO, Jersey House, Eye (351),
Peterborough.

PLYMOUTH: J. H. Peters, G3YDU, Treetops, 43 Holtwood

Road, Plymouth (77878.)
PRESTON: G. Windsor, 26 St. Gregory's Road, Preston (55913),
Lancs. PR1-6YB.
READING: G. R. J. Addis, G3TEB, 13 Keats Close, Woodley,
Reading.

RADIO SOCIETY OF EAST AFRICA: Hon. Sec., P.O. Box
5681, Nairobi, Kenya.
R.A.I.B.C.: Mrs. F. Woolley, G3LWY, 331 Wigan Lane, Wigan.

ROYAL NAVY: C/RS K. Randall, G3RFH, H.M.S. Mercury,
Leydene, Petersfield, Hants.
ROYAL SIGNALS: W01 J. Cooper, G3DPS, 15 Valley Road,
Blandford Camp, Blandford Forum, Dorset.
SALOP: K. S. Linney, G3UDA, Sunny Bank, Oak Lane, Bicton
Heath, Shrewsbury (51733), Shropshire.

SALTASH: J. A. Ennis, G3XWA, 19 Coombe Road, Saltash.
SILVERTHORN: R. J. Lock, 9 Forest Road, Woodford Green,
Fweir. (01-505 2336.)

SOLIHULL: J. Lester, G3VXV, 173 Damson Lane, Solihull.
(021-705 3060.)

SPEN VALLEY: N. Pride, G8BSC, 100 Raikes Lane, Birstall,
nr. Leeds. (Batley 3925.)

SURREY: R. Morrison, G3KGA, 33 Sefton Road, Croydon
CRO-7HS. (01-654 5987.)
SWANSEA (Telephone Area): M. D. Connor, 54 Talley Road,
Swansea SA5-7EU.
SWANSEA (University College): R. Wilcox, GW3TSH, Room

520, Neuadd Gilbertson, University College, Singleton

Park, Swansea SA2-8PS.
SWINDON: D. R. Durham, G3SIR, 3 Dobbin Close, Covingham, Swindon, Wilts.
TAUNTON: P. Jones, G3WPJ, 20 Chiltern Street, Bridgwater,
Somerset.

THORNTON CLEVELYS: F. Hill, G3YWH, 11 Goodwood
Avenue, Blackpool FY2-OTT, Lancs.

TORBAY: Mrs. G. L. Western, G3NQD, 110 Truro Avenue,

Hele, Torquay.
VERULAM: W. C. Dennis, G3NCK, 129 Colney Heath Lane,
St. Albans, Herts.
WIMBLEDON: W. Hardcastle, G3XQX, 13 Carwell Street,
London, S.W.17.
WIRRAL (DX Association): J. A. Share, G3OKA, Trelawney,
21 Curlender Close, Bidston, Birkenhead, Cheshire, L41-7BN.

WORTHING: P. 1. Robinson, G6KFH/T, 46 Hillview Road,
Worthing, Sussex.
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for GM3OWU to give a talk on Hi-Fi.
Lincoln have holed up iniNo. 2 Guardroom, Sobraon
Barracks, Breedon Drive, off Burton Road, Lincoln,
where they are ready to welcome any visitors-not, it is
to be hoped, by turning out the guard! Every Tuesday it
is, from 7.30. Incidentally, a change to the name and
address of Secretary is noted in our Panel.

Midland's president, G3KPT, advises us of yet
another new hon. sec.-see Panel. And, at that, we can
set him straight off to work, as we do not, at the time
of writing, have the essential information on what goes
on in December at the Midland Institute.
A limited -number visit forms the Melton Mowbray
December offering, a Shack Visit to G3VDN, on December 19. If you are interested in joing this, it would be

advisable to contact G3NVK-see Panel-immediately.
The publicity secretary for Nuneaton lads has come

up with rather a good idea for making sure all the
relevant information goes out to enquirers: G2HAO has

had prepared some duplicated sheets with the Club
name, location and officers at the masthead, followed
by spaces so that he can insert the essential details of the
current month's meetings. This ensures that whoever

gets a copy has not only the programme, but also the
other data to enable him to make contact. From the
current one, we note a change of venue, to The Grange,

Caldecote, Nuneaton, where December 4 is set aside
for demonstration of members' home-brew gear, and
December 18 for operating the Club call, G3XJU, for
which they have excellent aerial and shack facilities.

Not far away is Redditch where the East Worcs.
crowd use the Old People's centre in Park Road. On
December 11, R. Noland, G3KWK is to give a talk on
" Electronic Design by Computer."
Peterborough next, where the lads have just about
recovered from the success of their Mobile Rally-so
they will be in their " Rose and Crown " clubroom on
December 5 for a Junk Sale.
At Northern Heights they are well aware of what
goes on in the rest of the world, at least as far as Top
Band goes with their ever -popular W1BB tape -and slide lecture; but on December 3 they will be seeing the
U.S. picture from another point of view when G3MDW
will be showing some of the slides from his trip over there

earlier on this year; this is to be followed on the 10th
by the annual dinner, and on the 17th by a ragchewevening. Venue is the Sportsman Inn, Ogden, Halifax.
Preston (Lancs.) have their meetings on the second

and fourth Thursdays each month at the " Windsor
Castle," Preston. Beginners are specially welcome here.
They have recently run a most successful Mobile Rally,

their second in this context. G3LWY was the official
opener-thus, they did honour to a lady who for years
has worked hard for R.A.I.B.C.
No. 10 Southbrook Terrace, Great Horton Road is
the venue for the Bradford meetings, according to their
letter -heading; and we gather they have December 2
down for G3TDZ, who will be talking about Amateur
Transistor Circuits. December 16 sees them indulging
in the pleasures of a Film Show and Social Evening.
Solihull have a get-together on December 16, at the

Old Manor House, 126 High Street, Solihull, for that
most popular event, a Junk Sale.

December, 1969

The weekly sessions for Coventry are on the 5th, 12th,

and 19th December; for the 26th, says their hon. sec.,
they wish themselves a Merry Christmas and no meeting!
The first of these dates is devoted to a demonstration of

Test Equipment, the second to a session on the Club
transmitter, and the third is the red-letter one-the
annual dinner.
Chesterfield write in to remind us of their existence,

saying they have not been in touch for some time-an
understatement, this, as the writer does not recall hearing
from them in the years since he became " Club Secretary."

For all that, they are going well, and have recently
changed their Hq. to Hunloke Adult Education Centre,
Church Street, Chesterfield, where they have facilities

for a shack, Morse classes and constructional work.
Visitors are cordinally welcomed on any Wednesdays;
the usual pattern of activity is a formal on second and
fourth ones, construction and Morse on the others.
Again a change of Secretary-this time Salop, now
losing G3WNI, who has done the job so well for years,
on his departure to Basingstoke; G3UDA takes over the
chore and his address appears in the Panel.
North Leeds have not been going very long, but are
in full swing every Tuesday evening in Hq. at an Amateur

Radio shop in Leeds. For details, contact the secretarysee Panel, p.643.
Thursday evenings at Heckmondwike Grammar
School is the story at Spen Valley, although the letter we
have on file unfortunately does not give the December
programmes; under the circumstances a call to G8BSC
seems indicated-see Panel.
This is, of course, the ideal season for annual dinners,

and Wirral DX Association are only one of several
who are having such an event this month-but your
scribe envies them their spot at the " River Room "
on Liverpool's Pier Head-ideal if the speeches are
less than perfect, to be able to find relief in merely
looking out of a window. December 10 is the date for
this, with the AGM to follow in January at chez-G3OKA.
Since your scribe has been doing this piece each month,
he has seen two groups active in the Blackpool district,

and now we hear of the formation of yet another-this
one was formed several months ago, under the title
Thornton Clevelys Amateur Radio Society, and has
Hq. in the St. John Ambulance Society Hall, Thornton,
where they are to be found every other WednesdayDecember 10 is down, it is noted, for a junk sale.
An introduction to the oscilloscope is the theme on
December 5 for Nunsfield House, Derby, the talk being
by G3OZ, the chairman. A retrospect on the last year
of activity in film and slide forms the matter of the evening on December 12, and on the 19th there is a lecture,
technical in content but subject not yet finalised. On
Boxing Day they have an Open Evening so as to let all
the members get over the Christmas excess of food and
drink!

London and Southern England
Bishops Stortford have their communal being in the

British Legion Club at the top of Windhill-the road
leading out of the centre of the town towards Ware.
Here they have adequate parking space, and a room up
aloft, next door to " Radio Stortford " which supplies
music and commentaries to local hospitals over landline.
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General view of the crowd round the
-well, funk stall-on the occasion
of the Preston Amateur Radio
Society's Mobile Rally, back in
August. For them, it was a very
successful day with a large attendance.

Last month they heard the W1BB Mark II tape -and -

slide talk, on Top Band DX, and on December 15,
G3VTR will come along and discuss the use of the
oscilloscope in Amateur Radio.

Chiltern seem to be, to judge from what can be

gleaned from their Newsletter, on the rise; they still
have the last Thursday each month booked up at the

British Legion, High Wycombe-which puts them smack
on to Christmas Day! This is obviously wrong and so
we would suggest a contact with G3IQF-see Panel, or
drop in on the nets: Sunday at 1200 clock, 1945 kc, or
Wednesday evenings, 2000 clock, around 1920 kc.
At Wimbledon, they have been keeping fairly quiet

of late-but they are, we are assured, still going well,
and on December 19 will be foregathering at the St.
John Ambulance Hall, 124 Kingston Road, South
Wimbledon.

A day later than this, on December 20, the Crystal
Palace lads will be having a Junk Sale. Again, here is

a Club that does not shout much-but if it can attract
six new members in one evening there can't be a lot

wrong! For details of the venue, contact G3FZL at the
address in the Panel.

The Surrey group get together at the " Swan and
Sugarloaf " in South Croydon, although the Newsletter
which is to hand does not give details of date or programme for December; so we have to refer enquiries to
the hon. sec., G3KGA.

Guildford have one of their normal bookings on
Boxing Day, which therefore suffers cancellation; the
other date is December 12, at the Model Engineering
Hq., Stoke Park, Guildford, when visitors will be welcome; however, at the time of writing the programme had
not been finalised, pending the result of enquiries which
were still in progress.

It is some time since last we heard from Kingston
but that is no indication of inactivity, we are assured,

A surplus -equipment sale is down for the December
session, on the 10th, further details of which are obtainable from the hon. secretary.
Over at North Kent the hon. sec. seems a little cross
because your conductor commented in September that
it was a pity that the venue was not mentioned in their
report. It must be emphasised that with something like

fifty or more Clubs reporting each month, it is not
possible to remember all the details of all the Hq.
locations-there are about three hundred club secretaries
in the file! Nor for that matter can we be expected to
retain programme details for several months ahead-

there just is not the room in the files! Please, therefore,
all honorary secretaries, give all the essential data each
and every time you report and stress any changes since
the last time, so that at this end the news is as accurate
and up-to-date as we can make it. To revert to North
Kent, where they have the second and fourth Thursdays

in each month booked at the Congregational Church
Hall, adjacent to the Clock Tower, Bexleyheath,
December 11 is set aside for G8CKH to talk about the
fascination of DX/TV. The other December date falls
on Christmas Day, which means it goes by the board
for this once.
Echelford have ever put out one of the best Newsletters to be seen here, albeit for some time the weakness has been the method of reproduction. Now, they

have changed that, and it really is first-class.

The

NEXT " MONTH WITH THE CLUBS "
Will all secretaries and scribes please note that the
next appearance of this feature will be in our February
issue, due out on January 30. The forthcoming issue
(January, publishing on January 2) will carry the MCC
Report and Results.
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chaps meet at the Hall, St. Martins Court, Kingston

October 26 saw the last Mobile Rally of the season,

Crescent, Ashford, Middx. on December 8 for a Natter
Nite, sub -titled " What I Want for Christmas . . . "
December 22, being so near to the holiday, is moved to
the Links Hotel, where they are to have what they call
a " Highball QSO "-and we don't have to guess what
that means!
Colchester next; they have a weekly (Wednesday)
booking of Room 40 at the North-East Essex Technical
in Colchester, although at the time of writing the autumn
and winter programme was yet to be settled finally.
Only the 9th and 15th appear in the Dorking calendar

which was a joint first venture by Ipswich and Colchester,

informal at the " Wheatsheaf," while the latter is at the
" Stephen Langton " in Friday Street, for the Christmas

details of venue, programme and so forth.

for December, the former being the usual monthly

dinner.
A change from the date usually arranged for Verulam

which they called, logically enough, the East Anglian
Rally. Your scribe had intended to be there himself,
but in the event could not make it-though he has heard
several glowing reports on the enterprise of the organisers.

Now we hear from Ipswich that already they have had

requests for space among the trade stands for next
year-not to mention an enormous attendance, from
as far afield as Scarborough and London. A good show
all round, by two fine Clubs; Colchester we have already
mentioned elsewhere, and it only remains to add that the
address of the Ipswich contact is in our Panel, for all the

Greetings, and Sign -Off

-St. Albans Council want their Chamber again!-

This offering is the last for 1969; hence it remains
only to wish all readers, Club members and their hardworking officers a Happy Christmas and a prosperous

the Town Hall, which is in St. Peter's Street, St. Albans,
which makes it simple to find. Incidentally, it is a fair
proposition that Verulam will have a good turnout for
this AGM; quite apart from the film show, it is understood the refreshments are of a " seasonable " nature.
Edgware have some sort of record to claim for their
recent JOTA activity as GB3FEC-they had a complaint
of 'TVI from a householder who did not possess either

and successful New Year.

puts them on to December 10 for the AGM and film
show. The Council Chamber is, not unreasonably, in

TV or radio! Last-minute Presents is the theme on
December 22-a Junk Sale. This one, as ever, takes
place at St. George's Hall, 51 Flower Lane, Mill Hill.
If you are in Worthing the place you are looking for
is the Rose Wilmot Youth Centre, Littlehampton Road;

December 2 should be rather interesting, the topic
being Police Communications, and on December 9, the
entertainment is, one gathers, of a nature appropriate to
the time of year.
Fareham have been flogging away at the clearing out
of the Club shack, fitting up a console for the station,
and, hopefully, will be on the air by the time this issue
comes out. Then " normal service will be resumed "

on December 9, when G8BLW talks about Colour

Television; December 14, when the lads will be on the
air; and on the 21st a discussion from which the secretary
can make un his plot for the coming year. No meeting on
December 28.
All games are at home for Mid -Sussex in December;
entertaining Brighton Technical College to a Quiz on
December 4, and a Film Show on the 18th. Home, in
this context, means Marie Place, Leylands Road, Burgess
Hill.

A new slate of officers takes over at Silverthorn-

see Panel-and it is understood they are having a

Christmas Party at Hq., Friday Hill House, Simmons
Lane, Chingford, E.4, on December 19, so as to make
the year go out with a swing. Not surprisingly, they
expect a 100% turnout!

Cray Valley have December 4 for David Bean,
G3TJQ, to talk about Modifying the Pye Reporter,
while December 18 will be the usual natter-nite. January 1

is going to be worth going a long way to hear-G2MI
talking about his recent trip to Bermuda. All these are
at the Congregational Church Hall, Court Road, Eltham,
S.E.9.

As has already been indicated there will be no

" Clubs " feature in the January issue, the space being
taken up, as always in January, by the report on MCC
and the results. Thus, the next regular deadline is Friday,

January 9 with your news of the activities planned for
February addressed to " Club Secretary," SHORT WAVE
MAGAZINE, BUCKINGHAM.

AMATEUR RADIO FUND-CHESHIRE HOMES
With reference to the note on p.363 of the August
issue of SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE, we are informed that
since then some £165 has been donated. This has enabled
receivers to be supplied to Cheshire homes at Llanhennock

and Green Hill House, nr. Banbury. Three more Homes
were to have been fitted up during October, and at two
others demonstrations had been arranged. Two Homes
have each a patient very keen to become fully licensed

-as this involves a Tx as well, there is an immediate
financial problem. In the meantime, the organisers
(who are working in an entirely voluntary capacity)

have had requests for literature likely to assist aspirants

for a licence-we suggest that anyone having a now unwanted copy of the Guide to Amateur Radio or the
Radio Amateur Examination Manual should send it to
the Appeal Organiser.

In all, seven Cheshire Homes have been equipped
with amateur -band receivers, entirely from donated
funds. In many other cases, the nearest local Amateur
Radio Club is being most helpful. A great deal of hard
behind -the -scenes work is involved to make this effort
a success-and reports from Cheshire Homes already on
the air indicate how much it is appreciated.
Donations, and also any unwanted Rx/Tx equipment

in reasonable working order-but, please, no junkoffered " to await collection," should be sent to : Cheshire

Homes Amateur Radio Network Fund, W. M. Clarke,
G3VUC, Fillace Park, Horrabridge, Yelverton, Devon.
Remittances should be made payable to CHARN Fund
and (to keep expenses down) receipts will not be issued
unless requested.
This appeal has the official approval of the Cheshire
Foundation.
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NEW QTITs

This space is available for the publication of the addresses of all holders
of new U.K. callsigns, as issued, or changes of address of transmitters
already licensed. All addresses published here are reprinted in the U.K.

section of the " RADIO AMATEUR CALL BOOK " in preparation.
QTH's are inserted as they are received, up to the limit of the space
allowance each month. Please write clearly and address on a separate slip

to QTH Section.

G3FME, J. C. Scott, 39 Russell

G3YUV, G. F. Gray, 5 Church

Road, Lee -on -Solent, Hants. P013
9HR. (Tel. Lee -on -Solent 79909.)

Close, Peterlee, Co. Durham. (Tel.
Peterlee 9843.)
G6AES/T, C. J. Rees (G3TUX), 17
Colburn Avenue, Hatch End,
Pinner, Middlesex. HA5 4PQ.

(Re -issue.)

G3YHM, R. A. Harvey, 71 Berrie -

dale Drive, Sompting, Lancing,
Sussex. (Tel. Lancing 5142.)
G3YHX, R. G. Kimpton, 261 Broadway North, Walsall, Staffs. (Tel.
Walsall 27719.)

G3YIK, J. C. Morgan, 21 Quineys
Road, Shottery, Stratford-uponAvon, Warks.
G3YKR, J. Rush, 53 Valley Drive,
Brighton, Sussex. BN1 5FD.

G3YNV, K. A. Thompson,

120

Woodfield Cottages, Heybridge,
Maldon, Essex.
G3YPP, M. E. Costelo, 73 Rosslyn
Crescent, Luton, Beds.
G3YRE, H. A. Scott, Camperdown
Farm, Darlingscott, Shipston-onStour, Warks.
G3YRH, B. Dodds, 1 Croft View,
Killingworth,
Newcastle-uponTyne. NE12 OBT.

G3YRQ, I. J. Parkinson, 207 Hurst
Street, Leigh, Lancs.
G3YRX, I. C. Elston (ex-G8BHN),
59 Exwick Road, Exeter, Devon.
(Tel. 0392 75277.)

G3YSQ, A. P. Pratt, 7 The Croft,
West Hanney, Wantage, Berks.

G3YSS, A. Dodsworth, 7 Kendal
Rise, Broadstairs, Kent.

G3YSV, D. Heaton (ex-G8CHT),
1 Jer Lane, Gt. Horton, Bradford
7,

Yorkshire.

(Tel.

Bradford

71128.)

G3YTO, T. M. Roberts, Tinkers
Green, Hockens Lane, Polruanby-Fowey, Cornwall. (Tel. Polruan 271.)
G3YTS, R. W. Ferguson, 11 Moor gate Road, Kippax, Leeds. LS25
7ET.

G3Y1T, W. R. Taylor, 18 Church
Lane, Weddington, Nuneaton,
Warks.
G3YTW, G. H. Clarke, 117 Bermuda

Village, Nuneaton, Warks.
G3YUA, B. A. Pickers, B.Sc. (exG8CJU), 8 Croftway, Markfield,
Leics.

G3YUN, J. C. Eastaugh, 13 Dale
View, Headley, Epsom, Surrey.

GSBVL, J. P. Porter, 73 Stockton
Lane, York.
G8CUD, J. T. Pickles, 207 New Line,

Greengates, Bradford, Yorkshire.
(Tel. Bradford 611883.)
GM8CVN, J. W. Struthers,

17

Wilton Hill, Hawick, Roxburgh shire. (Tel. Hawick 2806.)
G8CWX, E. A. Harvey, 112 Harrow

Road, Wollaton Park, Nottingham. NG8 1FN. (Tel. Nottingham
283815.)

G8CXO, T. Leahy, No. 5 Flat, 19
Lee Terrace, Blackheath, London,
S.E.3.

G8CYX, D. W. Storey, 70 Ventnor
Drive, London, N.20.
G8CZR, P. M. Topley, School
House, St. Marys Place, Stafford.
G8CZT, B. J. Greatrix, 72 Millmoor
Avenue, Armitage, Rugeley, Staffs.
G8CZZ, N. Tansley, 40 Prendergast
Road, Blackheath, London, S.E.3.

G8DAD, P. W. Bacon, Easter Hill,
Christchurch
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Lane,

Lichfield,

Staffs.

G8DAP, M. Capps, 156 Ash Crescent, Eckington, Sheffield, Yorkshire. S31 9AF. (Tel. Eckington
2776.)

G8DAX, P. Gould, 25 The Avenue,
Muswell Hill, London, N.10.

G8DBK, P. J. Barker, 142 Lutterworth Road, Northampton. NN1
SJL.

GWSDBL, P. J. C. Cummin, 54
Cathedral Road, Cardiff. CF1
9LL.

CHANGE OF ADDRESS
G2AFB, B. H. Douthwaite, Burcote,
Ellesmere
Road,
Weybridge,
Surrey.

G2FXG, A. S. Green, Brambletye,
Easton Lane, Freshwater Bay,

Isle of Wight.
G3ASA, J. C. Young, Highgate
Hotel, Whitstable, Kent.

G3EGT, R. A. Harris, 29 Jessica
Avenue,
Dorset.

Verwood,

Wimborne

BH21 6LH.

GM3HJB, A. S. Gulley (exVE3GLC), 2 Earls Way, Ayr,
Ayrshire.
GW3MPB, A. R. Smith, Carousel,
Plot 19, Llwyn-Onn, Penderyn,
Aberdare, Glam.
(Station in
Breconshire.)

G3PWY, D. M. Gresswell, 28 Alton
Road, Ross -on -Wye, Herefordshire.

G3RCZ, G. T. Thompson,

103

Somerset Road, Failsworth, Manchester.
M35 ONT.
061-681 5696.)

(Tel.

G3TAZ, R. Davies, 29 Whitebeam
Way, Firgrove Estate, North
Baddesley, Hants.

G3UOL, W. F. M. Hahn (exEl6BBIFOJAION8ITI YU7LCT),

28 Kenilworth Court, Coventry,
Warks. CV3 6HZ.

G3UQO, D. R. E. Milton,
Worcester

Road,

35

Chipping

Norton, Oxon. OX7 5YF.
G3VMJ, J. Peters, 93 Baddow Hall
Crescent, Chelmsford, Essex.

GW3VQO, D. M. Kirkwood, c/o
Sgts' Mess, R.A.F. Valley, Holyhead, Anglesey.
G3VRG, C. A. Corrigan, 36 Richmond Road, London, N.11.
GM3WCF, P. Dudelis, 23 Keir

Hardie Terrace, Dunfermline, Fife.

G3WDZ, F. Woolliscroft, 4 Lyne
Close, Lowry Hill, Carlisle.

G3WGQ, J. R. Hartley, 10 Garden
Street, Audenshaw, Manchester,
Lancs. M34 5DD.
G3WMN, J. J. Carter (ex-5X5JK),
Springfield,

Mill

Lane,

West

Winch, Kings Lynn, Norfolk.
G4CG, H. G. Hughes, Crinnis,
High Wall, Sticklepath, Barnstaple, Devon.
GC6RAX/T, L. D. Woolf, 57
Elizabeth Avenue, St. Brelade,
Jersey.
GC8AAZ, L. D. Woolf, 57 Elizabeth

Avenue, St. Brelade, Jersey.
G8BPA, M. E. Kirk, 185 Bedford
Road, Wilstead, Beds.

G8CHI, A. P. Tidder, 44-B Woodville Gardens, Ealing, London,
W.5.
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G. W. M. RADIO LTD.
RECEIVERS. RI475. 2-20 Mc/s. Large slow motion dial, etc., with
original power unit for 12 volts D.C. or 230 volts A.C. Less connecting

cables, all connections marked, LI I, carriage El.
RECEIVERS. B40, 640 kc/s. to 30 Mc/s. Speaker A.C. power unit
built-in. Bandwidth switched I, 3 and 8 kc/s. Crystal calibrator, circuit
diagram, £221101-, carriage 30/-.
JAEGER COOKER PROGRAMMER. 230v. A.C., 20 amp. contacts.

December, 1969

SMALL ADVERTISEMENTS
(" SITUATIONS " AND " TRADE ")
9d. per word, minimum charge 12/-. No series discount. All charges
payable with order. Insertions of radio interest only accepted. Add
250% for Bold Face (Heavy Type). No responsibility accepted for
errors. Replies to Box Numbers should be addressed to The Short

Wave Magazine, 55 Victoria Street, London, S.W.1

Clock with separate time on, time off dials, 20/-, post paid. Single
gang 500 pf variables, 6/-, post paid. AVO 7, fully reconditioned with
test leads and leather case, £13, registered post paid.

METERS. 2k" round 500 ma, 3}" square Moving Iron 100 volts, 31"
square Moving Coil 5 ma calibrated 0-400 amps., 15/- each post paid.
Oblong 6" x 40" 250-0-250 Microamps calibrated 2.5 volts, 750mV,
50mV : Oblong 6" x 5" 500 Microamps calibrated I volt, 3 volts, -12 to
+2 dB, 35/- each, post paid.
COSSOR 1035 Oscilloscopes, £15, carriage 30/-.

WEATHER FORECASTING EQUIPMENT. Rainfall gauges, consisting of copper funnel, collecting bottle and measure with chart for
year, 301-. Wet and Dry bulb Hygrometers with relative humidity

charts, Centigrade, 24/-. 8 -day Thermographs readily available charts
L7/101-. All post paid.
HIGH SPEED BRIDGES I2D /2 apart from Teleprinter uses these have
the following high quality components. 200-250 volts A.G. transformer
250 and 400 full wave H.T. two chokes and 2 5U4 rectifiers. Two 807
and eight other valves, three 2" square Ma meters. Compact 19" rack
mounting case, E3, carriage paid.
WAVEMETER Class D as new with accessories, 6v. D.C., Li, carriage
paid. Class D No. 2, 230v. A.G., in original Ministry crates, with spares,
£11, carriage paid.

AERIAL VARIOMETER TUNERS for 19 set, 16/6, post paid.
HEADSETS for 19 or 22 set with microphones, used 10/-, post paid.
RACAL RAI7. Aerial trimmer capacitors 220pf, 5 post paid.
LIGHTWEIGHT PETROL. Generating sets. 12 volts 80 watts.
Ministry reconditioned and complete with spares kit, ready to go for
£15, carriage paid.

CENTRE ZERO AMMETERS. 30 amp. for cars, 7 amp. for motor
cycles, 8/6 either, post 1/6.
FOR CALLERS ONLY

AR88 RECEIVERS, from £35, 7B TELEPRINTERS, E10.
All Receivers and Test Equipment are in working order at time of despatch.
Carriage charges quoted are for England and Wales only.
Telephone 34896

Terms: Cash with order.

Early closing Wednesday.

40-42 PORTLAND ROAD, WORTHING, SUSSEX

SITUATIONS

WEST HYDE DEVELOPMENTS, LIMITED
30 High Street, Northwood, Middlesex
Tel. Northwood 24941/26732

West Hyde Developments Limited require an inside
sales engineer. The prospects are good, with a
starting salary between £1,250 and £1,500, depending
on experience. This Company has grown by 50% per
year for the last five years. Age immaterial, but
enthusiasm, experience and ability to sell are
important. (Tel. Evenings, Harefield 2255.)
CITY OF LEICESTER POLYTECHNIC
School of Electrical Engineering
Radio Technician: Required for construction of
interesting range of communications equipment;
steward duties in laboratories; and field radio
measurements.

Radio amateur licence and VHF experience desirable; driving licence an advantage.
Week of 38 hours. Salary £800 to £930, plus
additions for certain qualifications.
Apply in writing to: Chief Administrative Officer
(Dept. Est.), City of Leicester Polytechnic, P.O. Box

143, Leicester, LE1-9BH.

TAURUS ELECTRICAL SERVICES
TRADE

LOOK
CSE 2AR all Silicon Solid State
Top Band Receiver.
LIST PRICE £44.0.0

OUR PRICE E29.10.0

Air Tested

600M Amplifiers. 19" rack mounted. Mains supply, £3.
Lightweight headsets. 60013 imp.. 9/6, post paid.
Transistors, A.F. and R.F., 3 /9 dozen, post paid.

Transistorized Morse Oscillator Modules.
phones, 18/9, post paid.

Will drive speaker or

New Unijunctions P.M -Planar UT46 with full information, 8/6, post paid.
New and Boxed Mains Relay, 2 pole 2 -way octal base, 17/6, post paid.
New Jack Plugs 2/6 ; Jack Sockets, 2/9 or 5/- pair, post paid.
Tank Aerials. Three 4" sections making 12', 8/6. P. & P. 5/- any number
Bases, 4/6. P. & P. 2/,
Brsasts Sets. Safe for Mobile Operation, 10
post paid.
Xtal insets to fit above Breast Sets, 7/6. P. & P. 9d.
Head Sets. 19 set type or type DLR, II /-, post paid.
Dry Battery Packs. 72 and 11- and I+, 4/6 each. P. & P. any number 3/..
New Key Switches. Less knobs, 2/6. P. & P. any number 1/-.
New Small Condensers, Not Junk. 200 for 25/-, post paid.
New Boxed Morse Keys, 51- each plus 2/- post and packing.
Xtal Lapel Mikes. Complete, 6/6.
Miniature Indicator Lamps, L.E.S. Red, blue, yellow, white. Smart
looking, 2/6 each. Less bulbs to fit 12v. or 6v., 1 /- each.
New supplies P346A 200 meg.
Transistors, 9/-, post paid.
SPECIAL OFFER OF MIKES. 0 x 73 Pine Dynamic, 32/6, post paid.
M.5.11. Dynamic with Flexible Desk Stand, £3, post paid.
ACOS Xtal (metal), MIC45, £112/b, post paid.
CM20 Xtal (plastic), 9/6, post paid.
CM70 Xtal Stick with Accessories, £2/7/6, post paid.

VALVEHOLDERS, B9A and B7G, 8d. each, Octal Ceramics, 1/3.

BY100 Rectifiers, 3/9 each, SM78P Silicons 800PIV 750M/A, 3/9.
Thyristors, 400 PIV 8 amps, 9/6 each.
Jap Vernier Slow Motion Dials. 500 [rim., 10/- ; 70 mm., 12/6, post paid.
Plugs. Octal, B9A or B7G, 2/6 each.
26/28

NOTTINGHAM ROAD, LOUGHBOROUGH,
Telephone 5131

New Branch now open at

88 ARKWRIGHT STREET, NOTTINGHAM

LEICS.

QSL Cards for Tx and SWL. Send s.a.e. for samples,

stating which type required. Prices from 12s. 6d.

per 100, purchase tax and post paid.-Beaumont,
G5YV, 8 Ashfield Avenue, Morley, Leeds.
UFO Detector Circuits, with data, price 10s.
refundable. - Paraphysical Laboratory (UFO

Observatory), Downton, Wiltshire.
QSL Cards and Log Books, GPO approved, cheapest
and best. Prompt delivery. - Samples from
Atkinson Bros., Printers, Looe, Cornwall.
YOUR Callsign Engraved. White letters black plate

6 x liin. 5s. 6d. 2 x tin. Badge Pin, 4s. post free.
C.W.O.-Workshops for Disabled, Northern Road,
Cosham, Portsmouth, P06 3EP.
SET of three Plastic Holders for 60 QSL cards,
lls. 6d.-WAMRAC Hq., 52 Thanet Street, Clay
Cross, Chesterfield, Derbyshire.

SWOP your camera or hi-fi equipment for Trio

9R-59DE, h.p. or cash.-Holdings Photo -Audio
Centre, 39/41 Mincing Lane, Blackburn (59595/6),

BB2-2AF, Lancs.

QSL Samples, excellent range at the right price.
Also Log Books at 7s.-Bailey & Co., Greenfield

Place, Weston -super -Mare, Somerset.

QSL Cards: Two-colour, attractive design, variable
features, from £3 3s. per 1,000 (inclusive). Send
foolscap s.a.e. for samples.-ARA Press, 46 Moat
Avenue, Green Lane, Coventry.
JANUARY Issue: Appears January 2, 1970. Singlecopy orders, 4s. (4s. 3d. "first-class" mail) to reach

us by Wednesday, December 31, for posting on
January 1.-Circulation Dept., Short Wave Magazine,
Ltd., 55 Victoria Street, London, S.W.1.
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SMALL ADVERTISEMENTS, TRADE -continued

QSL Cards: Also headed notepaper for individual
amateurs and Clubs -make your stationery
distinctive! Send s.a.e. for samples. - Casling,
G3MWZ, 31 Fiskerton Road, Cherry Willingham,
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LOOKING FOR A SPECIAL TRANSFORMER
All types produced to specification, Heater,
Bias, HT, 3 phase power, in fact anything.
Send your requirements with SAE for quotation.

Lincoln.

II

BAKER and BAINES
Crescent, Tupton, Chesterfield

Dale

READERS ADVERTISEMENTS
3d. per word, minimum charge 5/-, payable with order. Add 25%
for Bold Face (Heavy Type). Please write clearly, using full punctuation and recognised abbreviations. No responsibility accepted for

SURPLUS RADIO EQUIPMENT HANDBOOK

transcription errors. Box Numbers 1/6 Extra. Replies to Box Numbers
should be addressed to The Short Wave Magazine, 55 Victoria Street,
London, S.W.1.

A must for all using ex -Government sets. Only 30/- including
p. and p. (Mail order only).

Over 120 pages of data including circuits/operating for 40+
types ; many useful mods. and valve transistor equivalents list.

SYMBOL BOOKS (Dept. 4)

From :

210 EASTERLY ROAD, LEEDS

LS8 3ER

FOR SALE: Kopil Zoom 8EE movie camera, plus Prinz

Magnom projector (standard 8 mm.), bargain at

£45 or near offer. In as -new condition, buyer collects.
-Burrows, 23 Birch Avenue, Ashton, Preston, Lancs.
QELLING: Murphy Stereogram, purchased October,

° at £67 cash. To be collected on a Sunday. -15

Waverley Gardens, Grays, Essex.
eALE: CR-100/8 Rx, mod., with speaker, price £16,

°buyer to inspect and collect. -Rainbow, 290 Old
Bath Road, Cheltenham, Glos.
FOR SALE: Superb Lafayette Communications Rx,
550 kc 30 mc, plus FM 88 to 109 mc, £25. Small
and compact AC mains receiver, LW/MW/SW, £8.
Transistorised UHF/VHF converter, 10s. Carriage
extra; s.a.e. with enquiries. -Hayward, Sunnyfields,
Lighthouse Road, St. Margaret's Bay, Nr. Dover,
Kent.
eELLING: As -new Heathkit items-HW-32A, with
° microphone, £50; HA -14 linear amplifier, £45; components for combined PSU and Foxall cabinet, £15:
Cheyenne all -band AM Tx, £25. -Wang, G3VAA, 10
Stanwick Road, West Kensington, London, W.14.

WANTED: To buy or borrow, instruction manual
for Crystal Calibrator Test Set Type 193A, Vocab.
Nr. 10S/16400.-Lunson, 17 Tongdean Rise, Brighton,
Sussex.

QALE: In immaculate condition, a Heathkit DX -100U

° transmitter -the well-known 10 to 80m. AM/CW
job, running up to 150 watts input -with aerial
relay and manual, at £45 or near offer. - Ginn,
G3XOH, 106 Hazlerigg Hall, University of Loughborough, Ashby Road, Loughborough, Leics.
WANTED: Correspondence Course for the R.A.E.,
complete with model answers. Your price paid
for material in good condition. -McNulty, Raphoe,
Co. Donegal, Eire.
WANTED: Ex -Army 18 Set Transmitter/receiver,

for disabled amateur, merely to switch on. -

Ring Kirkham 2573.
FOR SALE: CR-300 Rx, with calibrator and speaker,

£10. Two UHF mobile Tx/Rx sets, complete, for
12v. working, £5 each. AF Wattmeter No. 1, perfect,
bargain at £10. DC/PSU for KW -2000, little used,
price £22. Some 811's at 20s. each. Carriage extra.
-McCaig, GM3BQA. Woodlands, Whitekirk Road,
North Berwick (2519), Scotland.
SALE: Creed 7B Teleprinter, £9. Marconi terminal
unit, £6 10s. Small Oscilloscope Type TS-34/AP, £6.
Buyer to collect, or could deliver to 30 miles. -Bird,
138 Wood Street, Earl Shilton, Leics.
WANTED: First-class two -metre Rx or converter
for exceptionally bad site; also 2m. and 70 cm.

modifiable walkie-talkies or mobiles. SELLING: Trio
JR-60, coverage 500 kc to 30 me and 142 to 148 mc.Jarvis, GM8APX, Head of Physics, Rannoch School,
Perthshire, Scotland. (Tel. Kinnoch Rannoch 379.)
CELLING: Hallierafters SX-28 receiver, excellent

°condition, £35. National HRO, with PSU, twelve
coil packs, including BS for 10 and 40m., £20.
Lafayette KT -320, £16. Minimitter converter, £8.
Randall, 118 Brook Street, Erith, Kent.

-

G3LRB

G3MCN

STEPHENS-JAMES LTD.
KW Atlanta. Transceiver
KW200B. Transceiver...
KW Vespa. Transmitter
KW201. Receiver
...
KW1000. Linear
...

KW E -Z Match

KW Balun

...
...
...
...

...

£250
£240
£135
El 1

1

E135

E12.10

£1.15

KW Antenna switch
E3.3
KW Low Pass Filters
E4. 14
Trio TS510. Transceiver L212
Trio JR500. Receiver ... £69.10
Trio JR310 ...
... £77.10

Trio 9R59DE. Receiver £42.10
Trio Headphones
... £5.19.6
Trio SP5D. Speakers ... £4.7.6

Lafayette HA600.
Receiver
..
Eddystone EAI2.
Receiver

£45

...

£195

Eddystone 940.
Receiver

E153

Eddystone EC.18.

.
Receiver
Eddystone ECIO, M k..11
.

.

E59.10
£69.10

Superior performance mobiling with the G -WHIP range of antennae.
Lightweight design. Helical wound. " Ranger I60m." £7.10. I60/80m.
duo -bander, £9. Tribander 10-15-20m., E9.9. Basemounts, £1.9.6.
Full details sent on request. New Multimobile self selecting 5 band
without coil changing. Luxury mobiling.
Hy -Gain Antenna Range
Verticals :
12AVQ 10-15-20m.... £16.10
I4AVQ 10-15-20-40m. E18.10
IBAVQ 10 through
80m.
£35.10
Beams :

TH3MK3 Tribander ...
TH2MK Tribander ...
TH31nr. Tribander ...

£67.10
£41.10
£41.10
£3.10

Hansen 50 ohm SWR
Bridges
Hansen FS Meters

f2.5

..

TTC RF Meters, tunable E3.19.6
High Pass Filters
... E1.7.6
Semi -automatic
Keys ..
PL259 Plugs

Bug

... E3.19.6
...
...
...
6.0
PL259 Cable Reducers ...
1.6
P1259 Sockets
...
...
8.0
TECH 15 G.D.O.
... E11.10

Codar Equipment

Second-hand Equipment
NCX5 Transceiver and
Geloso 209 Rx ...
Juliette NA5081

Eddystone ECIO
Eddystone ECIO
Sommerkamp FTDX500
KW2000A HB p.s.u. ...
KW2000A and p.s.u. ...
AR88 Receiver
...

Swan 500 with AC p.s.u.
and vox unit ...
...
Swan mobile p.s.u.
...

E220
£25
E28
£38

£40
£210
E150
E160

£35
E250
E40

Heathkit " Q " mult. ... E4.10.0
...
Lafayette HA600
Hy -Gain TH3 Mk.2. New
unused but not in
original carton
...

itter..

E37

£55

Garex Equipment

AT5. 160/80 Transmitter £16. 19.6
ATS AC p.s.u. ...
... 03.10.0
DC Mobile p.s.u.
...E11.10.0
PR3OX Preselector
... E7. 19.6
T28. 160180m. Receiver L15.17.6

RQ10 " Q " Multiplier... £8.17.6

3-20 2m. Mobile TransTW Phase II Traiverters
.

E35
£69

Phase II matching p.s.u....
£34
2m. Tx kit
...
... E4.17.6
tne.dTxTrryisTnitj
Transmitter ...E14.
.
10.0

Modulators
verters.

Complete range of Eddystone and Datum diecast boxes now in stock.
" Stella " cabinets, chassis, panels. Full details for S.A.E.
300 ohm twin feeder. yd.

75 ohm twin feeder. yd.
Dipole " T " pieces
.

7d.
7d.

.

Egg Insulators ...
..
50 ohm co -axial cable. );d.
Eddystone 898 SM dial ...
Jackson SM dial
...
Vernier dial 1" dia.
...
Vernier dials li" dia. ...
Vernier dials 2" dia. ...

1/6

6d.

1 /9

E6.6.9
E1.4.0

TTC C3005 SWR meter E6.6.0
R48 receiver ...
...
L240
T48 Transmitter
L250
...
TR4 Transceiver
£315
VHF Beams and Rotators.

All RSBG publications in
stock.
ARI58 Transistor Receiver.
El .1.0
6 band AC/DC
... 38 gns.
H.P. and Credit items arranged on all orders over £35. Part exchanges
welcome.
Carriage/postage extra all items.
S.A.E. enquiries please.
16.6
18.6

70 Priory Road, Anfield, Liverpool 4
Tel. 051-263 7829.

Half day Wednesday.
No parking problems.

We are approximately f mile from the Liverpool and Everton Football grounds.
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639:2 DERWENT RADIO 'AA
Our showroom will be closed this winter but we shall be pleased to

receive callers by appointment, at Hillcrest Avenue.

KW Atlanta and AC p.s.u. £250
KW 200013 and AC p.s.u.... £240
KW Vespa II and AC p.s.u. £135
KW 201 receiver ...
El 11
KW fl multiplier ...
£8 10
KW E -Z match ..
£12 10
KW P.E.P. meter
£16 10
KW 3 way co -ax AE switch E3 3
KW balun
LI IS
KW traps and T piece ... £3 10
.

.

K W low pass filter
KW trap dipole ...

.

... £414
... LI 1 10

Trio TX 510 and AC p.s.u. E212
Trio JR-500 receiver ... £69 10
Trio 9R59DE receiver ... £42 10
Trio SP -5D speaker
... E4 7
Trio HS -4 headphones ... L519
Eagle SWR bridge .
E9 19
Eagle RF 45 tuning meter
E2
Katsumi el bug ...
E715
Hansen SWR bridge
...
10
G Whips 160/80 ..
...
E9
G Whip tribander 14-28 ...
£9
G Whip multi mobile ... £15 10
G Whip base mount
... El 10
Garex 2m. converter
28-30 Mc....
...
LIO 7
Game 15w. 2m. tx
E8 15
Garex 20w. 2m. tx .
£16 10
Garex 15w. 2m. tx kit
£4 17
Garex Standard mod kit... E4 15
.

Lafayette HA 700...
...
137
Garex de -luxe mod. kit ... £7 17
Garex popular p.s.u. kit ... E3 15
Garex heavy duty p.s.u. kit E4 12
Garex dual p.s.u. kit
... 16 18

Eddystone EA 12
E195
Eddystone EC 10 ...
£59 10
Eddystone EC 10 Mk. II ... £69 10
Eddystone mains p.s.u.
E6 15
Eddystone 898 dial...
... L6 6
Eddystone plinth speaker E4 6
Diecast boxes
7/6, 11/-, 17/9
Coder AT -5 transmitter... £16 19
Coder T-28 receiver
... £15 17
Codar 250/S

Codar 12/MS......£1110
Codar 12 /RC
Codar PR -30
Coder PR -30x

... L210
... L519
E719

Joystick standard ...
... £5 2
Joystick de -luxe
£6 5
Joystick 4RF tuner
... [617
Joystick 6RF tuner..
19
Joystick 3A tuner ...
E3 19
Amphenol PL 259 ptfe
6 /Amphenol SO 243 ptfe ..
7/6
Lafayette HA 600
...
£45
.

Repanco coils and transformers 100 Kc/s. glass
B7G xtals
... 25 /Selection 50 odd xtals, our
choice, rebate on unwanted xtals. box
...
£2
6JS6A valves, RCA
... 35/Halson mobile Ae...
£6 17
Halson extra coils
£3 17
.

Teisco 81002 dynamic rnic L2 12
TTC 5 band RF meter ... E3 19
Antex soldering iron 15w. El 12
Antex soldering kit
... E2 7

Eddystone 830/7 ...
£275
2 way intercom ...
E215
WANTED WE ARE ALWAYS PLEASED TO HEAR ABOUT YOUR TRADEIN EQUIPMENT ANO ARE LOOKING FOR GOOD CONDITION KW,
EDDYSTONE, AND TW ITEMS IN PARTICULAR. WE CAN OFFER CASH,
RADIO EQUIPMENT OR NEW PHOTOGRAPHIC EQUIPMENT IN PART
EXCHANGE. WE ARE ALSO PREPARED TO ACCEPT CERTAIN PHOTO-

GRAPHIC EQUIPMENT IN EXCHANGE FOR RADIO.

S.A.E. WITH

REQUIREMENTS.

H.P. on any items over £35 in value. One third deposit and up to two years
to pay. Payments may be by Post Office Giro. You may also place your orders
by Giro. Our account number 64 041 0006.

KW Valiant and DC p.s.u.

Eddystone ECIO
Trio JR 500 160-10m.
Trio 9R59DE

£190
£45
El 15
£30

.

...

KW Viceroy 4 with AC
Trio TS 500 and AC p.s.u.

Halicrafters SX 43

...

Drake SW -4A and speaker

AR 88 LF
Pye base law band
Pye base hi band ...
Star SR 700A
...

E55

£30
£95
£175
£35
1155
£30
£20
E20
E90
£35

Trio VFO

Eddystone 740
Eddystone 940
Eddystone 888A

120
E30

...

Minimitter MR 44/11

Minimitter Mercury tx
Collins filter

...

Heath DX 100
Codar
AT -S........
Codar T-28 ..
Codar PR 30
Codar PR 30X ...
Sommerkamp FR 500 DX
Heath cal. for RA -I
Heath 6 mult 1.6 Mc IF ...

Heath speaker for RA -I ...
Lafayette HE -80 receiver
£30
Eagle CR 150 receiver ...
£16
HRO receiver only
Class D w /meter
E12
KW 160 am /Cw tx
£18
Lafayette HA 500...
Please add extra for carriage. S.A.E. for lists
Star SR 200 ...
Star SR 550
Codar CR 70A receiver ...

SMALL ADVERTISEMENTS, READERS -continued

For portable work, Eddystone EC -10

WANTED:
in good condition. Would EXCHANGE either for

Trio 9R5.9DE; or commercial TX studio -type 17in.
video monitor (these cost £375); or for Hudson

base -station Rx and Tx modified for 4m., in very

smart table -top cabinet and in daily use; or for

two -metre fully transistorised Tx/Rx, very compact,
comprising TW.2 receiver and one -watt RF output
transmitter with 100% modulation, running off 12v.,

works FB.-Jones, G5ZT, 3 Bircham View, Austin
Crescent, Eggbuckland, Plymouth (76552.)
QELLING: Marconi TF-801/A signal generator,

6/coverage 10 to 300 mc, as new, complete with
rotator, little used, in perfect condition, with 50ft.
control cable, £18; five -element wide -spaced Yagi,
brand new and boxed, 50s.; complete mast rotator
manual, leads, etc., £22. Aerial Equipment: CDR-AR22

system, craftsman -built and extremely robust, with
thrust bearings, brackets, cowl -gill motor, etc. brand
new, ready for use, requires 24v. AC supply, £16.
Two 20ft. dural scaffold poles, complete with
coupler,

£4.

Manuals: SX-28A, 50s.; SX-115, 45s.;

Collins 51J-3, 95s.; TS-174B/U, 75s.; TS-186D/UP, 75s.;
TS -239, 75s.; TS-413A/U, 65s.; TS-497B/URR, 55s.;
USM-24C, 85s.; USM-32, 85s.; USM-50, 75s. Also U.S.

Navy 7 x 50 Bausch & Lomb binoculars, brand new
and unissued, in leather case, £24. All items plus
carriage, or collect Lancs. area. WANTED: Highgrade valve -voltmeter and oscilloscope; also
AN/URM32 frequency meter. Part exchanges considered. -Box No. 4857, Short Wave Magazine, Ltd.,
55 Victoria Street, London, S.W.1.

WANTED: Pye Radiotelephones Type AM1OB,
AB1OD and AM25T, also small quantity QQV03-10
valves. -Austen, 28 Valebridge Road, Burgess Hill
(3409), Sussex.
FOR SALE: Complete Aerial System, comprising

32ft. mast by Francis & Lewis, RT.32, in mild

Second-hand equipment in stock
KW 2000A and AC p.s.u....
KW Vanguard 160-10 ...
KW Vespa and AC p.s.u....

December, 1969

.

E100
E60

[25

£30
E25

£40
E13

£12
E4 10
£5 10
£115
E3

£3
£2

00

16
£6
£38

28 Hillcrest Avenue, Scarborough, Yorks.

2 METRE CONVERTERS AF239. RF stage, TIMM F.E.T.

mixer, xtal controlled multiplier chain. Size : 4" x 3" x
IF's 4-6 or 24-26 me/s. £10 each. Post free.

GORDON R. GRIGG G3PRX
72 ELMSTONE ROAD, RAIN HAM, KENT

ISLE OF WIGHT
TRAP DIPOLES and TOROID BALUNS
DETAILS FROM

WEMSCOL, 60 High St., Cowes, I.o.W.

steel, galvanised; CDE-AR22R rotor and control
box; MP -33 three -element beam for 10-15-20m., rated

2kW-package deal at £65 or near offer, or would
consider sel:ing separately. Also an HRO Rx, with
nine GC coil packs and PSU, in working order, £15.
-de Beneducci, G3XWW, Westwood, Sandy Lane,

Cobham, Surrey. (Tel. Oxshott 2783.)
eELLING: VHF transistorised converter, with
6/battery, £4. MW/LW transistor portable, £7. Complete Avometer with its case, £8. Gyroscope motor,
18s. 6d. VHF Rx, coverage 100-180 mc, with PSU and
speaker, £20. Wide -range Marconi valve voltmeter,
£15. All carriage extra, s.a.e. with enquiries.
Manuals: For R.208 and VHF Calibrator Type 18,
20s.; Rebecca TS -31, 40s.; VHF Calibrator Type 120,
30s. Circuits: R.31 (BC -1000) Rx, 5s.; Rebecca Tester
Type 102, 20s. Postage and packing extra. -Hayward,
S'snnyfields, Lighthouse Road, St. Margaret's Bay,
Nr. Dover, Kent.
DISPOSING: Hammarlund SP-600JX receiver, in
excellent condition, £80. Taylor Oscilloscope Type
32A. as new, £20. Circuit Analyser, £8. Cabinet for
Hallicrafters SX-28, £5. WANTED: Hallicrafters
SX-100, SX-42, medium -wave Command Rx, Eddystone S.750. -Wise, 9 St. Quintin's Close, Cowbridge
(3371), Glamorgan, South Wales.
RUILD a 400w. p.e.p. output linear -six new

" PL505's (two for spare), with series droppers

and thermistor, bases, etc., 250v. 1 amp. isolation
transformer, two 002 mF variables, 8v. zener diode
for grounded -grid bias, plus 12 -volt rotary relay,
also eight 120 mF 350v. electrolytics. The Lot for
£14 only. -Hamer, G3LMQ, 7 Arundel Road, Cheylesmnre, Coventry, CV3-5JT.

THANKS to all my friends who kindly wrote,
phoned or visited me during my recent stay in
Hospital, also to Western Electrics, Swindon, for
their help with their excellent towers. Merry
Christmas and Happy New Year to all. -Harold,
G5ZT, Plymouth.
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SMALL ADVERTISEMENTS, READERS-Continued

FOR SALE: Full -lattice xtal filter, using 4/FT-243
crystals, mounted in die-cast box, two carrier
xtals, also 5837 kc; barely used and is a fine filter,
price £14.-Catchesides, Barnwell Hall, Patchway,
Bristol, BS12-5DF.
WANTED: Details of worth -while modifications to

R.209 Mk. II receiver; can furnish info for an
inexpensive PSU for AC mains operation.-Porter,
37 Pothouse Lane, Darwen, Lancs.
WANTED: Valves type QQ06-40A and QQV03-20A,
also 250 kc crystal and 620-0-620v. mains transformer. Details and price, pse.-Wadsworth, G3NPF,
Ashingdon Road,
Sn"thend 544096.)
130

Rochford,

Essex.

(Tel.

WANTED: Urgently, compact Mobile rig, Tx/Rx
/PSU, for 10-15-20m., or a monobander for any
of these bands. Home -built or commercial with
matching Rx/PSU, e.g. Gonset G.77, would suit.Giddings, G3XLB, The Meads, Park Road, Stoke

Poges, Bucks. (Tel. Slough 30873.)
FOR SALE: Heathkit RA -1 receiver, with crystal
calibrator, immaculate condition, £32 or near
offer.-Kronquist, Trees, Rogate Road, Hill Brow,
Liss, Hants.
QALE: Tiger 60X Transmitter, 70w. five -band table
1" top job, with TT21 PA, in excellent condition, £25

or near offer. Also a BC -221 with original charts,
£10 or offer. Could deliver to 60 miles, or buyer
collects. - Woolford, G2ASW, Smugglers Steps,
Queens Avenue, Herne Bay (4421), Kent.
gELLING: Trio JR-500SE amateur -band receiver,
'-' purchased November, 1968, in perfect condition
and little used. Price £50. (Midlands).-Box No.

4858, Short Wave Magazine, Ltd., 55 Victoria Street,
London, S.W.1.
MANUALS: RA.17A, R.137A, CX-1400, at 45s. each.
B.40, 339, 35s. Plus postage. Many others.Brooks, 5 Farrant House, Winstanley Road, London,
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Listen to the
world with
Eddystone
When you own an Eddystone
communications receiver, you have the
broadcasting world at your finger tips wherever you happen to be - on land or

at sea. The reputation these sets have attained is proof of their excellence

and reliability and at Imhofs, there is a special Eddystone department.
where you can see, hear and compare all models listed here.

Same day despatch to any part of the world; free delivery in the U.K.;
plus after sales service for which Imhofs and Eddystone are world famous.
EDDYSTONE EB35 Mark II broadcast receiver AM/FM transistorised.
A high performance all -band receiver, can also be used as a 'Hi-Fi' tuner.
Powered by 6 SP2 torch cells, or, with Type 924 power supply unit, from
AC mains. £82.4.9d.
EDDYSTONE 940 (13 valve) communications receiver. A connoiseur's
instrument combining 'Professional' appearance with performance; has a
world-wide reputation, two RF stages ensure high -sensitivity. £153.0.0d.

EDDYSTONE EC10 transistorised communications receiver. An en-

thusiast's receiver at a modest price. Embodies features usually only found
in much more expensive designs. Powered by 6 SP2 torch cells or Type 924
power unit (AC). £59.10.0d.

EDDYSTONE ECIO Mark II transistorised communications receiver.
A de -luxe version of this famous design now incorporating 'S' meter and
limited fine tuner.

£69.10.0d.

EDDYSTONE EA12 'Ham Band' receiver. Built to professional standards but specifically for the amateur enthusiast. High sensitivity for all
reception modes CW, MCW, AM and SSB. FSK adaptor available as

ancillary £195.0.0d.
EDDYSTONE EY11 a variant of the EC1O tailored to the requirements
of the small off -shore boat owner. Available shortly.
There is an Eddystone Communications receiver for any frequency between
10kHz and 1000 MHz full details from Imhofs or your local Eddystone agent.

IMHOF'S

MAIN EDDYSTONE
DISTRIBUTORS

Dept: 11/12.
112-116 New Oxford Street, London, WCI Tel: 01-636 7878
R3613

S.W.11.

FOR SALE: B.40 Type C receiver, with its handbook

and in good working order, price £15.-Debney,
Tx/Rx covering 160 or 80m., or
both, with mains or battery PSU. (West
Country).-Box No. 4859, Short Wave Magazine,
111 Penn Lea Road, Bath, Somerset.

for quick,

Ltd., 55 Victoria Street, London, S.W.1.

eastreliable

WANTED: ZC1

SALE: G.E.C. BRT-400E, in good condition, £52. Two metre 10 -element J -Beam, as new, £5. Buyers

collect.-Arnold, G3RHI, 2 Summerfield Drive, Prestwich Manchester. (Tel. 773 2964.)
WANTED: R.216 receiver, in good order. Have for
SALE a 52 Set, with mains PSU, in good condition, price £10 plus carriage.-Clift, 32 Knowle
Avenue, Ainsdale, Southport (78727), Lancs.
QURPLUS Receivers For Sale; R.107, coverage 1.2
Lito 18.0 mc. £15. R.109 (6v. version). for 1.8 to
8.5 mc, £7. R-209 (Rv.), covering 1.0 to 20.0 mc, £12.
PCR-2, with LW/MW and 6.0 to 22 me coverage,
fitted internal mains PSU, speaker and BFO. £12. An
unmodified PCR-2, without PSU, £8. For the R.209
and the PCR's, add 20s. denosit for returnable
crate. All carriage paid.-Golledge, G3EDW, Glen
Tow. Torrington (2411). North Devon.
WANTED: All -band 100w. CW transmitter, though
coverage 10-15-20m. would be acceptable: commercial or home -built. latter preferred if a good job,

soldering
Contains 5 cores of non -corrosive flux, instantly
cleaning heavily oxidised surfaces. No extra flux
required. Ersin Multicore Savbit Alloy also reduces wear

of copper soldering iron bits.
SIZE 5
HANDY SOLDER
DISPENSER
Contains 10 ft. coil
of 18 s.w.g. Ersin
Multicore Savbit
Alloy. 2/6 each.

with or without PSU: an AM/CW type of trans-

mitter considered. As this would be an export
proiect, pse. state weight, size and shipping cost as
well as the Tx details.-Rees. BICC Box 101, Ras-AlKhaima. Trucial States, Arabian Gulf.
FOR SALE: Goldring GL.58 Transcription Unit,
Armstrong Stereo -Amplifier and two Wharfedale
speakers in separate oak cabinets, altogether £49.
Also a Heathkit GR-64 receiver, factory built, £19.
All these items in perfect working order, buyers to
collect, Middlesex.-Box No. 4859, Short Wave
Magazine, Ltd., 55 Victoria Street, London, S.W.1.

SIZE 12
Ideal for home
constructors.
Contains 90 ft.
of 18 s.w.g. Ersin
Multicore Savbit
Alloy on a plastic

reel. 1* each.

SIZE 15
SOLDER
DISPENSER
Contains 21 ft. coil
of 60/40 Alloy,
22 s.w.g. Ideal for
small components,
transistors, diodes.

etc. 3/- each.
BIB MODEL 8
WIRE STRIPPER
AND CUTTER
Strips insulation
cleanly and
quickly, fitted
with unique 8
gauge wire
selector. Plastic
handles. 9/6 each.

From Electrical and Hardware shops. If unobtainable, write to:

C

Multicore Spiders Ltd., Hemel Hempstead, Herts.

I
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TYI=HARMONICS=WASTED POWER ! BE Till FREE WITH A

JOYSTICK

VFA REGD.

Still the world's most versatile and compact all band aerial

Partridge Electronics Ltd., Broadstairs, Kent.

USEFUL ODDMENTS
NEW REED SWITCHES. Ideal for organ key switches and
burglar alarms, 2/- + 6d. post, quantity discount.
NEW MAINS TRANSFORMERS to give 6-3v./6.3v./2.0v./21v.
at about I amp., 5/- + 4/6 post.
FERRITE Rings k" and f" ; Squares -1" x 4", 1 /- + 6d. post.
POINTER KNOBS. 2/- a dozen + 1/6 post.
SPECIAL OFFER

CONTROL UNIT.

GGIV02-6

Valves,

Ex -equip.

and guaranteed, 8/6 + 1 /- post.

tested

With Morse oscillator, intercom amp.

mains p.s.u., 4-615. Built into super round corner case, 141" x
10" x 81". 18/6 + 10/- carr.

ELEY ELECTRONICS
112 GROBY ROAD, GLENFIELD, LEICESTER,

LE3-8GL

December, 1969

SMALL ADVERTISEMENTS, READERS -continued

OFFERING: Lafayette KT -340 Rx, in as -new condition, price £17. Hallicrafters HT -40 Tx, coverage
10 to 80m., runs 75w. AM/CW, at £16. Also a Lafayette KT -320 Rx, requires re -alignment, appearance
immaculate, £10. All items "or near offer". -Glenn,
G3YCU, Meadfoot, Pembroke Road, Woking (4292),
Surrey.
SELLING: Codar CR-70A, little used, at £14. Also
Codar A.T.5 with AC/PSU, £17. Also E.M.I. 10X6's,
pair at 30s. Hi-Fi 8w. mono amplifier, in good
condition, £5. Midland VHF aircraft band converter,
never used, 60s. Converter for 2m., 20s. Complete
AM/CW transmitter, running 25w. on 20-40-80m., £8.

WANTED: Marconi CR-100 or B.40 Rx, also good
two -metre converter.-Noquet, 4 Heybridge Road,
Ingatestone, Essex.
QALE: BC -221 frequency meter, with original charts,

'stab. PSU and headphones, £17. Also HA -350 Rx,
for 240v. AC, coverage 10 to 160 metres, with xtal
calibrator and handbook, price £40. -Handy, 105
Humber Avenue, Coventry, CV1-2AU, Warwickshire.
WANTED: Codar preselector and Q -multiplier. For
SALE: E.M.I. 'scope Type Q/D 101, in good condition and with manual, £8. Would Exchange. Arnold. G8AHE, 24 Albert Road, Stechford, Birmingham, 33.

WANTED: In good condition, a Minimitter converter for the 10 to 80m. bands. -Hutcheson, 7

For all Radio

Westcroft Road. Dundee, Scotland.
qELLING: De -luxe "Joystick" with Type 4RF Tuner,
" £5. Trio 9R-59DE receiver, with crystal calibrator,
voltage regulator, fitted speaker and HS -4 headphones. £28. All items in excellent condition; would
prefer buyers to inspect and collect, or could deliver
to 25 miles. -Watts, G3XFH, QTHR. or ring OBR53
2290 (Whitchurch. Bristol) after 6.0 p.m.
FOR SALE: An Eddystone 770U/1 receiver, the pro-

and Electronic Components,

megacycles, in excellent condition and with its

Glasgow Electronic Services
21 OLD DUMBARTON ROAD,
GLASGOW, C3.

Trio Receivers and Transceivers,
etc., etc.
Part Exchanges - H.P. - Phone: 041-339 2642

* NEW THIS MONTH *

'...

FETs.

Type 2N3819, new ...
BNC COAX plugs and sockets
Elbow plugs

._

...

...

...

_

7/3 /5/-

each
each
each

MINIATURE SCREENED COILS. 4-" x f" x -1" can

contain
" dia. former with dust core, winding and most
have 22pF capacitor. Ideal to rewind for transistor circuits,
etc.
each

BREADBOARDING KITS. S -Dec...
T -Dec

SLOW MOTION DRIVES.
brand new

._

untested for

...

6: I epicyclic ball type,
...

..

GERMANIUM TRANSISTOR BARGAIN BAGS.

GERMANIUM DIODE BARGAIN BAGS.
40 untested for

...

6d.

29/6

50/-

each

.
12

Approx.

3/2/1/6

POTENTIOMETER BARGAIN BAGS :
BBI-5 metal -cased ± 12 presets for

...
...
For Pot. details see last month's Ad. or send for lists.

BB2-12 metal -cased + 30 presets for

15 /-

30/ -

Send LARGE SAE for FREE LIST of other bargains available.
Handling charge 1/6 per order (2/6 for orders over LI)

IAN S. PARTRIDGE, G3PRR
(Dept. SW)

I 22a Eskdale Avenue, Chesham, Buckinghamshire

fessional VHF job designed to cover 150 to 500
manual giving all technical details, price £85, or
near offer. -Hollings, G3GNN. 21 Brompton Road,
Sprotborough, Doncaster (52207). Yorkshire.
SALE: Eddystone EC -10 Rx, in brand new and
unused condition, £38. Also a two -metre 40w. Pye
Tx, with modulator and PSU, £10. Can deliver in
Cambridge area. -Box No. 4856, Short Wave
Magazine. Ltd., 55 Victoria Street, London, S.W.1.

CELLING: An Eddystone 888A receiver (amateur
'bands spread) with matching S -meter and speaker.
£65 or near offer. -Durham, 17 The Towers, Netley,
Nr. Southampton. Hants. (Tel. Ramble 2330.)
FOR SALE: R.186 receiver, coverage 13.5 kc to
8-0 me in eight ranges, incorporating all controls
plus metering to 12 stages, with s/m drive, backlighted scales, 10 kc xtal filter, five selectable band
widths, in mint condition, with PSU and built-in
speaker, complete with manufacturer's handbook,
price £35, plus carriage. Also BFO No. 8-FHL
(ZD.00187) 0-20 kc in two ranges, with 50 -cycle
check, calibrated output meter with adjustable output, altogether seven valves with PSU, in good
working order, £6. plus post and packing. -Ring

Jones, Coventry 72227.
UNWANTED: Trio 9R-59DE receiver, brand new and
unused, going at £30. Also a Class -D Mk. I Wave meter. modified for 240v. AC, as new, £5. Buyers to
collect. - Culling, 25 Kingsand Road, London,
S.E.12 (or ring 01-857 2593. evenings or weekends).
OFFERING: Hammarlund HQ -180A general -coverage
receiver with time -switch and matching Hammarlund speaker, will accept £130 or near offer. (South
London.) -Box No. 4855, Short Wave Magazine, Ltd.,
55 Victoria Street, London, S.W.1.
FOR SALE: Gonsett G.76 Transceiver, covering six

bands and running 100 watts, with mobile PSU

and accessories. Ideal for desk or mobile operation,
bargain at £35. -Boyce, 63 Church Road, West
Kirby, Wirral, Cheshire. (Tel. 051-625 8945.)
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SALE: HW-17 transceiver, with DC/PSU, needs
attention, price £45. Eddystone EC -10 receiver,
very reliable, £30. Green CTR-70, £15. Green 70 cm.

transistor converter, IF 2.0 to 4.0 mc, £14. Green
2MZO transmitter (burnt -out HT transformer, one
spare), otherwise very reliable, £25. Six -element
J -Beam, 20s. And a halo at 5s. Will deliver to
200 miles.-Cummings, G8ANA, QTHR.
FOR SALE: First 50 issues "Practical Electronics"offers? Also a TMK T.P.-5S Multimeter, as new,
60s.-Bassford, 13 Beechfield Drive, Lichfield, Staffs.
OFFERING: An R.107 Rx, in good condition. Also
an R1475, poor, with PSU. Both must be sold so
every offer considered!-Hyoe, 8 Highgate Drive,
Walsall, Staffs.

WANTED: Vols. I and HI "Surplus Radio Conversion Manual," edited by William Orr, W6SAI.Garrett, 24 Tibberton Close, Wolverhampton, Staffs.

In good condition, Elan Beam for
L/10 -15m., at £12; also a Hy -Gain 203BA, 20 metres,
£19.-Walker, G3AZT, Woodcote, Tubney, Nr.
Abingdon, Berks.
QELLING:

CALE: Marconi CR-150/3 receiver, coverage 2.0 to
1'1 60 mc, with mains PSU, new spare valves (including expensive STV 280/40), bought 1968 and little
used since. Price £45, could deliver to 70 miles.-

Curtis, 29 Northfield Road, Milford, Lymington,
Hants. (Tel. 0590-69 3325.)
CELLING: Eddystone EC -10 receiver, with PSU;

L' one year old, very slight marking to paintwork on
top of bezel, otherwise excellent in every way, price
£40.-Breame, 92 Blunden Road, Cove, Farnborough,
Hants.
Hammarlund SP -600
Communications
SALE:
Receiver, giving continuous HF coverage, at £80.
Also a KW -77 amateur band Rx, £55. Both these
are in excellent condition.-Williams, GW3NKZ, 71
Station Road, Llanishen, Cardiff (753743), South
Wales.
WANTED: Trio JR-60U Rx in good condition; full

details and information, pse.-Johnson, 22 The
SALE: AR88D receivers-two of these, surplus to
requirements, very clean, at £35 each.-Roebuck,
Grove, Totley, Sheffield, Yorkshire.

G3VTZ, QTHR (or ring Princes Risborough 4481).

FOR SALE: Panda Cub Tx, with improved VFO
and PSU, at £20 or near offer.-Wetherill, G2TK,
43A Newborough, Scarborough, Yorkshire.
SELLING: An original PSU for the HRO; also three

HF-band GC coil packs, and handbook-the lot at
£4.-Vest, 45 Edge Court, Durham.
JANUARY Issue "Short Wave Magazine" due out
January 2. Single -copy orders, 4s. (or 4s. 3d.
"first-class") post paid, to reach us by Wednesday,
December 31, for despatch on Thursday, January 1st.
These copies are sent flat in an envelope.-Orders,
with remittance, to: Circulation Dept., Short Wave
Magazine, Ltd., 55 Victoria Street, London, S.W.1.
FOR SALE: Transistorised grid -dip oscillator, also

acts as absorption wavemeter, including set of
covering 1.0 to 30 mc (can be

plug-in coils

extended to VHF), price £7.-Thomas, 4 Green Park,
Pentlepoir, Saundersfoot, Pembs., West Wales.
VLBROPLEX Bug Bey wanted; must be genuine
Vibroplex make. Full details, pse.-Lear, G3TKN,
49 Cliff Road, Wallasey, Cheshire, L44-3AX.

RADAR DETECTION INSTRUMENT
PROTECT YOUR DRIVING LICENCE WHICH IS PRICELESS!

Completely self contained, ready to clip on sun visor. Detects

radar speed traps and is covered by domestic licence. Ham and
Radar Scatter signals picked up even round bends up to approx.
1/3 of a mile. (Up to 2 miles warning on Motorways).
Fully guaranteed. Size : 41" x 3f" x 3" E13 . 5 . 0 inc. P/P. For
details ring 01-660 2896 or 8d. stamp. No extra charge for C.O.D.

Belding & Bennett (Box 14) 45 Green Lane, Purley, Sy.
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CATALOGUE

Completely new
9th 1969 edition

The most COMPREHENSIVE -CONCISE CATALOGUE.
CLEAR -COMPONENTS
Complete with 10 /- worth discount vouchers
FREE WITH EVERY COPY.
* 35 pages of transistors and semi -conductor devices, valves crystals.
* 220 pages of components and equipment.
* 65 pages of microphones, decks and Hi-fi
equipment.

320 BIG pages
6,500 items
1,200

illustrations

SEND TODAY 9/6 post paid

HENRY'S RADIO LTD.

303-309 EDGWARE RD., LONDON, W.2.
For all types of Components phone :
01-723 1008/9

High Fidelity Sales and Equipment phone:
01-723 6963

G3XKF

G3XKF

MIN ITEN NA

COMMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT
We prefer you to inspect our equipment and collect
SPHINX SSB TX. Mk. II with Delta Unit as new E65 0

GONSET G77. Mobile Tx with power supply 80-10
metres 60w .

HEATHKIT RAI. Factory built ...
HAMMURLAND H X50 SSB TX. 80-10.

E27 10

£32 10

PEP

FIX.

0
0

130w.

£100

TRIO 9RS9DE RX. As new, with stabiliser and
crst. cal.
HALLICRAFTERS S2713

0

...

HALLICRAFTERS HT40 TX. 80-10

0

0

E37 10

£25

0

0
0

E20

0

0

WANTED-TRANSMITTERS AND RECEIVERS
J.

SHARRATT

EDLESBOROUGH, DUNSTABLE, BEDS.
Tel.: Eaton Bray 297

Build yourself a PRINTSET

2m. CONVERTER
Printed circuit. 28-30 MHz IF output
PRINTSET Basi-Kit CV -144/28 only £2.2.9 post pd.
(or CV -144/28 Basi-kit plus crystal, £4.1.6)
DON'T LET THESE LOW PRICES FOOL YOU 1
Typical specs : S/N for IµV p.d. (50 ohms) 30% Mod : 16 dB.

Overall gain 144 MHz (50 ohms) to 28 MHz (50 ohms) :
26 dB. Gain variation 144-146 MHz :4 dB. Noise factor : 5 dB.

14 page Catalogue SP5 describes these and other VHF,
SSB, RTTY, and El -Bug kits and units.

SPACEMARK Ltd.

PICCADILLY
MANCHESTER
14

(Tel: 061-237 0817)

HANG EAR ELECTRONICS
PRESELECTORS
Try an extra R.F.
amplifier on
your
receiver,
with built-in PI tank
antenna tuner. This
combination producing

a

gain

of up to

25 dBs gain. Suitable
for any communication
receiver, the tuner
matching any length of

wire from 6 feet upPriced at
C7 10s. with p/pack,

wards.

send for details.

29 CARLYLE RD., NORWICH

December, 1969
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S.S.B. PRODUCTS

RADIO SHACK LTD.

EDDYSTONE. ECIO, L59/10/- and L69 /10 /-. S/H, L35, 940,
LI53. EB35MK2, L82. Other models stocked.

LONDON'S AMATEUR RADIO STOCKISTS
Brand new equipment straight off the shelf

TRIO. TS510 and PS510, L200.
Phones HS4, E5 /19 /6. Speaker
JR500SE, L65. 9R59DE, L39.
SPSD, L4 /5 /-. All new, boxed. Latest 1R310, L74.

RECONDITIONED S/H gear.

SX101A, LG50, Redifon R50M,
ECIO, HRO, Linear using 2 x 813, 2m. Converter, etc.

1000 /100 kc/s. New double xtal units. 3 pin will fit class "0"
or your new calibrator, 45/- ea. plus 2/- P. & P.
COLLINS TX. LOADERS. Few left, 9/6 ea. plus 6/6 P. & P.

SCARAB # lattice quality xtal filters, inc. carrier xtal, Tx circuit
and layout. All parts to make it inc. 3 newly made xtals, L7 /10
plus 2/6 P. & P.

ATTRACTIVE ROUNDED CORNER CABINETS AND

PN LS. Louvred. Lift up lid. 15" x 10" x 6" approx. Removable
base, etc. Only L4 plus 10/- carriage. State colour required please.

I-M/B.
R.C.A. 12v. 3 -sets c/o.
Beautifully made. F.B. for 160-2m. (or cars), 11/6 each plus
2/6 P. & P. Make your STN. one SW. controlled.

NEW ROTARY RELAYS.

MATCHED 6HF5's. SPECIAL XMAS OFFER 4-6HF5's, 4 -Bases
plus Handbook and Circuit of simple to make 800w. Linear.
Price LIO (saving 35/-). Postage 4/6 extra (includes P.T.).

240

DRAKE MN -20002000 watts antenna match network

105

DRAKE T-4XB transmitter-SSB
DRAKE TR-4 transceiver-SSB
...
DRAKE L -4B linear amplifier

DRAKE MN -4 antenna match network for 2 -NT,
T-4XB, TR-4 ...

DRAKE 2 -NT transmitter-CW

.

SWAN 350C transceiver and p.s./speaker
SWAN 500C transceiver and p.s./speaker
SWAN 260 Cygnet transceiver ...

TRIO JR500SE receiver-Amateur bands ...
TRIO 9R59DE receiver-general coverage ...

TRIO TS -510 SSB transceiver and power supply

TRIO VFO-5D remote V.F.O.

TRIO JR3I0 amateur bands receiver...

KW 2000B transceiver with AC p.s.u.
KW 20008 D.C. power supply unit ...
KW 1000 linear ...

KW Vespa Mk. II transmitter with AC p.s.u.
...
KW 201 receiver

6I46's. E2 each. Matched pairs in stock (4/6 P. & P.).

KW E -Z Match, 10-80m. aerial tuning unit
...
KW Dummy Load for 52 or 75 ohms

2 metre W.S. Yagi 5 element

(10 dBs. gain) with masthead bracket. Only 49/6 plus 101- carr.
WE DO PART EXCHANGES.

MERRY XMAS TO ALL

7 LITTLE CASTLE STREET, TRURO
CORNWALL

KW " Q" Multiplier for 455 kHz I.F.

THE 4MH 2 METRE TX
15 WATTS INPUT.
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.

XTAL SUPPLIED

PRICE £10 including post

KW Traps and "T" Piece ...
KW Balun

.

:
ratio. Dual impedance 52/75 ohms
...
KW L.P.F. 52 or 75 ohm (Belling Lee socket)
...
KW L.P.F. 52/75 (S0239 amphenol socket)
KW Antenna Switch. Switches up to 3 antennae ...
...
Belling Lee H.P.F. 75 ohm
Belling Lee T.V. balun
I

I

77 1
55

250
240
42
135
135
105
8 I
I

16
10
12

I

3

I

I

I

1

4 I
5

3

16 10
18 10
35 10
67 10

...
...
...
...
TI -13.112 junior tri-band beam

0

41

SHURE MICROPHONES :
...
...

''

"'

12 15

5 12
6

100

...
HEATHKIT RA -1 amateur bands receiver
HEATHKIT 10-10 D.C. couplied osciloscope ...
HEATHKIT 0-12U Sin. laboratory oscilloscope ...

TRIO 9R59DE general coverage receiver. As new ...
MURPHY Type 55 T.V. pattern generator. 405/625
HARTLEY CT 436 dual trace oscilloscope ...

SOLARTRON VM 1484 RMS voltmeter. Current
As new

...

65

coverage

receiver

model.

0

6 15

(10, 15, 20, 40, 80 I60m.)

CROMPTON PARKINSON wattmeters...
...
EDDYSTONE EA -I2 receiver

13 Chapel Hill, Huddersfield. Tel. 20774

I

Large

s.a.e. for details.
12 AVQ 3 band vertical
14 AVQ 4 band vertical
18 AVQ 5 band vertical
TH3MK3 tri-band beam

HAMMARLUND SP600JX-general

AMATEUR RADIO SHOP

I

9

...

Used equipment
HAMMARLUND HQI 10 amateur bands receiver

Send SAE for further details to the

55
75
295
369
225
69
42
212
32

5 I

...
...
KW Trap Dipole, 97ft. feeder
KW Trap Dipole, 97ft. feeder fitted with Balun ...

202

circuit, using obtainable valves ECC8I, 6CH6,
QQV03/10. Each unit is air tested and requires 250v.
DC, modulated to PA and 250v. DC to supply the osc.
and multiplier. Size 6 x 4 x 21.

130

250
315
415

12

KW P.E.P. Meter and two-tone oscillator unit

201

Constructed from a simple, trouble free, effective

185

KW Match SWR indicator for 52 or 75 ohms (S0239

HY-GAIN Antennas. Full range in stock.

NEW :

.
.

JOHNSON Matchbox -60w. P.E.P.
KW Atlanta transceiver with AC p.s.u.

6HF5's 2gns. plus 10/7 P.T.ea. 2/6 P. & P.). No extra for matching
pairs or fours. Bases 5/- each.

BIRKETT'S BETTER BEAMS.

s. d.

E

DRAKE SW -4A receiver-AM, International, SW ...
...
DRAKE R -4B receiver-SSB, AM, SW, RTTY
...
DRAKE 2-C receiver-SSB, AM, CW, RTTY

...

KW 20006 transceiver with A.C. p.s.u. As new ...
SWAN 500 transceiver and p.s./speaker. As new ...
RACAL RA -17 general coverage receiver ,..

30
45
25
35
45
85

95
10

1

125

200
265
250

RACAL UNIVERSAL Counter /Timer. 0-100 mHz 375
95
DRAKE 2C receiver ...
R216 V. H .F. receiver ...

95

RADIO SHACK LTD.
182 Broadhurst Gardens, London, N.W.6
Just around the corner from West Hampstead Underground Station
Cables : Radioshack London N.W.6
Telephone : 01-624 7174
Giro Account No. 588 7151
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A XMAS OFFER FROM

G3HXM
To all readers of Short Wave Magazine

World Radio and
TV Handbook, 1969

A useful present for the family
(and shack)

Pending publication of the 1970
edition, we have a few copies
available of the 1969 edition.
These we are making a special

SAVE 30 0/0 ON A NEW

OLYMPIA TYPEWRITER

offer of for the Christmas Season.

Recommended Our Price to
List Price
S.W.M.

Current Models

Readers*
£ s. d.

Inclusive of postage and packing 27/6
Splendid 33

Traveller

...

Splendid 66

Publications Dept.

Traveller De Luxe
SKM Correspondence
SKE Report

SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE
55 Victoria Street, London, S.W.I.

PYE RANGERS. 2102, 68-174 mc AM. 12 -volt, boot
mounting with mic, speaker, cables and control unit

LI2

COSSOR 103B.

(carr. 30/-)

LIS

FM Walkie-Talkie. Will mod for 2 or 4
(carr. I0/-)

LIO

COSSOR 102.

...

27 15
28 15
29 15
29 15

0

19

9

0

0

20

3

0

0

20 17 0
20 17 0

0

To be

To be

advised

advised

Monica

35

5

0

24 14

0

S.M.8

40 15

0

28

1

0

S.M.9

47

0

33

2

0

5

I

*Plus P. and P. I0/- - Cash with order.

(carr. 30/-)
COSSOR 10313E. FM mobiles, QQV03-20A PA for 2 or
4, less vibrator. Boot mounting as above ... (carr. 30/-)

Dash mounting

s. d.

£

(Usual price 43/6)

LI2

COLLINS ART 13 Tx. 2-18.5 mc, 813 PA, PP 811 modulator,
clipper, VFO or xtal, manual or auto tuning. Size 24 x
10 x 12.
(carr. £2)
EIS

95% of Portable Typewriters sold in Britain are
imported and prices must rise.

Orders will be executed strictly in order and all
machines despatched will be new in unopened manufacturer's cartons and will carry our normal 12 months
guarantee.

Offer is subject to prior sale and orders will only be
accepted on our form below.

COLLINS ARR IS Rx.

1.5-18.5 mc, Collins PTO local
oscillator and BFO 500 kc IF. Size II x 8 x 20. (carr. £1)

US

Both Collins require p.s.u., 24 volt dynamotors. Supplied
at cost of carriage if required.

MR820 2 METRE Tx/Rx.
12v. p.s.u.

Dash MTG

(cart. 15/-)
...

2000pf Tx. Variable Capacitors

S.A.E. enquiries.

Telephone

QQV03-10 PA and driver.

MARCONI MODULATORS.
6 x 8 x 14. Wt. 20 lbs.

Mail order.

90

watts
...

E20

(S.W.M.)

PP829B.
LS

(A)

(inc. post)

12

I enclose £

Shop open Saturdays.

BAGINTON ELECTRONICS
(SALES)

49291/2

Please forward to me

(carr. 15/-)

State callsign when ordering or Tx's will be disabled.

G3TFC

To H. BARNES (Business Systems) LIMITED
23 Mousehold Lane, NORWICH, NOR 58R

OLYMPIA PORTABLE Model
to cover cost and P. and P. 10/-

(B) Please forward literature.
NAME

(Blocks)

ADDRESS (Blocks)

Ex ZC4JC

Market Corner, Baginton, Warks., CV8-3AP
24 hour Robo-Phone

Toll Bar 3688

MONEY REFUNDED IF NOT SATISFIED

I
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TEST and SERVICE ENGINEERS

December, 1969

required to work in

N. W. ELECTRICS

RADIO COMMUNICATIONS

52 GT. ANCOATS STREET

EQUIPMENT

MANCHESTER 4

Good Salaries

Interesting work

061-235 6276

Apply to R. Taylor,

G3MAX

K. W. ELECTRONICS, 23 HIGH STREET,
CRAYFORD.

Crayford 22040

DEVELOPMENT ENGINEERS
AND

EDDYSTONE RECEIVERS AND COMPONENTS, DENCO, REPANCO, etc.
Aluminium Chassis with Base Plate. 17" x 8f" x

ASSISTANT SALES OFFICE
MANAGER
experienced in SSB

required for interesting work
Apply Managing Director

K. W. ELECTRONICS LTD.
1 HEATH STREET, DARTFORD, KENT.
Dartford 25574

2". 32 valveholders B9A. 100 01 disc ceramics.
Erie X5U. 100 Resistors. 75 stand/off insulators,

I0/-, P.P. 4/6.

Receiver Unit R3673. 20 to 90 Mc/s. Size : 13" x
8" x 8". 10 channel. Motor selected. High quality
converter unit into 7.5 Mc/s. IF strip. 19 valves
(13 EF9I, 3 EB9I,
EL9I, 16J6, I EAC9I). Small
blower, 2 relays. Supplied with circuit and modifications, L3 10s. Postage 10 /-. All tested before
I

despatch.

Modulator Unit.

Ex -Aircraft Tx.
EF92-EL9I.
Pair of 6C4, circuit supplied, 15/-, P.P. 4/6.

" CALLBOOK "
WINTER EDITION

Vibrators. 12 volt Synchronous. Type No. I2SR7,
10/- each. Special offer 3 for LI. Postage 2/6.

Relay Panel. 8 miniature relays. Coil res. 5K ohm.
Double pole change over. 10 diodes ZS72 200
P.I.V. 750 mA, L2. Postage 2/6.

Available early January

Limited Quantity Only
Please order your copy early

Known the world over as the CALLBOOK, this compre-

hensive reference lists about 300,000 licensed radio
amateurs in the United States Directory and 145,000
or more in the rest of the world (contained in the " DX
Section "). The listings grow with every issue ! In the
U.S. Section, licence classifications are shown. Each
issue is an entirely new book with revised listings of
new licences, names and addresses.

The CALLBOOK

also includes much incidental DX information. Every
amateur operator and SWL needs the latest CALLBOOK
to get the most out of Amateur Radio.

DX Listings 43/US Listings 64/6
The two together, covering the World, L5/2/6

BY100 Rectifiers. 5/- each, P.P.
10-for 45/-, post 2/6.

1/-.

Special price

Electrolytics. TV type 400/200/50/16. 300v. DC wkg.,
4/6 each. Special price 10 for 37/6, post 4/6. Ideal
for high voltage p.s.u. in series.

Control Unit for Parts.

Contains : 2-500pF,
I-50pF, variable capacitors. 6-xtals with ceramic

selector switch, freq. 150/151/152/153/154/152 Kc/s.
FT243

3-flexible couplers, 3-epicyclic
2-50K W/W var. (9-valves), 4-EF50.

bases.

drives.

2-SP6I.

2-EA50.

I-EB34.

17/6, P.P. 10/6 unfortunately.

Excellent value,

Post free

Available only from

We still have some items from previous adverts.

Publications Dept.,

S.A.E. please with inquiries.

SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE
55

Victoria Street, London, S.W.I
01-222 5341

Business hours : 9 a.m.-6 p.m. Tuesday -Saturday

CLOSED ALL DAY MONDAY
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OUR BEST WISHES TO ALL
FOR THE COMING SEASON

LOWE ELECTRONICS
Wellington Street

4 Southwick Street
Southwick
Brighton

Matlock
Derbyshire

Matlock 2817
2430 after 6

Bill G3UBO

Southwick 4887

38 Huckford Road
Winterbourne
Bristol
Winterbourne 3086

19 Ellismuir Road
Baillieston
Nr. Glasgow
No phone yet

Alan G3MME

Vic G3CHW

Sim GM3SAN

Once again, Lowe Electronics spreads a bit more-my voracious appetite for the seven -sided stuff knows no bounds.

All is, as they say, grist to the mill, or something. Anyway, in order to stuff even more loot into the bulging till,
we now have a Scottish Rep., Sim Weir, GM3SAN, 19 Ellismuir Road, Baillieston, Near Glesca (Sassenachs pay no
regard-carry on eating your jeely piece) is the boy to go and see. He will show you Sommerkamp and Inoue gear

and persuade you to part with your money with his blether. But just let me issue one solemn word of warning
to you-we will remain to be known as Lowe Electronics and any attempts to alter the name of this sober and
upright business emporium to " Oor Wullie " will be frowned upon nae bother.

Enow o' this blether-to flog or not to flog, that is the question. Here are a few nice bits and bats for Christmas
presents :

Small printed

CRYSTAL CALIBRATORS ; 100 kHz.

circuit transistor effort which requires about 9v.
Very accurate and free from spurii £3 10s.
MORSE KEYS : The ordinary plain brass type I've

been flogging for years 18/-.
KATSUM1 SPEECH COMPRESSORS ; E7 15s.

MEDCO LP FILTERS_ 50 ohm £5, 75_ ohm E4 10s.
New HP filters 27/6.
LOW

IMPEDANCE
£2 2s. 6d.

PADDED

HEADPHONES

TECH TE18 valve GDO El 110s. TE65 valve voltmeter

complete with extra rf probe 416 10s.
DUAL VOLTAGE MOBILE PSU. I2v. pos. or neg.
transistor psu giving 150, 250 and -20v. DC. A
beautiful job E4 10s.

LUSTRAPHONE PTT MIKES : A limited number of
these top quality dynamic mikes. Normally around
the £8 mark and perfect for the Tx's I flog E4. In
the second-hand line, we have a pretty good selection
and to give you just a taste of blood :

EAI2 L130: HQ170 E70: 770R E80: HA350 E55:
75SI E170: 680X t45: FRIOOB E90: HRO, psu,
BS coils E25 : RAI E30.

Apache £50 : Panda Cub £25 : HT4I linear £60:
Green and Davis PGLAI linear £60. DX100U E45.
TRIO 388s nice exciter, gift E60 : FT100 mint £140 :
KW2000 £135 : KW2000A E175. 2000A DC psu new

£40: Complete Inoue demo. £160: Anglia 1200W
p.e.p. Big Daddy with a PAIR of 4CX250B's £230.
National 200 new £145 : Paros 3 bander E100. HW I2A
E40.

The above is just a selection of our stock and are all in the sort of condition that makes me happy to sell them. If
you want the best in New Stuff, or a piece of gear second-hand which has been thoroughly checked, drop me a line.

73 de Bill
VE8DP/G3UBO.

CALL BOOKS
INTERNATIONAL:
RADIO AMATEUR CALL BOOK
(Winter Edition)
" DX Listings "
" U.S. Listings "
The two together, covering the
World

SOME USEFUL

PUBLICATIONS

£2 /3

/4/6
£5 /2/6

" G's " only (1969/1970)

.

.

7/3

.

MAPS
AMATEUR RADIO MAP OF WORLD
Mercator Projection - Much DX
Information-in colour. Second
Edition

35in. wide by 25in. deep. Giving essential DX informa14/9

Black and White only . . . . .
(plus 9d. with Country/Prefix Supplement)

5/6

RADIO AMATEUR MAP OF THE
U.S.A. AND NORTH AMERICA

tion-bearing and distance of all parts of the world
relative to the U.K., the 40 Zone areas into which the

world is divided for Amateur Radio purposes, with
major prefixes listed separately. Distance scale in
miles and kilometres. Time scale in GMT. Marking
of Lat./Long. close enough for accurate plotting.
Hundreds of place names, mainly the unusual ones,
and most of the rare islands.

State boundaries and prefixes, size
24" by 30", paper

" DX ZONE MAP "
In four colours, on durable paper for wall mounting,

colour with
Country/Prefix
Supplement Revised to September, 1968

41/6
41/6
41/6
41/6
34/ All the above prices include postage and packing.

9/-

DX ZONE MAP (GREAT CIRCLE)
In

TAB BOOKS :
The Oscilloscope (3rd Edit.) ...
Working with the Oscilloscope (2nd Edit.)
Semiconductors from A - Z (1st Edit.) ...
Working with Semiconductors (1st Edit.) ...
VHF Ham Radio Handbook (1st Edit.) ...

8/9

Immediate delivery from stock

RADIO AMATEUR'S WORLD
ATLAS

Price I4s. 9d.

In booklet form, Mercator projection, for desk use. Gives Zones
and Prefixes

including postage and special packing in postal tube to
avoid damage in transit.
16/-

QRA LOCATOR MAP
(R.S.G.B )

BACK NUMBERS

9/ -

LOG BOOKS
Standard Log
Log and VHF Contest Log
Receiving Station Log
Spiral bound (A.R.R.L.)
Minilog, 4" by 6" (A.R.R.L.)

7/3

.

.

7/3
7/3

.

.

15/21-

.

6

.

Available-Some back -number issues of " Short
Wave Magazine." Six assorted numbers between
1960 and 1968, 8s. 6d. inclusive post/packing.
(Shelf -space wanted !)

WORLD RADIO/TV
HANDBOOK

(The above prices include postage)

Coming at about the end of December

MORSE COURSES
G3HSC Rhythm Method of Morse Tuition
Complete Course with three 3
speed L.P. records with books

84/ -

speed L.P. records with book

60/6

Beginner's Course with two 3
.

Single 12" L.P. Beginner's with
book

book ......

50/ -

Single, 12" L.P. Advanced with
.

50 /-

.

Three speed simulated GPO test.
7" d.s. E.P. record .
.
15 /Plus 5% for postage and insurance
.

.

The World's only complete reference guide to International Radio & Television Broadcasting Stations.
It includes : Frequencies, time schedules, announcements, personnel, slogans, interval signals and much
more.

Lists all International short-wave stations, including
frequencies for each country, foreign broadcasts, long

and medium wave stations (AM broadcast Band),

TV stations and domestic programmes. Long recognised as the established authority by broadcasters and
listeners. It is the only publication that enables you
to identify BC stations quickly and easily. Enables you

to fill more pages in your log book on the SW BC

bands and helps you add more BC -station QSL cards to

your collection.

Available from

Price, same as last year (no increase !)

SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE
Publications Dept.,
London, S.W.1

55

Victoria Street,
01-222 5341

(Counter Service, 9.30-5.15, Mon. to Fri.)
(Nearest Station : St. James's Park)

(GIRO A/C No. 547 6151)

... 43/6
post free
PLEASE ORDER YOUR COPY EARLY!

All available from:

SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE
55 Victoria Street, London, S.W.I

Printed by The Courier Printing Co. Ltd., Tunbridge Wells for the Proprietors and Publishers, The Short Wave
Magazine Ltd., 55 Victoria Street, London, S.W.1. The Short Wave Magazine is obtainable abroad through the
following: Continental Publishers & Distributors, Ltd., William Dawson & Son, Ltd.; AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND Gordon & Gotch, Ltd.; AMERICA-International News Company, 131 Varick Street, NEW YORK. Registered for
transmission to Canada by Magazine Post. December, 1959.

